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PRESIDENT'S REPORT

Tahoe was exhil;%ratin
g. Fifteen degrees
and blowing snow could not dampen my
fervor. I would show John Boston and
Judge Bob Jones how rrtuch I had learned
in three previous attenqrts at skiing. Having given themmy first 1ecture on the rudiments of the a 6 as we rode the bus to
Heavenly Valley, I was somewhat embarrassed when I couldn't figure out how to
clamp the skis to my boots. Obviously,
they must have changed the design. Not
to worry. Bob Walsh h m Houston
figured it out-probably has an engineering degree.
The four of us waddle over to the begimer's lift and are unceremoniously
yanked by our respective crotches upward
and onward towards our great adventure.
Please God, dont' let me fall off the liRnot in fmnt of these five-year-old kids.
Five minutes later, we arrive and waddle
over to a bluff overlooking Lake Tah6e.

MY mind is bc)ggled by the beauty but I
keel>tryingto r&mber: do you put your
wcight on thc inside ski or the outside ski?
Have hr rcmain calm and look confident.
Judge Jones looks apprehensive and
chomps incessantly on his cigar. Boston is
in to repetitive rocking. I think we are in
trouble.
"Ok, let's go," I blurt in my new dualpitched voice. I make it about 10yards and
collapse, Boston heads straight for the trees
and begins a cross-country journey, pioneering a virgin trail. JudgeJones bites his
cigar neatly in half, shortly before disappearing in a cloud of white powder. Only
Wakh remains upright-good thing he
listened to my instructions--.
About thirty minutes later we reach the
bottom of a three-hundred-yard run. Notwithstanding my broken goggles and Judge
Jones' wrenched back, we eong~atulate
ourselves and declare we are ready for the

"blues" now-the intermediate runs. On
our way to the chair-lift, Judge Joncs decidcs that the whirlpool at Harrah's would
be thcra~cllticllndfor.wkcs us. Onedown.
Twenty minutes later, I spot my own
special mogul and decide to make my fust
jump. The last thing I remember was how
discomforting it is to ski backwards at
thirty miles an hour. They said I landed
on my head. 1have a vague recollection
of the impact-it reminded me of the time
Larry Coomer and I butted helmets in high
school. Larry weighed three hundred and
ten pounds.
Even the greatest ski instructors reach
thepint when it's time to hang 'em up. But
we never forget those moments of glory
and the solace that wmes from knowing
that you have imparted real knowledge. So
John-Bob-carry on wjth confidence. I'm
going to find Judge Jones.
A
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Editor's Corner

Kerry P. FitzGerald

Just around the corner is the 13th Annual Advanced Criminal Law Course, this
year to he held at the Fairmont Hotel in
Dallas from August 3rd to 7th.
This year's chairman is prominent Dallas
attorney, Richard Anderson, who last
week chaired the Planning Committee
meeting in Dallas. In his usual organized
fashion, Richard guided the committee
members through numerous potential
topics and available speakers. When possible, the inclination was always to work
in new speakers and new subjects of interest to the bar.
In times past, some of the submitted
materials included in the manuals have
been supplemented or 'iydated." This year
the policy of the planning committee and
the State Bar is to require that each paper
submitted by the speaker be a reprogrammed complete document and not
just a prior year's paper with a supplement.
While some overlapping in presentation is
probably inevitable and to some extent
beneficial, every speaker is being encouraged not to "step on" the subject matter of another speaker, at least not too
much.
Many of the subjects are so fundamental
and critical that, of necessity, they must
be repeated, year in and year out. However,
this year's program features a few new additions such as "Lit~gatingMult~pleDefen4 VOICEfor the Defense /April 1987

dant Cases" and a full morning session
devoted to the New Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence.
Judge Chuck Miller and Stephen Capelle
will bring us up-to-date on "Recent Decisions" and "Recent Legislation in the
Criminal Law Area," respectively.
The program will commence with welcoming remarks by newly elected Dallas
County District Attorney, John Vance and
Judge Larry W. Baraka, presiding judge
of the Criminal District Court #2 in Dallas.
Throughout the week there will be
several social events.
As of this writing, the tentative program
shapes up as follows:

PRE-TRIAL MOTION PRACTICE
(State & Federal)
Terrence W. McDonald, San Antonio
Attorney at Law
IO:00 a.m.
Break
10:20 a.m.
INDICTMENTS
Marvin Collins, Dallas (confirmed)
U S . Attorney for Northern District
11:20 a.m.
JURY INSTRUCTIONS (confirmed)
Ronald L. Goranson. Dallas
Milner & Goranson
12:05 p.m.
Lunch
1:35 p.m.
RECENT LEGISLATION IN
Advanced Criminal Law Course
August 3-7, 1987
Fairmont Hotel CRIMINAL LAW AREA (confirmed)
Stephen H. Capelle, ust tin
Tentative Program
Attorney at Law
2:35 p.m.
Monday, August 3
Break
8'00 am.
2:55 p.m.
Registration
GUILTY PLEAS (State & Federal)
8:45 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
Welcoming Remarks
LITIGATING MULTIPLE
Larry W. Baraka, Judge
DEFENDANT CASES (State & Federal)
Criminal District Court No. 2
Gerald H. Goldstein, San Antonio
Dallas County
Goldstein, Goldstein & Hiliey (confumed)
John Vance
4:45 p.m.
Dallas County District Attorney
Adjourn
9:00 a.m.
4:45-6:15 p.m.

Sponsored Social
Tuesday, August 4th
8:45 a.m.
PRESERVING THE RECORDJUDICIAL NOTICE (Articles I, I1 & XXI)
9:15 a.m.
PRIVILEGES (Article V)
F.R. "Buck" Files, Jr., Tyler (confirmed)
Bain, Files, Allen & Caldwell
10:OO a.m.
Break
I0:20 a.m.
HEARSAY & BUSINESS RECORDS
(Articles VIII, IX, X)
11:05 a.m.
WITNESSES, OPINION TESTIMONY,
RELEVANCY (Articles IV. VI and VII)
1 1 5 0 a.m.
Lunch
1:20 p.m.
SEARCH & SEIZURE
Jack J. Rawitscher, Houston (confirmed)
Smith, Schulman, Rawitscher & Carnahan
2:20 p.m.
Break
2:40 p.m.
CONFESSIONS
3120 p. rn.
DEFENSES
4:05 p.m.
JURY ARGUMENT
Jack V. Strickland, Jr., Fort Worth
Strickland, Lane & Moore (confirmed)
4.50 p.m.
Adjourn
Wednesday, August 5th
8:45 a m .
ENHANCEMENT
Catherine G. Burnett, Houston
Attorney at Law (confirmed)
9:15 asn.
STATE CRIMINAL APPEALS
Kerry P. FitzGerald, Dallas (confirmed)
Kerry P. FitzGerald, P.C.
10:15 a.m.
Break
10:35 a.m.
STATE PAROLE LAW

Lunch
1:20 p.m
FEDERAL CRIMES
2120 p.m.

HABEAS CORPUS & ORIGINAL
WRITS (confirmed)
Walter C. Prentice, Austin
Gray & Becker
I0:30 a.m.
Break
1050 a.m.
SEXUAL OFFENSES INVOLVING
CHILDREN (confirn~ed)
Davis R. Bires. Houston
Attorney at ~ a &
11:35 a.m.
JURY SELECTION
12:20 p.m.
Adjourn

Break
2:40 p.m.
FEDERAL BAIL
3:lOp.m.
FEDERAL SENTENCING

Thursday, August 6th
9:00 a.m.
STATE SENTENCING
J.A. "Jim" Bobo, Odessa (confirmed)
Bob0 & Jordan
9:45 a.m.
Break
10:05 a.m.
According to State Bar figures, in 1977,
GRAND JURY PRACTICE
Edward A. Mallett, Houston (confirmed) 135 persons attended the course m Dallas.
These figures have dramatically increased
Mallett, Trichter & Brann
since that time. When Tim Evans was
10.50 a m .
director in 1985, the Fort Worth attenETHICS & CONTEMPT
dance was 486. When Ed Mallett was the
11:50 a.m.
director in 1986, the Houston attendance
Lunch
approached 600.
1 2 0 p.m.
These figures demonstrate one signifiRECENT DECISIONS (confirmed)
cant point: timely advanced registration is
Honorable Chuck Miller, Austin
important to secure a position at the semiJudge.
- . Court of Criminal Aooeals
nar. Because of the s u e of past audiences,
2:20 p.m.
I understand that Richard Anderson is inBreak
cluding a number of creative visual aids,
2 4 0 p.m.
i.e. : closed-circuit television; an enlarged
JUVENILE LAW
projection of each speaker behind the
3 2 5 u.m.
speaker's podium; and additional seating
in adjoining rooms in order to accommodate the capacity crowds.
Friday, August 7th
The efforts of Richard Anderson and the
9:00 a.m.
planning committee should ensure that the
DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
rn
program is a total success.
9:45 a.m.
A.

-

Criminal Defense Lawyers Project
1987 Scheduled Seminars
April 23-24, 1987
CDLP-SKILLS COURSE
Tyler (Ramada Inn)
May 1, 1987
CDLP-DWI SEMINAR
Fort Worth (Warthington)
May 22, 1987
CDLP-SEX CRIMES
Austitl (to be announced)

June 25-26, 1987
CDLP-FEDERAL CRIMINAL
LAW
Houston (to be announced)
July 10, 1987
CDLP-SKILLS COURSE1
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
Beaumont (to be announced)
T d y24, 1987
CDLP-SKILW COURSE1
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
Amarillo (to be announced)
April 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 5

taking the matter up at its meeting in
Austin on March 7, 1987. In the meantime, anyone wishing to contribute to this
scholarship fwd oan do so by sending it
to the TCDLA office in Austin.
Best regards,
Letter to the Editor:
As you know, on December 26, 1986,
we lost a good f r h d and colleague when
Richard Thornton passed away. Richard
was a fsunding member of TCDLA and
was the lawyer ln Galveston to whom we
could all turn for guidance, help and inspiration.
A fcw nights aftur Richard d i d , a grnup
of us spent the early morning hours drinking had whiskey and tellinr Richard
hornt ton stories.~t.somepoini someone
came up with the idea that we, Richard's
friends, should do something in Richard's
honor to ensure that his name goes on
forever and Richard can continue to he a
perpetual thorn in the side of the "Government." We decided to establish a scholar-

ship at the University of Texas Law School
so that a deserving student who is pursuing
a career in the field of criminal law can
attend school at the expense of those of us
who can a f h d it.
I have conferred with Donald Mau,
Director of the UT Law School Foundation, and he has informed me that them are
several scholarship endowment plans availahlc whereby the incomc from the endowment can bc used for thc cxncnses of thc
recipient. The ideal amon& for su& a
scholarship is at l a s t ten thousand dollars.
I think that a scholarship endowment is
a perfect way to honor Richard and is a
worthy project to which TCDLA should
lend its name and support.
The TCDLA Board of Directors will be

Suite 900

1

KENT A. SCHAFPER
Houston
Dear John:
I have just completed reading your
memorial about our dear and devoted
friendRichardThomton. Please accept my
personal thanks. Those of us who knew
Richard and loved him as one of the true
gentlemen of ourprof&on, as one whose
devotion to the principles and goals of
TCDLA was far and above that of so many
of Us-we, all of us, will ever miss him.
Yes, I REMEMBER RICHARD
THORNTON. I remember the time we
held our meeting in Galveston when he
went 'all out" to make us feel wetcome;
when he evengot us "honorary Galveston
citizenship papers"; when he held receptions for us at the hotel as well as at his
offices.Iremember the many times he virtually stood alone at hoard meetings, es
pousing his long-time, time-honored
ethicalprinciples as applied to our criminal
practice. I rememher the hoard meeting in
New Orleans when he stood up and expressed his views on variom subjects. Yes,
I remember Richard Thornton.
Richard Tharnton was the type of friend;
the typeof lawyer; the type of Americanl
Texan-that always had the courage to
speak his mind, even though he might
stand alone. His integrity was unquestioned; his loyalty to his friends and to our
association was impeccable. IIWE have
lost a good and dear friend. I, for one of
many, will always REMEMBER
RICHARD THORNTON.
Raspectfully,
CHARLES D. B U m
San Antonio
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Defense Considerations in Criminal and Civil Tax
Fraud lnvestigations by the IRS
by Frank C. Hider, Jr. and Lawrence R. Jones, Jr.
I. Introduction
The purpose of this summary is to make
you aware of what civil and criminal tax
fraud violations are and how the IRS investigates taxpayers for fraud violations.
If you are concerned that the IRS is investigating your client for fraud, in a civil tax
examination, immediately consider referral of your client to a tax attorney for
guidance. If the IRS Criminal Investiga-

tion Division (CID) assigns special agents
to investigate your client, immediately
refer your client to a tax attorney.
11. IRS Statistics Show Increased Activity
at All Levels of Enforcement
A. Origin of Criminal Tru- Cases.
1. Referrals from Examination
Division-Approxinlately 30% of all
criminal investigations arise by reason of

a referral from the IRS Examination
Division to the Criminal Investigation
Division of a return previously selected for
audit.
2. Referrals from Collection
Division- Approximately 10% of criminal
tax cases. mostlv those involving failure
to file, are referred by a revenue officer
who discovers that a taxpayer's return has
not been filed, and then ascertains that no
returns have been filed for previous years.
3. S~ecialAgents-A~~roximatelv
in connection with their work and contact
with the public.
4. Information Items-Approximately 20% of the cases are developed
from other sources such as the U S . Attorney, informants and other governmental agencies. T h e m receives information
in various forms which prompts the selection of a return for a potential audit. Tax
cases are frequently referred by FBI, SEC
3 w DEA investigators. The IRS scans tax
"returns and newspapers for material that
might point towad one receiving unreported income. Also, companies and financial
institutions file public reports disclosing
numerous features of their business; the
IRS often gathers helpful information from

Chio Hider formerlv was a Senior Trial
~ t t o r ~witlt*Clzief
;e~
kouounsel's Ofice, b f tern01 Revemre Service, in Dallas, Texas
(1 974-1 980). and Miami, Florida
(1972-1974). He earned his LL.M. with
emphasis in Tatation from Southern
Methodist University, J.D. from Indiana
University, and B.A. in Business Administration from Vanderbilt University. Chip
has been engaged in private law practice
in Dallas since Janrm~g,1980 and concentrates hispractice of the areas of taxplanning, civil and criminal tru controversies
and litigation, co,porate, real estate, and
related business matters. His is n partner
in the firm of Jones, Bnrtscl~e,Hider,
nroer~tir~g
& Peek which also concentmates
its practice in federal and state litigation
~nattersand bankruptcy.

degree from Texas Christian &versity
and his law degree from Southern
Methodist University in 1968. He also
holds a Masters of l a w in Tmtiortfrom
Georgetonw University in Washington,
D. C. Prior to entering private practice,
Mr. Jones was employed by the Civil Trial
Section of the United States Department of
Justice, TRI.Division. Mr. Jones speaks
fieqrrently to professional and civic groups
in the areas of real estate investing, brrsirless and tar, and teaches a course in
Crimntal Tax Fraud at Sorrthem Methodist
University School of law. He is nrrtltor of
"Criminal Tax Fraud and the CPA. Mr.
Jones' practice with the firm is concenmted ill the areas of tm-plnnrring,tax litigation, colpornte law, loan documentation
and real estate tratrsactions.
"

B. For itsfiscal year ended September
30, 1985, the IRS:
1. Completed 6,000 criminal investigations.
2. Recommended prosecution of
3,200 of those investigated.
3. Of the 3,200 recommended for
prosecution, approximately 2,603 were actually prosecuted. Of these, 213 were involved in tax shelters, 16 were accountants
and 28 were attorneys.
4. Of the 2,600 cases prosecuted,
75% resulted in guilty pleas prior to trial,
and of the remaining 25% which were tried
the government was successful in 75% of
those cases.
5. The government wins about
94% of the cases it recommends for prosecution.
April 1987 / VOICE for the Defense 7

6. Bxty-six percent (6646) of those
convicted receive jail sentences which
average 38 months of time actually served
in prison.
C. New tactics and increased use of old
ones have given the IRS an arsenal
of weapons with which to come after taxpayers atid their rm advisors.
1. Increased use of undercover
operations where tbeIRS has good intelligence reports of ongoing criminal
activity-used in about 3 % of total investigations.
2. IRS agents may immunize witnesses in ongoing investigations.
3.Increased use of search warrants
-process for obtaining search warrants
has been changed so they may in most instances be approved at the local level.
4. Increased use of injunctions in
abusive tax shelter cases.
5 . Erosion of the 5th Amendment
claim-now business records may no
longer be protected.
6. More difficult to challenge and
defeat an IRS summons.
7. Increased use of grand jury investigations.
8. Increase in penalties to which
taxpayers and tax advisors are subjected.

III. Steps in a Criminal Tax Investigation
A. Investigation.
1. The investigation is conducted
by one or more Special Agents of the
Criminal Investigation Division.
2. One or more Revenue agents
may be assigned to assist the Special
Agent.
3. Upon conclusion the Special
Agent writes a report recommending or
declining prosecution.
B. Conference with Chiehief: C~iniinalInvestigarion Division.
1. A potential defendant may,
upon request, have a conference with the
Chief of the Criminal Investigation Division prior to referral of the case to District Counsel of the IRS.
2. If unsuccessful at this conference, a prosecution recommendation is
referred to the amrotxiate
District Coun..
sel, IRS.
C. Conference with IRS District
Corutsel.
1. Upon request, a potential defendant may have a conference with an IRS
attorney in the Office of District Counsel.
8 VOICEfor the Defense / April 1987

2. The District Counsel will
review the case to determine the adequacy
of the evidence and whether there is a
reasonable probability of conviction.
3. District Counsel will either decline prosecution or refer the case to the
Tax Division of the Justice Department
with a recommendation for
D. Depa~iinentof Justice Cortference.
1. A potential defendant may,
upon request, have a conference with an
attorney in theTax Division, United States
Department of Justice, in Washington,
D.C.
2. The Tax Division attorney will
review the ease to determine if there is a
prima facie case and a reasonable probability of conviction; and, if so, forward
the case to the appropriate United States
Attorney for prosecution.
E. United States Attorney Co~ference.
1. Most United States Attorneys
will provide a potential defendant a preindictment conference.
2. The United States Attorney is
not authorized to decline prosecution-the
most he can do is to ask the Tax Division
to reconsider its decision to prosecute.
IV. Key Objectives in a Criminal Tax
Investigation
A. Control the client.
1. Have the client listen to advice
and not falk with IRS agents or potential
witnesses.
2. Convince the client not to talk
his way out of the investigation with the
IRS.
3. Avoid client selfhelp-creating
or fabricating testimony or destroying
documents.
B . Control and ntonirorj701vof information to the IRS.
C. Prepare defense for trial from the
beginning, includngprepa~vltion
of
a "Shadow"Special Agent$ report.

V. Criminal Laws Used in Criminal Tax
Cases
A. What is a criminal tax fraud case?
1. Any fraud investigation orprosecution in which the IRS is participating
through its agents.
2. LRS civil and criminal fraud administrative investigations.
3. Grand jufy investigations in
which IRS agents participate.
4. Criminal Investigation Division

of the IRS commences its investigation
without any notice to the targeted taxpayer.
B. Iheprinraiy criminal provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code are:
I. Tm Evasion-Section Z 0 I 1
a. This law applies to anyorre
who willfully attempts in any manner to
evade or defeat any tax imposed by theln@ma1Revenue Codeor the payment of that
tax.
b. Penalties include:
1) For violations prior to
September 4, 1982, a maximum of five
years imprisonment plus a maximum
$10,000 fine plus costs of prosecution; and
2) After September 3, 1982,
a maximum of 5 years imprisonment, plus
a maximum $100,000 fine ($500,000 for
a corporation) together with the costs of
prosecution.
c. The government has the burden of proving the following elements of
the offense:
1) Willfulness
2) Additional tax due and
owing
3) An attempt to evade or
defeat the tax
d. The government must prove
a tax deficiency that is "substantial" under
the circumstances and not de minimus.
However, the exact amount of tax owed
need not be proven.
e. Indirect methods of proof,
suchas the bankdeposits analysis, specific items analysis, or net worth method can
be used to establish the tax due.
f. The taxpayer's attempt to
evade may he proved by:
1) Any affirmative act, such
as filing a false return, substantial underreporting of income, or intentional and
fraudulent overstatement of deductions; or
2) Failure to fde a return accompanied by an affirmative act such as
concealment of assets, keeping a double set
of books, destruction of records, or "any
conduct the likely effect of which would
be to mislead or to concea1."
g. A person other than the taxpayer, including accountants or advisors,
may be directly prosecuted under Section
7201, since the additional taxes due and
owing can be the taxes of another. Additionally, tax advisors may he prosecuted
for tax evasion as aiders and abettors under 18 U.S.C. 52.
2. Subscribing to a fake renm or

other documents in violation of
Section 7206(1).
a. Applies to the willful making of and subscribing to a return, statement, or other document containing a written declaration that is madeunder penalties
of perjury, which the maker knows to be
false as to a material matter.
b. The penalties include:
I) for violations prior to September 4, 1982, a maximum $5,000 fine
andlor a maximum 3 years imprisonment,
plus costs of prosecution; and
2) After September 3, 1982,
a maximum $100,000 fine ($500,000 for
a corporation) andlor a maximum of 3
years imprisonment, together with the
costs of prosecution.
c. The government's burden of
proof must establish the following elements
of the offense:
1) A document containing
written declaration that it was made under
penalties of perjury
2) Willfulness;
3) A making and suhscribing;
4) Knowledge that the document was false as to a material matter.
d. In order to show "making
and subscribing" the government must
show that the taxpayer's return was filed
since the return contains a declaration that
is made under penalties of perjury.
e. A material matter includes
any item on the return necessary for a correct computation of the tax.
f. Most importantly, the government does not have to establish that
there is a tax difficiency or an attempt to
evade in order to
under section
720611).
.,
g. An accountant may be
prosecuted directly under Section 7206(1)
by subscribing to a "return" on behalf of
the taxpayer or as an aider and abettor under 18 U.S.C. 92.
3. Aiding or assisting in tl~epreporation of a false docualent in
violotio~~
of Section 7206(2).
a. Applies to the willful aiding
o r assisting in, procuring, counseling, or
advising the preparation or presentation of
a return, affidavit, claim, or other document in connection with any matter arising under the Internal Revenue laws that
is fraudulent or false as to a material matter, "whether or not such falsity or fraud

is with the knowledge or consent of the
person authorized or required to present
[the document].''
b. Penalties include:
1) For violations prior to
September 4, 1982, a maximum $5,000
f i e andlor a maximum three years imprisonment, together with the costs of
prosecution.
2) For violations after September 3, 1982, a maximum $100,000
($500,000 for a corporation) fine andlor
a maximum of three years imprisonment,
together with the costs of prosecution.
c. The government must prove
the following elements of the offense:
1) Willfulness.
2) Aiding and assisting, ...,
the preparation or presentation of a document in connection with a matter arising
under the Internal Revenue laws.
3) Falsity of the document as
to a material matter.
d. The fact that the defendant
does not sign the document is immaterial.
e. Proof of a tax deficiency or
intent to evade tax 1s not required.
f. As is the case with respect to
Section 7206(1), an item definitely is
material for Section 7206(2) purposes if it
affects the tax liability, but additionally for
Section 7206(2) purposes it may be material even though it does not directly affect
tax liability.
g. Under this provisionit is not
necessary that the taxpayer (as distinct
from the defendant) is aware of the falsity
of theitem in question. The taxpayer's guilt
or innocence is made irrelevant by the
terms of the statute itself.
h. Historically, Section 7206(2)
has been the one most commonly used to
prosecute tax practitioners.
4. Willfulfailure tofile, srrpply illfor~nation,orpay tax in violation of Section 7203.
a. Applies to the willful failure
to file a return, keep records, or pay estimated taxes.
h. Penalties mclude:
1) For violations prior to
September 4, 1982, a maximum one year imprisonment andlor
$10,000 fine, together with the costs of
prosecution.
2) for violations after September 3, 1982, a maximum one year imprisonment andlor $25,000 ($100,000 for

a corporation) fine, together with the'costs
of prosecution.
c. Government must prove the
following elements of the offense:
1) An obligation to file the
return, supply the information, or keep the
records.
2) A failure to do so.
3) Willfulness.
d. The crime could be committed by virtue of a willful failure to complete a part of a return. For example, the
failure to respond to questions relating to
foreign bank accounts.
e. A person other than the taxpayer could he accused of this crime. For
example, a tax professional who advised
the taxpayer not to file or supply information. Also, a corporate officer responsible
for the corporation's failure to file.
5. Additional criminal provisions
of fhe Internal Revenue Code.
a. There are several additional
criminal provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code, including the following:
1) Willfully deliver a false
list or document. Section 7207.
2) Provide a false W-2 statement (or no such statement) to an employee. Section 7204.
3) Provide false exemption
certificates. Section 7205.
4) Fail to comply with an
IRS summons without a basis for ohjection. Section 7210.
5) Interfere with the administration of the tax laws corruptly, or by
force or threat. Section 7212.
6) Make an improper disclosure of a tax return or tax return information (applicable to government employees, and private citizens in some
circumstances). Sections 7213, 7216.
C . 77te more cornmonly used general
cri~ninalstatntes pertinent to tar
cases are:
1. Conspiracy: 18 U.S.C. 5371
a. Applicable if two or more
persons conspire either to commit any
offense against the United States, or to
defraud the United States, or any agency
thereof in any manner or for any purpose,
and one or more of such persons do any
act to effect the object of the conspiracy.
b. Penalty: a maximum fine of
$10,000 andlor a maximum of five years
imprisonment.
c. The government must prove
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the,following:
1) An agreement by two or
more persons to commit an offenseagainst
the United States or to defraud the United
States.
2) An overt act in furtherance of the agreement.
d. In a conspiracy case the
government must prove at least one overt
act by one of the conspirators that was
committed in furtherance of the conspiracy. The act itself need not be illegal.
e. An indictment can charge a
conspiracy to violate a specific provision
of thecode, i.e., Sections 7201,7206(1),
7206(2), supra.
f. A tax professional can be
charged as a conspirator with his client
andlor others.
g. Next to Section 7206(2), a
conspiracy charge may be themost 'bopular" way to convict tax practitioners.
2. False statements: 18 U.S.C.
$1001
a. Applicable if in any matter
within the jurisdiction of any department
or agency of the United States there is the
knowing and willful: (1) falsification, concealment, or coverup of a material fact by
any trick, scheme, or device; (2) making
of false, fictitious, or fraudelent statements
or representations: or (3) making or using
of any false writing or document.
b. Penalty: a maximum five
years imprisonment andlor a maximum
$10,000 fine.
c. There is no requirement that
the false statement has been made under
oath.
d. The false statement may be
either oral or written.
e. The false statement can be
from someone other than the taxpayer under investigation.
f. The statute is not limited to
statements required by law.
g. One other than the taxpayer
can be charged:
1) Directly for a false statement made by the defendant.
2) Indirectly as an aider and
abettor with respect to a l l s e statement
made by another. 18 U.S.C. 82.
3. Aiding andabetling: 18 U.S. 12
82.
a. 18 U.S.C. 92(a) provides:
'Whoever commits an offense against the
United States, or aids, abets, counsels, in-
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d u w , or procures its commission, is a
principal."
b. 18 U.S.C. 52@) provides:
"Whoever causes an act m be done, which
if directly performed by him would be an
offense against the United States, is also
a principal and punishable as such."
c. In many tax fraud cases, b e
cause of the tax professional's role in the
preparation of tax returns or other documents, the government will consider utilizingSection7206(2), supra, and 18 U.S.C.
$2 to charge the tax advisor.
D . Whaf is Wrllfulness?
1. lhe government's burden to
prove willfulness
a. Willfulness is the voluntary,
intentional violation of a known legal duty.
The term willfulness has the same meaning in a misdemeanor (e.g., section 7203)
as in a felony (e.g., Section 7201) statute.
b. Willfulnessas an offense element
1) Willfulness is a specified
element of each of the principal criminal
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
2) In a prosecution for conspiracy to violate a tax statute the willfulness element of the statute must be shown.
3) Other tax crimes also require a state of mind equivalent to willfulness. POI example, 18 U.S.C. $1001 (false
statements) requires knowledge that the
statement or document is false.
2. Proof of willfulness
a. The defendant's background
1) The background and education of a defendant are
relevant to his knowledge and to the existence of willfulness.
2) As a practical matter tax
professionals will be held to a higher standard Ihan others in determining what they
know, must have known, or should have
known.
b. Direct proof
1) Oral statements or writings which establish the defendant's known
violation of the tax law.
2) Such direct evidence, if
believed (in the case of alleged oral statements) and if interpreted in accordance
with the prosecution's contentions, could
establish from the defendant's own mouth
or hand that he knew he was violating the
law.
3) In most cases, however,
the prosecution must rely in whole, or in

part, on indirect evidence of willfulness.
c. Indirect proof
1) Proof of circumstances
which establish that the defendant must
have known of the wrongfulness of his action (or inaction).
2) for example, proof that a
person filed tax returns for 5 years prior
to 1980 would tend to prove that he knew
of the obligation to fde rehuns for 1981,
1982 and 1983.
3) One who maintained two
sets of business records and reported less
than his true income is likely to be held to
have acted willfully.
3. Some defenes to the willfulness
element
a. Mere negligence
1) If a taxpayer's incorrect
tax reporting is due to negligence or a careless disregard for the legal requirements
rather than intentional wrongdoing, there
is no willfulness.
2) However, it is difficult to
predict whether the jury (or judge) will
conclude that there was negligence rather
than willfulness based on all of the evidence in a case.
b. Reliance upon a tax advisor
1) One cannot be held to
have acted willfully in a criminal (tax)
sense if he acted with reasonable reliance
upon a professional.
2) However, the client asserting the reliance defense must have advised the professional (accurately) of all the
relevant facts.
3) The tax practitioner sometimes is faced with a difficult conflict of
interest decision when there is a reliance
defense.
a) To the extent he supports his client's reliance defense, be is taking responsibility upon himself for the action in question.
b) To the extent he differs
from the client with respect to the facts on
which the client relied, he possibly defeats
the client's defense and raises an issue of
who (practitioner or client) is being
truthful.
4) The clients mertion of
the defense and the attorney's statement,
either supporting or contradicting the
client, waive the attorney-client privilege
with respect to the alleged advice.
5) The tax practitioner, if
concerned about potentiaI prosecution,

must make a difficult decision as to
whether to assert or waive his own
privilege against self-incrimination, with
respect to his actions and advice and may
he required to disqualify himself.
c. Complexity and doubt as to
the tax law
1) It is established that where
a taxpayer cannot or does not know what
the tax law requires, there can he no willful violation of the Internal Revenue Code.
2) In some circumstances,
courts have reversed convictions where it
was concluded that answers to the tax law
questions presented were sufficiently
doubtful to preclude a conclusion that the
defendant was willful.
3) See U.S. v. Dahlrlrom,
713 F.2d 1423 (9th Cir, 1983) cert. dem'ed 104 S.Ct. 2363 (1984) (conviction
reversed in tax shelter promoter's case because law re foreign trusts uncertain); U.S.
v. Garber, 607 F.2d 92 (5th Cir. 1979)
(conviction reversed because tax issue re
sale of one's own blood novel and nnsettled); U S . v. Critzer, 498 F.2d 1160 (4th
Cir. 1974) (conviction reversed because
tax question re income of Indian on reservation so uncertain that defendant as a matter of law could not have been willful). But
also see, "Uncertainty in the Law: An Uncertain Defense In Criminal Tax Prosecutions," m e Tax Lawyer, Vol. 39, No. 2
(Winter 1986).
VI. Typical Situations Presented to Tax
Advisors: Taxpayers With Delinquent
(Unfiled) Tax Returns
A. Introduction.
As indicated above, it is a federal
misdemeanor under Section 7203 to willfully fail to file a tax return and may be
punishable by fine of up to $25,000
($100,MM for a mrporation) and imprisonment for up to one year. Additionally, in
flagrant cases, the government may prosecute taxpayers for failure to Ne retnms under Section 7201 for tax evasion. On the
civil tax examination side of the IRS investigation, civil fraud penalties or failure
to file, failure to pay, and negligence
penalties may be asserted.
B. Two Typical Situafia~tsWill Be
Presented:
1. A taxpayer may contact you to
fde delinquent returns for several years
prior to ZRS c o n m or investigation; or the
taxpayer will already have been contacted

by the IRS for preparation of delinquent
tax returns and payment of tax (typically
by a revenue officer in the Collection Division) or hc subject to audit (by a rcvcnuu
aecut i n the Iixamination Division) or be
i d e r c~iminalinvestigation (hy a special
merit of the Criminal InvesfiRation
Division).
2. In both situafionsDO NOT (if
you are an accounrant or nonattomey advisor):
a. Have a conference or meeting with the taxpayer;
b. Ask questions regarding the
taxpayer's reasons for not fding or anything
about the amount of his taxable income;
c. Prepare and file tax returns.
3. Why Not?
a. To protect yourself and your
client from you k o m i n g the govenunenfs
primary witness against the taxpayer in
criminal andlor civil fraud cases, testifying regarding your client's "confession" to
a violation of any of the criminal tax pro-
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visions of the statutes mentioned above.
h. IRS has special agents of its
Criminal Investigation Division assigned
to the Internal Revenue Service Center to
scrutinize any delinquent returns which are
filed for possible criminal prosecution.
Such investigations typically wiU result in
initial contact of the tax return preparer.
4, Recommended advice: Instruct
your taxpayer immediutely not to discuss
the matter with anyoneand refer the taxpayer to a tax attorney who handles cnminal tax matters. By engaging a tax
attorney, the taxpayer permits the attorney
to enter into a tri-panite agreement whereby the client and the attorney hue the CPA
to assist the attorney in analyzing the accounting facts and returns to he prepared
in defense of the IRS tax fraud investigation.
5. Fraud referral assignment to
Criminal Investigation Division
a. When an IRS agent (either a
revenue agent in tke Examination Division)

Open your eyes and see
just how many subjects are
covered in the new edition
of the Consumer Information Catalog. It's free just for
the asking and so are nearly
half of the 200 federal publications described inside.
Booklets on subjects like financial and career planning; eating right, exercising, and staying healthy;
housing and child care;
federal benefit programs.
Just about everything you
would need to know. Write
today We'll send you the
latest edition of the Consumer InformationCatalog,
which is updated and published quarterly It'll be a
great help, you'll see. Just
write:
Consumer Informalion Center
Department TD
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
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or a revenue officer in the Collection Division suspects a tax crime has been committed, tlte agem is irtstnrctednot to obtain
delinquent retums and collection of taxes.
Instead, the agent will prepare a fraud
referral report to CID for examination for
potential criminal prosecution.
b. If an IRS agent fails to make
a fraud referral, after obtaining evidence
of fraud, or is working with a CID special
agent in the background of the case, the
taxpayer may have a defense to any criminal prosecution based on deceit, trickery,
and-deception by the Service.
C . Where IRS Has Not Contacted
Client, Defense of Voluntary Disclosure May Be Available:
1. Introduction
a. Voluntary disclosure is an
IRS policy not law.
b. Several factors are considered by the IRS in determining whether
to prosecute:
1)Whether the disclosure is
voluntary? Voluntary, according to the
IRS, means no IRS contact has been made
with the taxpayer and no IRS Ne is open
that would lead to its discovery of the unfiled returns. Therefore, the tax attorney
should satisfy himself that the proposed
disclosure is truly voluntary.
2) Determine how many
years of delinquency are involved.
3) Taxpayer's background:
age, health, family situation, income and
wealth, knowledge of accounting and taxation, and any prior IRS examination or
any prior criminal record.
2. Procedure
a. The tax attorney should engage a CPA for preparation of the delinquent tax returns as distinguished from the
CPA working directly for the client in
preparation of the returns. If the IRS contacts the client while return preparation
process is pending, the CPA will be under the attorney-client privilege.
b. It is imperative to prepare
these retums as rapidly as possible to avoid
IRS discovery of the delinquency before
the voluntary disclosure is made. Also the
preparation and related analysis is essential for understanding the dollar amount of
tax liabilities involved which will have a
direct bearing on whether the IRS will initiate criminal prosecution.
c. Determine how many years
returns must he prepared. Under the IRS
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voluntary disclosure policy, the taxpayer
may be required, as a minimum, to prepare all returns within the six-year statute
of limitations period that is open for criminal prosecution. Additionally, the IRS may
require complete return preparation for
earlier years if possible.
Option I:
d. The attorney may explore
(based upon a hypothetical situation) with
the chief or assistant chief of CID whether
the Service will consider the case as a
voluntary disclosure case.
e. If CID is willing to consider
the case a voluntary disclosure, arrange for
perparation and filing of the returns (prepared by the CPA) directly with CID
(through the attoiney] and fora conference
with the taxpayer for discussion of the facts
and thorough interrogation by CID agents.
No CID decision will he made at this conference as to whether the case will he accepted as a voluntary disclosure matter.
f. TbeIRS will check to determine whether any investigation is open on
this taxpayer in other divisions or districts
of the IRS.
g. If the IRS accepts the case as
a voluntary disclosure matter, CID will
deliver the returns and tax payments to the
Chief, Collection Division, for processing
and will notify the taxpayer's attorney of
such acceptance.
option u:
h. Many attorneys and experienced criminal tax advisors recommend that the taxpayer file the delinquent
returns, without any explanation, directly
with the Internal Revenue Service Center,
and may do this in staggered fashion, i,e.,
one return every other day or so. Others
file them all together. It does not seem to
matter which way you file them.
i. CPAs and tax attorneys who
have filed directly have informally reported, with few exceptions, that the IRS accepted the returns as filed. The IRS
generally has sent a bill for interest and
failure to pay and failure to file penalties
following the delinquent filings.
j. Department of Justice, Tax
Division officials report that they only see
one or two voluntary disclosure defenses
each year on cases referred from the IRS.
k. Civil examination of the
returns may or may not he commenced by
the IRS. However, after the taxpayer's fdmng of delinquent returns, the IRS Collec-

tion Division may assert the negligence
penalty and, if the case is flagrant, may assert the fraud penalty. A ninety-day letter
is necessary or a waiver of assessment prior to IRS assessment of these penalties.
1. In preparing the tax returns.
resolve all questionable items that could be
considered fraud in favor of the IRS.
D. Where IRS has Already Begun Investigation of Your Client For
Failure to File Tax Returns or For
Tax Evasion:
1. Three possible situations may
be presented:
a. IRS revenue officer from
Collection Division may contact taxpayer
seeking preparation and filing of returns
through letter notice, personal contact
andlor summons;
b. IRS revenue agent from Examination Division may notify taxpayer of
audit investigation of years including unfiled tax returns; or
c. IRS special agents from CID
have personally confronted your client
with criminal Miranda warnings regarding
client's Fifth Amendment right to remain
silent and right to counsel.
2. The fust two situations may
result in a fraud referral to CID after you
and your client naively prepare returns and
make admissions which could be sufficient
for the government to prove a criminal tax
violation for willful failure to file tax
returns. The IRS must prove only two basic
elements:
a. that the taxpayer had sufficient gross income to require that a tax
return he filed, and
b. that the failure to file the
return was willful.
3. Recommended client advice:
again, do not hold a conference with your
client, refer the client to a tax attorney who
handles criminal tax matters. The tax attorney may engage the referring CPA if
that CPA has not previously prepared tax
returns for the client. If returns were ptepared by such CPA, theIRS probably will
be contacting him as a government witness
as to the client's knowledge of his legal obligation to file tax returns and regarding
prior factual relationship with the client.
Therefore, the tax attorney should hire a
new CPA to takeon the accounting responsibilities for preparation of returns for the
client's defense while under potential
criminal fraud investigation.

4. IRS philosophy in criminal tax worth.
investigations:
3. Establishing the beginning net
a. The amount of taxes owed worth:
a. The R S must establish a
may not be critical in the IRS determination of whether to prosecute a criminal tax firm beginning net worth starting point
case.
which is done though taxpayer-prepared
b. Although pnnishmg a tax documents such as financial statements
evader for violation of the law is one aspect submitted to lending institutions, personal
of a criminal tax case, the primary purpose fmancial statements, estate planning workfor an IRS recommendation to prosecute sheets, and other correspondence.
a taxpayer is deterrence to set an example
b. Net worth calwlation may
in the local community, through publicity result from accumulated net worth delerin the local newspapers, to obtain continu- mined from reported income, non-taxable
ing voluntary compliance by other taxpay- receipts, non-deductible expenditures,
ers in similar situations, similar income bank deposits and investments.
c. The taxpayer may underbrackets, and similar business occnpations.
mine the beginning net worth calculation
Vn. IRS Basic Methods of Proof
by f d i n g additional nontaxable receipts
A. Bank deposiis and apenditrtres.
and assets and reducing non-deductibleex1. The IRS case for unreported in- penditures, bank deposits, and investcome is made by proving unidentified hank ments. The IRS is required to check out
deposits in excess of reported income and all "leads" of any of these non-taxable
establishing a likely source for receipts. sources provided at the earliest possible
2. The IRS premise is that total stage of the investigation.
bank deposits come from taxable income,
4. The government must also esnon-taxable receipts, bank transfers, re- tablish the ending net worth through the
deposits, and unreported income.
use of the accounting equation described
3. Unreported income is deter- at B.2. above. Additionally the governmined as follows: total bank deposits less ment must prove either a likely sonrcc of
reported income, non-taxable receipts, nnrenortcd incomc or no unidcntiticd nonbank transfers, and re-deposits equals un- taxake receipts. Mathematical certainty is
reported income.
not required.
C. Specific Ite~ns:Another method of
4. The taxpayer will attempt to
disprove this method of proof by identifiproof is the specific items method
cation o+ explanation of bank deposits as
by which the IRS tacks on additional
specific items of omitted income
being already reported income, nonfrom a specific source to taxable intaxable receipts, bank transfers, recome on the return.
deposits, and currency deposits derived
from reported cash receipts from the bnsiness, checks drawn for cash and redeposit- VIJI. Handling the Civil Examination
ed, transfers from savings accounts, gifts,
It IS necessary prior to the civil examiand cash hordes.
nation to he prepared and to have control
5. If the IRS can prove additional of the examination since a number of
cash expenditures that did not go through criminal cases come from civil audits. The
a bank account and can be specifically following is a checklist that should assist
identified, these expenditures also may he in that regard:
added to the bank deposits method of
A. Assemble files and records of
reconstruction of income.
the taxpayer in g w d order;
B. Remove and separate opinions
B. Net Worth Mefhod.
1. This method is based upon the of counsel from files:
C. Meet with the agent to present
assumption that unaccounted increases in
net worth are from items of omitted the power of attorney form and to estabincome.
lish the ground rules for the audit;
2. Ending net worth is determined
D. In smaller, less complicated exby establishing the following: beginning aminations, be available to answer quesnet worth plus reported income, nontaxa- tions as they arise;
ble receipts, and unreported income less
E. In larger and more complex exnon-deductible expenses equals e n d i i net aminations, arrange with the client to have

some procedure for keeping posted on,the
progress of the andit;
F. Advise the client an'd others
who may deal with the agent to give the
agent what is requested without any explanation unless one is requested;
G . Ask the agent to make written
requests for records;
H. Ask the agent to hold material
questions preferably until the end of the audit; and
I. Ask the agent to provide a written list of the adjustments he intends to pmpose prior to meeting withhim to discuss
the proposed adjustments.

M. When thecivil Audit Turns Criminal,
How Do You Know?
The following activity may indicate a
Revenue Agent has referred a case for a
possible criminal investigation:
A. Ifthe Revenue Agent on the case is
joined or replnced by an IRS Special
Agent.
B. n i r d party sranmons activity.
C . fitensive copying of documents.
D. Lerrgtlry andpersistent audits of one
taxpayer or related entities.
E. Most of the time, the taxpayer is not
aware that a civil audit has tlrrned
criminal.
1. Taxpayer may receive a Miranda
warning;
2. He may receive a notice that a
grand juy has been convened; or
3. Friends or employees may inform him that IRS Special Agents have
been asking questions.
F . What does the tax advisor do?
1. Stabilize the situation; calm and
educate the client.
2. The client must be instmcted:
a. Not to speak to or otherwise
provide information to anyone from the
IRS;
b. Not to speak to any potential
or actual witness about the case; and
c. Not to tamper with, fabricate, backdate, or destroy any documents
or records.
3. The onlv safe course is to advise the client noito talk to the Special
Agent.
4. Taxpayers should not attempt to
purge their files of sensitive materials, or
create and backdate documents to reflect
transactions that did not occur. These acts
constitute obstruction of justice and an adApril 1987 / VOICE for the Defense 13

visor who suggests such "protective" action may be a co-conspirator. See U.S. v.
Klein, 247 E d 908 (2d Cir. 1957), cert.
denied, 355 U S . 924 (1958).
5. Advise the client to obtain an attorney experienced in criminal tax matters.

X. What the Advisor Should Do When
Contacted by a Special Agent
A. Often the initial contact is made
without warning and sometimes accompanied by the service of a summons or
subpoena.
B. If the advisor is unprepared, take
time to evaluate the situation.
C. Avoid the temptation to "get rid of
the problem right away by explaining
everything."
D. If there are two IRS agents present,
the advisor should have a witness present
during the meeting.
E. The advisor should inquire as to
whether he is a target of the investigation.
F. The advisor should be sure, initially, to obtain and write down identification
infomation such as name, status (i.e., Special Agent), address and telephone number of the IRS agents and the taxpayers,
type of tax and periods under investigation.
G. The advisor should do nothing until be has had an opportunity to consult
with (his own or his client's) counsel before responding to an inquiry.
The advisor should have another person
present if and when he responds orally or
to screen any written respanse to insure accuracy and precision with regard to the
response.
I. Never furnish records immediately
even if pursuant to a summons (a summons
requires 10 days' notice before compliance).
J. In the event the advisor is read a
statement of his rights, he should immediately terminate the meeting and advise the
Internal Revenue Service personnel that his
his counsel will contact them. The reading of the Miranda warning is notice that
he is under criminal investigation.
However, the absence of the warning does
not assure that he will not he an investigative target.
K . Never say or produce mything at
any initial contact with IRSagents witliout
jrst consultiug couusel.
L. l71eadvisor or his client should not
(except afer advice of counrse1) claim the
Fifth Amendment or say anythiug at all in
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response faan inquily ajkr being read the
Miranifa warning. He should merely state
that he wishes to consult counsel before
responding.
M . The advisor should not provide information that is incorrect or which may
be misinterpreted. Therefore take the time
to make sure all responses, whether oral
or written, are accurate.
N. Immediately following themeeting,
the advisor should prepare a full memorandum of everything that was said at the
meeting.
0.Contact an attorney -yours if you
are a target, or your client's if he is a target.

XI. The Tax Advisor Under Criminal Tax
Investigation
A. 7he tax advisor as tlze target.
1. Tax advisor is an expert.
2. Others may claim they relied
upon tax advisor to make sure tax laws
were followed.
3. Client may accuse tax advisor.
4. Successful prosecution of tax
advisor is strong deterrant to tax fraud.
5. If the client is being investigated
the tax advisor should assume he may be
a target or at least a witness.
B. An investigation is a no win
situation -even $acquitted, prosecuted tax
advisor loses.
1. Anxiety, lost fees and time.
2. Public learns of investigation.
3. Publicity and loss of reputation.
4. Defense is expensive.
5. Loss of present and future husin!XS,
6. Until trial and acquittal, tax advisor cannot be sure he will be found "not
guilty ."
7. Time in jail almost certain.
8. Loss of professional status and
license.
9. Possrble lawsuits by former
clients alleging malpractice and fraud.

XU. Filing Tax Returns Once an Investigation is in Process
A. Die Problenr.
1. Filing of current tax returns
during an investigation must be in compliance with the tax law. Current tax returns
may not continue the fraudulent patterns
of the prior returns.
2. The filing of a current tax
return could be harnful to the taxpayer under investigation, since the truthful report-

ing of some items may confirm the IRS'
view that there is fraud in prior years
returns and any admission on a current
return is used against the taxpayer and confirms IRS suspicion.
3. Objectives in filing tax returns
during a criminal tax investigation should
be:
a. No further violations.
b. No false statements.
c. No admissions or confessions.
B. Protective statements-should be
considered for use when questionableitems
must be reported on any return and also
with respect to filing current returns during a criminal investigation. A protective
statement may be used to avoid a false
statement on the currentreturn without an
admission of error on the prior return.
XUI. The Internal Revenue Service Summons and the Tax Advisor
A. 7he IRS summons is authorized by
statute to obtain documents or testimony.
Sections 7602. A person receiving a summons must be given at least 10 days' notice before being required to appear.
Section 7605. Third-party records may
also he summoned. Section 7609.
B. The attorney's or tar advisor5 duties
upon receipt of a summons:
1. Preserve the records and all
summoned documents in his possession.
2. Notify the client even if there is
a "third-party recordkeeper" summons
which requires the IRS to give formal
notice.
3. Provide the client access to the
documents which have been summoned hut
do not give up possession of the
documents.
4. Determine from the client and
the client's attorney if there are any objections to production of the documents (or
testimony) which the client may have.
5. The attorney or tax advisor
should determine if he has any privilege
(e.g., the Fifth Amendment) or objection
to production of documents or testimony
to assert on his own behalf.
6. The attorney or tax advisor
must appear in response to the summons
even if he intends to assert objections.
7. At the time the attorney or tax
advisor appears he should assert any per-

The Roving Border Patrol's Drive Along
Fourth- Amendment Boulevards
by Lori McNally and Judith Patterson
condly, §287(a)(3) grants immigration
officers the power to, "within a reasonable distance from any external boundary
of the United States. . .board and search
for alreus any. . .vehicle. . .for the purpose
of patrolling the border to prevent the illegal entry of aliens into the United
States. . . . " 3 The current regulation, 8
C.F.R. 8287.1, defines a "reasonable distance" as within 100 air miles from any external boundary of the United States, or
any other distance which may be set by the
district director of the INS. Thus, unlike
the power to interrogate, the power to
search carries an express geographical
limit; but the INA expresses no probable
cause precondition to either power.
Although the INA sets no restrictions on
Authority of the
the officer's exercise of discretion, the
Roving Border Patrol
courts gloss $287 with prerequisites
designed to protect Fourth Amendment
Sfatutory Authority
rights of U S . citizens.
Through enactment of the Immigratio~i Prior to 1975, the government interpreted
and Nationality Act of 1952 (INA), Con- the provisions of $287(a)(1) and (3) as givgress conferred broad investigatory power ing the Border Patrol the power to make
upon immigration officers.' 5287(a)(1) of stops and conduct searches without either
the INA empowers immigration officers a search warrant, or probable cause or
with the ability to conduct a warrantless reasonable suspicion that illegal aliens were
interrogation of "any alien or person be- present? The Supreme Court rejected this
lieved to be an alien as to his right to be interpretation in Unired States v. Brignonior to remain in the United States."' Se- Ponce, 422 U S . 873 (1975). After weighBorder Patrol agents of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) employ
three types of surveillance systems at and
near our borders to detect and deter the
illegal entry of aliens into the United
States. The systems are: 1) permanent
checkpoints; 2) temporary checkpoints;
and 3) roving border patrols. This article
examines the Border Patrol's authority to
conduct border-zone searches and seizures,
and scrutinizes the prerequisites to the lawful exercise of such power. Because
searches and seizures of moving vehicles
made by the roving Border Patrol on public
inland roads raisethe most pressing Fourth
Amendment issues, this article focuses
primarily on this system.

ing the importance of the governmental interest of detecting the illegal entry of aliens
against the minimal intrusion on Fourth
Amendment rights of U S . citizens, the
Court concluded that a reasonable suspicion of illegal presence justifies the initial
stop of the vehicle. Probable cause of such
illegality must develop to support a search
of such vehicle.' However, based on the
vehicle exception formulated in Carroll v.
United States, 267 U S . 132 (192% the
Court ruled that a seach warrant was not
essential.
Judicial Lirnitalions
The most controversial issue with
respect to the exercise of law enforcement
policies by the roving Border Patrol arises
at the initial stopping of a vehicle. The
stopping of a vehxle and the brief detention of its occupants constitutes a seizure
within the meaning of the Fourth AmendmenL6 The question is: under what circumstances is the initial stop of a vehicle
for the purpose of questioning the occupants about their alienage justified within
the bounds of Fourth Amendment protections? The Court first considered
$287(a)(3), which purports to authorize
stops and searches of automobiles without
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a warrant and "within a reasonable distance" from the border, in AlmeidaSanchez v. United Stores, 413 U.S. 266
(1973).
The Supreme Court, in AlmeidaSunchez, addressed the question of whether
5287(a)(3] allowed the roving Border
Patrol to stop or subsequently conduct a
warrantless, non-consensual search of an
automobile without probable cause or
reasonable suspicion of illegal aliens or
illegally importcd suhstanc&. Observing
that nrinci~lesol'constitutional adiudication require the Court to construe
§287(a)(3) consistently with the Fourth
Amendment, if possible, the Court held
that the Border Patrol must have either
probable cause or consent in order to conduct a search. A search based on anything
short of probable cause is unreasonable and
violates the Fourth Amendment. As a
result of this ruling, the Court reversed
Aheida-Sanchez's conviction of transporting illegally imported marijuana as based
upon an unconstitutional search. Per the
exclusionary rule of Weeks v. United
States, 232 U S . 383 (1914),\the illegally
uncovered marijuana waq inadmissible.
Although AheidaSanchar did not discuss
the constitutional standard for an initial
stop by the roving Border Patrol, two subsequent cases adopted the reasonable suspicion standard and outline relevant factors
tending to support such a stop.
The first case, United Stores v. BrignoniPonce, 422 U S . 873 (1975), held that,
despite the broad grant of authority that
§287(a)(l) facially grants agents "to interrogate any alien" without geographical
limitation on this authority, the Fourth
Amendment mandates at least a reasonable
suspicion that the particular vehicle
stopped was illegally transporting aliens
into this country.' Writing for the Court,
Justice Powell listed several factors
(known as "Powell's List") to weigh when
deciding whether there is sufficient evidence to create a reasonable suspicion
which would justify an initial stop. Specifically, these factors are:

-

.

(1) The characteristics of the area,
including its proxinnty to the border,
the usual patterns of traffic on the
particular road, and previous experience with alien traffic;
(2) Information about recent illegal border crossings in the area;
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(3) Driver's behavior (i.e. erratic
driving or obvious attempts to evade
officers);
(4) Aspects of the vehicle itself
(i.e. if it appears to be heavily loaded, or of a type which normally
transports aliens illegally); and
(5) Aspects of the occupants, including apparent hispanic ancestry
and style of drew8
111 addition, Justice Powcll noled that the
Bordcr Patrol officer mav< asscss thc facts
and draw reasonable inferences based on
his own experience in detecting illegal entry and ~muggling.~
Reasonable suspicion
is, therefore, a standardwhich requires the
presence of objective facts to undergird the
more subjectiveinferences made by Border
Patrol officers.1°
The Court then turned to the narrow
question presented in Brignorti-Ponce:
whether hispanic appearance alone created
a reasonable suspicion to allow a stop by
the roving Border Patrol. The Court concluded that, although the apparent Mexican
ancestry of the occupants is a relevant factor, standing alone it will not support a
reasonable suspicion that the vehicle contains aliens who are illegally in this country. Many U.S. citizens residing in and
traveling through border areas are of
hispanic descent. The fact that theBorder
Patrol has the power to stop a vehicle in
order to question its occupants about their
status does not mean that Fourth Amendment rights of U.S. citizens can be ignored, Thus, the Court ruled that, at
Brignoni-Ponce's criminal trial for knowingly transporting illegal aliens, the trial
court erred in failing to suppress the testimony of the two passengers (illegal
aliens) as fruit of an illegal stop.
The Supreme Court also applied
Powell's List to uphold the stop in United
States v. Cotez, 449 U.S. 411 (1981). In
Cortez, an abundance of evidenee strongly
indicated that the defendants were illegally
transporting aliens across the US-Mexican border into Arizona. Almost every incriminating factor on Powell's List was
present: the stop occurred very close to the
border; the officers knew of recent border crossings in the area; the vehicle
matched the type normally used to transport alients; and the occupants were of
Mexican ancestry. After analyzing the evidence, the Court unanimously concluded

that the objective facts supported a
reasonable suspicion of illegal entry. The
Court stressed that Border Patrol officers
must look to the "totality of the circumstances" in determining whether there is a
reasonable suspicion that the occupants are
engaged in criminal activity."

Recent Cases
Brignoni-Ponce and Cortez are the only
two cases in which the Supreme Court has
applied the factors in Powell's List. Because these two cases fall at two extremes,
they offer little guidance in determining
what constitutes a reasonable suspicion. In
Cortez, where nearly every factor was
present, the Court easily concluded that the
circumstances created a reasonable suspicion justifying the stop. In Brignoni-Ponce,
the sole factor presented-the Mexican ancestry of the occupants-failed to support
the stop.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of cases
raising the reasonable suspicion issue fall
in the gray alea between the black and
white circumstances of Brignoni-Ponzce
and Corfez. For geographical reasons,
most cases dealing with roving Border
Patrol stops arise in the Fifth and Ninth
Circuits." While both circuits apply
Powell's List, neither gives much weight
to the passenger-ancestry factor, absent
sufficient other factors.I3 While the Ninth
Circuit adheres closely to tbe factors on
Powell's List, the Fifth Circuit has added
two of their own: 1)the belief that the particular vehicle has made a recent border
crossing'4 and 2) the officer's familiarity
with the area, its residents and their
vehicles.
Although both circuits give great weight
to inferences based upon Border Patrol
officers' personal experiences in enforcing
immigration laws, the Ninth Circuit demands that the officer articulate the objective facts relied upon in greater depth than
does the Fifth Circuit.I6 In Nicacio v.
United States Immigration and Natural:miion Service, 768 F.2d 1133 (9th Cir.
1985), the Ninth Circuit vigorously attacked the unbridled discretion exercised
by Border Patrol officers while conducting motor vehicle stops in the State of
Wa~hington.'~
The factors upon which the
officers relied were: 1) the bispanic appearance of the vehicle's occupants; 2) the
clothing and general ethnic appearance of

the occupants; 3) the older model of the the Fourth of July into an Independence
automobile; and 4) their experience as Day from the Fourth Amendment for
Border Patrol officers. The court observed patrolmen. The court should not have couthat these factors were not unlike the sidered the fourth factor because many incharacteristics of the U S . citizens in the nocent citizens check their rear-view
same area. One officer testified that from mirrors when followed by a police car and
his experience alone he could tell "who was such behavior cannot fairly be called "furillegal and who is not," stating further that tive activity" such as shown by erratic driv"sometimes il's an air about a person or the ing or by obvious attempts to hide.
way he looks, or carries himself, but it's
The Pallares-Pallares court applied a
kind of hard to just say right off. . .",768 backward analysis from that required by
F.2d at 1138. The court found that the fac- Brignoni-Ponce and Col-rez.The Supreme
tors did not support a reasonable suspicion, Court requires courts to make their anaand concluded that the infcrcncc<trike by lyscs b;is&l on objective hcts taken in light
Hordcr P;~trolofficcrs must flow fhm ob- of B~rrdcrPatrol officcrs'cxpcricnccs, not
jective facts and be capable of rational ex- to make those experiences a basis upon
planation. The court applied the objective- which to justify a stop. The court in
reasonable-man standard derived from Pallares-Pallares emphasized the officers'
United States v. Rocha-Lopez, 527 F.2d experience and then tried to find facts to
476, 477 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 425 U S . give support to the stop. According to this
977 (1975). In contrast, the Fifth Circuit court, every low riding pickup truck driven
applies a reasonable-Border-Patrol-officer by a person of hispanic heritage on that
standard, which allows greater reliance on particular road and on that particular day
inferences drawn from experience.
was susceptible to a stop.
In Urtifed Stares v. Pallares-Pallares.
Practical Impact
784 F.2d 1231 (5th Cir. 1986), the Fifth
Circuit gave significantweight to the perFourth A~~~endmertt
Backgromd
sooal experiences of the Border Patrol
officers. In Pallares-Pallares, two
Assuming reasonable suspicion supports
vehicles-a low riding pickup truck with stopping the vehicle, a further Fourth
a camper shell and an older model sedanAmendment intrusion in the form of an arappeared to be traveling in tandem some rest or a search must be supported by probfour hundred yards apart and over sixty able cause, absent consent.'' Of course
miles north of the border. The stops oc- the patrol officer need not inform the halted
curred on the Fourth of July, a day fre- driver of his right to refuse to consent to
quently used for illegal alien and drug a search of the vehicle; the gcvernment
smuggling, according to the officers' tes- need only demonstrate that the driver
timonies. The officers stopped the sedan voluntarily gave his consent?' The factors
and, upon discovering illegal aliens, giving rise to probable cause include those
stopped the pickup truck. The court listed leading to the initial stop plus the facts
as relevant factors: 1) the types of vehi- which the patrolman learns upon questioncles; 2) the apparent Mexican ancestry of ing the occupants and making a plain view
the drivers; 3) the characteristics of the observation of the occupants and readily
area, including past experiencewith smug- visible contents of the vehicle. Once probgling on the Fourth of July; and 4) the fact able cause of the presence of illegal aliens
that the driver of the sedan frequently arises, the officer may search any place in
looked in his rear-view mirror at the Bord- the vehicle where they may be hiding.'"
er Patrol officers following him. Unfor- Alternatively, providing that the officer
tunately, these four factors pertain to a can lawfully arrest any of the occupants of
significant percentage of innocent citizens. the vehicle, he may search the interior of
The first factor envelopes persons who the vehicle wherever evidence or weapons
drive older sedans or "vans, pickup trucks, may be stored per New Yorkv. Belfon,453
. . ., campers, motor homes, and similar U S . 454 (1981). If this seach gives rise
vehicles" within an aura of su~picion.'~to probable cause that illegal aliens are in
Factors two and three hamper the Fourth the trunk of the vehicle, then the search
Amendment rights of inhabitants of border may properly extend to this exterior
towns, expanding the functional border region. Assuming the patrolman trips over
area.19 Additionally, the third factor alters one of the Fourth Amendment barriers,

what happens to the evidence discovered
as a result of the illegal search or seizure?

In the context of a criminal proceeding,
the exclusionary mle renders inadmissible
evidence or other fruit gathered as a result
of a search or seizure in violation of the
Fourth Amendment rights of the defendant." Thus, in Brignoni-Ponce, the
remedy for the illegal stop which led to the
discovery of illegal aliens was the suppression of the alien's testimony against the
defendant at his trial for knowingly transporting illegal immigrants.
Although the exclusionary rule applies
in certain non-criminal proceeding^,^ the
Supreme Court applied
costbenefit analvsis and concluded that the exclusionary rule does not apply in a civil
deportation hearing in the case hmigration and Nattrralization Service v. Lopez104 S.Ct.
Mendom, - U S . -,
3479 (1984) (5-4 decision). In LopezMendoza, respondent Sandoval-Sanchez
admitted his illegal presencein the United
States following, and as a result of, an illegal arrest, and this confession was introduced at his deportation hearing?' Thus,
illegal aliens cannot benefit from the exclusionary rule at their deportation hearings. However, the Court left open the
possibility of applying the exclusionary
rule when egregious violations of the
Fourth Amendment (or other liberties)
amounting essentially to a due process violation occur.

Conclusion
Before the roving Border Patrol may
lawfully stop a vehicle suspected of transporting illegal aliens, reasonable suspicion
must support their action. The Supreme
Court has articulated a totality of the circumstances approach to finding reasonable
suspicion, listing several key factors
known as Powell's List. Only two Supreme
Court cases have decided the issue of
reasonable suspicion by applying Powell's
List; these cases lie at the opposite extremes of potential factual scenarios likely
to occur-one case involving all of the factors tending to support a finding of reasonable suspicion and the second devoid of all
factors except the hispanic ancestry of the
occupants fiictor. If the Court grantcd cerApril 1987 1 VOICE for the Defense 17

tiorari to a third, middle-ground case, the
decision would provide significant guidance to the circuit courts which split as
to the amount of deference to accord the
experience of patrolmen. The Court's
adoption of a Inore objective definition of
reasonable suspicion, one limiting the
weight granted to the intuitions of Border
Patrol officers, would advance the Fourth
Amendment protections U.S. citizens enjoy. Absent clearly defmed objective facts
supporting the stop, patrolmen will base
stops upon hunches, referred to as "experience" while testifying, and bolstered by
after-the-fact testimony that the driver appeared to glance frequent1~in his rear-view
mirror and appear& nervous-inherently
non-verifiable facts.
Additionally, the Court would advance
Fourth Amendment protections by reconsidering the position assumed in LopezMendom. Unless the exclusionary rule applies to deportation proceedings, patrolmen
will be tempted to ignore the requisites of
the Fourth Amendment, sacrificing the
criminal proceedings against the alien
(which would be lost anyway if a stop was
not made) but gaining a civil deportation.
Moreover, in a borderline situation of
whether reasonabk suspicion exists [or that
the patrolman believed in good faith reasonable suspicion existed,&alogizing to
United States v. Leon, -U.S. -,
104 S.Ct 3405 11984).
- ,. then criminal
proceedings may be brought; if the Court
rules no reasonable suspicion supports the
stop, the deportation proceedings nonetheless remain to reward their misguided
efforts.
As Justice White observed in his dissent
in Lopez-Merrdoza, "there is no principled
basis for distinguishing between thedeterrent effect of the (exclusionary) rule in
criminal cases and in civil deportation
proceeding^."^^ Moreover, as Justice
Marshall observed in his dissent in LopezMendoza, excluding illegally obtained evidence from civil deportation proceedings
is the only "way to achieve the twin goals
of enabling the judiciary to avoid the taint
of partnership in official lawlessness and
of assuring the people. . .that the government would not profit from its lawless behavior. ..
Unfortunately, in light of
the conservative nature of our Court, the
increasing i d u x of illegal aliens into our
country, and the augmented enforcement
provided for by the new immigration
\

.""
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bill,28a reversal of Lopez-Mendoza or an
adoption of a more objective standard for
stopping cars is not to he anticipated.
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Current Developments in Confidential
Sources. Subpoenas, Outtakes
by Donald C. Templin

Protection of Confidential
Sources
A journalist may protect the identity of
a source with whom an agreement of confidentiality existed, whereby the journalist
received access to information.

First A~uerufntentBases far the Privilege
The Constitutional basis for the privilege
is the First Amendment interest in protecting the contribution which the press makes
to the free flow of information. The ability
to proniise confidentiality to sources enhances that contribution. Accordingly,
where a confideutial source exists, the burden shifts to the party seeking disclosure
to show that (I) the material sought is highly relevant; (2) disclosure is critical to the
maintenance of the claim; and (3) the
material cannot be obtained from other
sources.
Civil Cases
a. One of the earliest Texas cases to
speak directly to the object of disclosure
of confidential sources in a civil case was
Dallas Oil & Gas, Inc. 1,. Molrer, 533
S.W.2d70 (Tex.Civ.App.-Dallas, 1976).
The lawsuit was brought by oil and gas
operators against state officials, seeking to
enjoin enforcenient of state statutes against
the Plaintiffs. In connection with the suit,
the Plaintiffs sought to compel Dallas
Morning News reporters to disclose
sources of information regarding published
articles about the Plaintiffs. The Court
recognized that the trial judge was "confronted with the claim of Constitutional
privilege." (533 S.W.2d at 77). Judge
Guittard wrote:
Although a newsman may not
have a general privilege against disclosure of confidential sources in
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civil cases, even those courts which
have denied the privilege have done
so on considerations of balancing the
public interest in the free flow of information against other important interests.
The Court concluded that "Disclosure will
not be compelled in absence of a concerned
so compelling as to override the rights of
freedom of speech and press." (533
S.W.2d at 77).
b. The most recent writing of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth

Circuit on this subject began with an order
entered by Judge Higginbotham, then a
District Judge in Dallas, in 1982, in a case
styled k u t ~ n a nv. Dallas School District,
8 MED.L.RPTR 1088 (N.D. Tex. 19821.'
Trautman filed suit against the Dallas Independent School District and certain of
its trustees andemployees, alleging that he
was unlawfully terminated by the District,
without proper due process of law. Trautmen sought to compel Bruce Selcraig, a
reporter for the Dallm Times Herald
(previously employed by the Dallas Moning News, to disclose confidential sources
for a story he had written about the termination. Arguably relevant to Trautman's
case was whether or not DISD's officials
or employees were sources for the
newspaper story.
The Court recognized a constitutional
privilege on behalf of the press and characterized its job as "a sensitive and importance balancing exercise of competing
needs and interest routed in constitutional
values." (8 MED.L.RPTR1089). Concluding that Selcraig's testimony would be "of
great importance" to the Plaintiffs claims
and that sufficient alternative efforts had
been made to determine the sources, the
court ordered an in cantera hearing, at
which Selcraig would tell the Court alone
whether or not DISD officials or employees were his sources. If they were not,
the inquiry would end. If they were, the
Court would inquire as to the identity of
the sources and the information imparted
and only then make a final decision as to
what would be revealed to counsel. The
Court further stated that even if disclosure
were ordered, a protective order would be
entered with regard to any information disclosed.
Selcraig refused to obey that order and
his subsequent contempt was appealed to
the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit.
The Fifth Circuit, writing in IIIRe: SeIApril 1987 / VOICE for the Defense 19

craig, 705 F.2d 789 (5th Cir. 1983), vacated the contempt order and remanded the
case to the trial judge for further proceedings. The Court in essence questioned the
relevancy finding of the trial judge, holding that as a matter of law Trautman could
prevail in his case only if he could show
that he was denied a proper hearing by the
DISD and that the identity of the reporter's informants would he relevant only to
establish the right to punitive damages, if
there were an initial fmding of liability.
Accordingly, the Court held that the
Judge's Order of Disclosure, through an in
camera proceeding, was premature.
Selcraig sought to have the trial proceedings '%ifurcated,"whereby the liability trial
would be held at one time, wlth the damage
proceedings later, but the Fifth Circuit refused to order this procedure, "simply to
protect the reporter's privilege." (705 F.2d
at 798). The Appeals Court likewise rejected any argument that Selcraig should be
given more protection than in cases where
a reporter or the reporter's publication is
a libel defendant. The Court applied the
same test which it had formulated in Miller
v. TmnsAmerican Press, 621 F.2d 721
(5th Cir.), nlodiJied on rehearing, 628
F.2d 932 (5th Cir. 1980), cert. den., 450
U S . 1041 (1981). ("relevancy, reasonable efforts to secure alternative means and
compelling interest'') knowledge of identity of the source is necessary.
Although it was pointed out to the Court
that the Miller test was perhaps less protective than tests which exist in other circnits and states (notably Florida) the Court
concluded: "Miller establishes the mle for
.this Circuit. We deem its criterion an adeqhate shield." (705 F.2d at 799). The Conrt
refused to adopt a standard whereby anon.party witness reporter could have his
privilege overcome only if there was a
showing of "compelling need" for the information or that the information was "ahsolutely critical to a claim or defense." (705
F.2d at 799).
c. InLnxalt v. McClatchy, 622 F.Supp.
737, (D. Nev. 1985), the question of constitutional protection of confidential
sources arose in the context of a counterclaim filed against a libel Plaintiff. Then
U S . Senator Paul Laxalt filed a libel action against several newspapers, who filed
a counterclaim, alleging that Laxalt, as a
public official, sought to deprive them of
their Constitutional rights, hy, among
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other things, seeking the revelation of confidential sources. Citing what it termed a
"split" among the Circuit Courts on the issue of whether or not there is a Constitutionally secured right which protects a
reporter's confidential sources, the District
Court concluded that no such right existed. Even so, the Court did undertake some
analysis, using the Fifth Circuit Miller case
as a guide, in determining that no First
Amendment privilege exists in La\.aIt,
"even if such a privilege does exist
normally."
However, in Newton v. NBC, 12 MED
L.RPTR. 1252 (D. Nev. 1985), the Court
denied Plaintiff Wayne Newton's Motion
to Compel the Disclosure by NBC of confidential sources. (Relate to h a l t ) , presumabily on constitutional grounds.
Civil Cases in Which the
Journalist is a Party
a. Miller v. nansAnlerican Press, Inc.,
621 F.2d 721 (5th Cir., modified on rehearing, 628 F.2d 932 (5th Cir. 1980),
cert. den., 450 U S . 1041 (1981), remains
the principal source of law in the Fifth Circuit on the protection of confidential
sources by a libel defendant journalist.
Judge Politz recognized the First Amendment pr~vilegewhich protects the refusal
to disclose the identity of confidential informants, but noted that the privilege was
not absolute and stated that in a libel case
where the reporter is a Defendant, the
privilege often must give way. Noting that
Texas has no reporter's prwilege statute
and that the Texas Supreme Court has not
considered the issue of a common law or
state constitutional privilege in Texas, the
Fifth Circuit Court concluded that the protection available to reporters in Texas is
in fact only the protection afforded by the
First Amendment. The Court essentially
adopted a version of the test used in other
circuits and cited in Garland v. Torre, 259
F.2d 545 (2d Cir. 1958), cert. den., 358
U S. 910 (1958). As restated by the Miller
Court, the test is: (1) is the information
relevant? (2) can the information be obtained by alternative means? and (3) is
there a compelling interest in the information? The Fifth Circuit Court concluded
that the libel Plaintiff had met the burden
of showing these matters and affmed District Judge Mahon's order to compel disclosure.

On rehearing, the Court supplemented
its opinion by specifying that a libel Plaintiff, in order to compel disclosure from a
libel Defendant, must show "substantial
evidence" of an untrue and defamatory
statement, that "reasonable efforts" to discover the information from alternative
sources have been made and exhausted and
that "knowledge of the identity of the informant is necessary for proper preparation and presentation of the case." (628
F.2d 932).
b. In Mize v. McGraw-Hill, 82 F.R.D.
475 (S.D. Tex. 1979), op on reh, 86
F.R.D.1 (S.D. Tex. 1980), the Court
recognized the F i s t Amendment privilege
for a libel defendant reporter and held that
the Plaintiff in that case had not made the
necessary showings in order to be able to
overcome the privilege.
c. The State of Washington recognizes
a common law newsman's privilege, and
this was reiterated in Olsen v. Allen 710
P.2d 822, 12 MED.L.RPTR.1527 (Wash.
Ct. App. 1985), where the court remanded
to the trial court for further consideration
an order granting discovery against a journalist who was a party to a civil libel
proceeding. The Conrt stated that it was
error for the Trial Court not to first determine whether or not a privilege applied to
the case and whether or not competing considerations may overcome the privilege.
d. The United States Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit joined other courts
in recognizing a constitutional privilege to
protect confidential sources in a civil case.
In LnRouclte v. NBC, 780 F.2d 1134, (4th
Cir. 1986) cert. den. 107 S.Ct. 79 (1986),
the Court adopted the balancing test suggested in Bran7burg and noted that the trial
court had found th; LaRouche had not exhausted reasonable alternative means of
obtaining the same infom~ation.The Court
accordingly rejected LaRouche's contention that the failure to order disclosure of
confidential documents was error, contributing to his loss in his libel trial.
Criminal Cases
a. New York v. Toriano, 486 NYS2d
991, 11 MED.L.RPTR. 1896 (1985) discussed the New York shield law and the
Constitutional basis for the reporter's
privilege in the context of a subpoena issued by a criminal defendant. The Court
held that while confidential sources were

protected by the New York Shield Law,
there was no protection under the statute
where there was no recognizable agreement of confidentiality. Nevertheless, the
Court held that where there was no protection under the shield law, First Amendment protection exists for the press, to be
balanced against Sixth An~endnlentrights
of a crrminal defendant to obtain evidence
for his or her defense. The Court applied
the traditional three-part test in doing that
and granted the Motion to Quash the
subpoena.
b. In Florida v. Selinger, 13
MED.L.RPTR. 1055, (Ha. Cir. Ct., 4th
Cir. 1986), a subpoena from a criminal
defendant was likewise quashed for failure
to meet the three-part test, in a case mvolving a confidential source. The same Court
subsequeutly granted an application for attorneys fees filed by the publisher, Florida 18. Selinger, 13 MED.L.RPTR 1056
(Fla. Cir. Ct. 4th Cir. 1986).

State Shield Laws

law, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in
Sprague v. Walter, 13 MED.L.RPTR.1177
(Pa. 1986), held that it was error for the
trial court to strike or refuse to admit testimony based upon sources protected under
that statute. In an in-depth discussion of the
Pennsylvania shield law, the reasons for
it, and the case law in a number of states
which have similar statutes, the Court concluded that it would remove the protection
intended by the statute to allow a libel
Defendantjournalist to protect his sources,
but to deny that journalist the ability to introduce evidence regarding information
obtained from the souces. The Court specifically rejected several New York State
Court decisions which have held otherwise, including Greenberg v. CBS, Inc.,
srrpm. The Court concludes:

. . .at least in this jurisdiction, the
statutory and case law condone the
use of testimony to expurgate when,
where and how information is garnered without the correlated requirement of source-disclosure by a
hack-door approach exercising evidcncc Ton1 r! trier-of-facts considcration for failure to identify one's
artery of information." (1 3
MED.L.RPTR.at 1183).

Twenty-six states (not including Texas)
Ilwe en.rctet1 legislati(~nto protect thc itlcntitv o i c ~ ~ n f i d c sourcu.
~ ~ h l Sonic of tllcsc
~~- s&tutes protect a journalist's work product,
even where no confidential source is
claimed.
1. In McCoy v. Hearst Co~poratiotr,174
Cal. App. 3d 892, 12 MED.L.RFTR.1313,
(1st D. 1985), the Court upheld a ruling
by the trial court in a civil libel case wherein the court rehsed to allow the Defendant

3. In New York, where the legislature
has enacted a statutoly shield law, designed
to protect confidential material from disclosure, several recent courtdecisions have
appeared reluctant to go beyond that law,

the information from a confidential source
and had refused to disclose the identity of
that source. Without discussing the Constitutional aspects of the decision, the
Court noted that while the Shield Law statute in California protects publishers, editors, reporters and others from contempt
for failure to reveal their sources of informatlon, a failure to respond to discovery
nonetheless may allow the Court to impose
reasonable sanctions or other orders. The
Court accordingly upheld the refusal to allow an agent of the Defendant newspaper
to testify how he received the information
from the reporter or about the reporter's
good reputation as a journalist with certain
types of sources.
2. Interpreting the Pennsylvania shield

PTR. 1146; 3rd Dept. 1986); a grand jury
sought outtakes from a television stations
interview of a man whose wife was subsequeptly found dead, the victim of an apparant homicide. Although the station
produced the portion of the taped interview
which was actually broadcast, it otherwise
moved to quash the subpoena under the
New York Shield Law, common law and
the First Amendment. The court found that
the New York Shield Law, even as amended, protected only confidential sources and
"did not create an absolute privilege" for
journalists. The Court similarly rejected
the First Amendment arguments by stating whatever qualified privilege may exist with regard to the reporter's material
"does not protect such material here, since

~~

~

~

~

the taped interview presumably contains
relevant information. . .which ostensibly is
necessary to the Grand Jury investigation
and unavailable from other sources (citations omitted)" (13 MED.L.RPTR.at 1141).
Another New York Court similarly refused to protect non-confidential photographs of an automobile accident from
subpoena in a civil case in OlVeill v. Oakgrove Construction, 505 NYS2d 477, 13
MED.L.RPTR.1143 (4th Dept. 1986). The
Court noted that the shield law protected
only confidential sources and materials and
that the First Amendment applies only
when the party claiming the privilege
demonstrates the existence of a confidential source relationship. The Court did note
that Federal courts have applied the
privilege not only to confidential sources,
but to "infromation obtained from private
sources where discovery would suhstantially intrude upon the privacy of press
functions," citing Application of Conmmers Union, 61c., 495 FSupp. 582
(S.D.N.Y. 1980). (13 MED.L.RPTR. at
1144). Concluding that the request for the
photographs did not seek to intrude upon
the fact-gathering or editorial processes,
the Court found no conlpelling reason to
extend the scope of the privilege to nonconfidential materials. However, the Court
goes on to note that the civil discovery
rules in New York require that a party
seeking discovery from a non-party must
demonstrate not only relevance of the information but 'bn actual need for its
production." The Court states that since
police photographs already existed, the
Court should have conducted an in camera
examination of the newspapers' photographs to determine whether or not they
depict relevant evidence not shown in the
official photos and thus whether there exists an actual need for their disclosure.

Protection for Journalists from
Subpoenas where no
Confidential Source is Claimed
A. In Miller v. Meckletrburg County,
606 F.Supp. 488, (W.D.N.C. 1985), the
Court recognized a Constitutional privilege
against the disclosure of confidential
sources and also against disclosure of a
journalist's material for which there exists
no agreement of confidentiallity, in a civil
lawsuit where the journalist was not a
party. The Court recognized the traditional
April 1987 1 VOICEfor the Defense 21

three-part test required of a party seeking
to overcome the privilege and also cited
as a fourth factor the publids interest in the
ability of the press to freely investigate
matters of public concern. The Couttstated that while the lack of confidentiality is
a factor to be considered in determining
whether or not the constitutional protection should be overcome, the privilege may
still be upheld where disclosure wonld erode the ability of the press to fulfill its
functions in the public interest. In Miller,
the non-party journalist had talked with
both confidential and non-confdential
sources who had witnessed the death of a
man who was in police custody. The Court
ordered disclosure of the non-confidential
information and deferred consideration of
the confidential source until the nonconfidential material had been obtained.
The Miller Court held while coufideutiality
of sources is a major factor, it is not the
sole or overriding factor. Quoting United
States v. CuthZwtson, 630 F.2d 139 (3rd
Cir. 1980) the Court stated that subpoenas
of a reporter's notes can he "a significant
intrusion into the newsgathering and
editorial processeswand "may substantially
undercut the public policy favoring the free
flow of information." (Cuthbenson at 147).
See, olso Palandjan v. Pahhui, 103
F.R.D. 410, 11 MED.L.RPTR. 1028,
(D.D.C. 1984), for recognitionof a First
Amendment right not to disclose nonconfidentialmaterials in a civil suit where
a journalist is not a party, upon a weighing test and Religious Technology Center
v. Scott, - F. Supp. ,
13
MED.L.RPTR. 1575, (C.D. Ca. 1986),
where subpoenas of non-party reporters
were successfully quashed, even though
the journalists had published so-called
"confidential" religious information belonging to the Plaintiff Church.
B. Florida Courts continued to rule in
favor of journalists in cases involving confidential sources and otherwise. In
Capriles v. Magnum Marine, 12 MED.L.
RPTR. 1496 (Fla. Cir. Ct.-11th Cir.
19851, the Court quashed a subpoena
served upon a non-parly reporter where the
party issuing the subpoena had "failed to
prove that the information sought is not
protected by (the journalists) First Amendment privilege."
In FLorida v. Williams, 12 MED.L.RFTR.
1783 (Fla. County Ct., Broward County
1986), the Court quashed a subpoena in a
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criminal case where the State of Florida
sought to compel testimony before a grand
jury. The Court noted that under the First
and Fourteenth Amendments, journalists
have a qualified privilege to refuse to give
testimony or produce documents in civil
cases and that the same standards would
apply to grand jury proceedings. The
Court requires a three-part test first suggested in Branzburg, and notes that without
the application of that test, 'The compelling of reporters to testify concerning information developed in the publication of
news stories would create such an overwhelming burden on the press, that jonrnalists would cease to be able to provide
the necessary flow of information to the
public." (12 MED.L.R~TR.at 1784).
C. In EEOC v. McKellar Development,
- F.Supp. -,
13 MED.L.RPTR.
1061 (N.D. Ca. 1986), a California Federal District Court granted a Motion to
Quash a subpoena served upon a non-party
newspaper reporter in a civil rights discrimination lawsuit. The Court found that
"mental impressions, facts and memory, or
information derived from non-confidential
sources" should be given the same protection given to confidential sources, where
such imprasions, facts and information
are derived from the newspaper reporter's
work. At stake was whether or not a
restaurant reviewer could be required to
testify regarding his unpublished thoughts
and impressions regarding the restaurant,
where the EEOC claimed that restaurant
employees were discriminated against and
were fired on the pretext of restaurant sewice given. The EEOC sought to have the
reporter expand upon this opinion, stated
in the restaurant review, that the service
was "flawless."
D. Ex Parte Grofhe, 687 S.W.2d 736
(Tex.Crim.App. 1984), cert. den. 106
S Ct. 308 (1986) is acriminal case involvmg the refusal of a Dallas Morning News
photographer to produce photographs of a
protest demonstration outside the offices
of the Dallas Power & Light Building. The
central factual issue in the criminal trial
was whether or not the defendant was in
fact chained to a doorway and there was
conflicting testimony with regard thereto.
The reporter, who had been present during the demonstration, acknowledged that
as to his personal observations of alleged
criminal activity, he had no special
privilege. Accordingly, the reporter testi-

-

fied, but sought to limit his testimony to
personal observations, such as would be
given by a layman. Since there seemed to
be some question regarding what he
recalled, the defense sought to have the
reporter produce his photographs. The
reporter refused and was found in
contempt.
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
refused to read Branzburg v. Hayes, 408
U.S. 665 (1972) as creating a qualified
privilege for the press not being required
to testify in criminal cases. Nevertheless,
the Court assumed that even if there exists "some sort of media privilege based on
the First Amendment," that privilege did
not overcome a criminal defendant's right
under the Sixth Amendment to compulsory
process in order to prepare for trial. Noting
that most cases which recognize a First
Amendment protection of confidential
sources are civil actions, the Court rejects
those cases as unpersuasive and not controlling. The Court concludes that it "fail(s)
to see a hypothetical case wherein a weighing process would result in suppression of
highly relevant personal observation of
public criminal activity." (687 S.W.2d at
739).
In connection with a Motion For Rehearing, Judge Clinton reiterated his opinion
that while Branzb~irgmay have required
a balancing between the First and Sixth
Amendments in connection with a criminal subpoena of a reporter, the Branzburg
Court did not require the three-step test
adopted in a number of civil cases. Further, the opinion notes that under the particular facts of Grothe, it does not perceive
a burden on newsgathering which "might
result from requiring the applicant here to
turn over photographs which may exonerate a person criminally accused and which
applicant took in a public place apparently
accessable to the public at large." (687
S.W.2d at 741).

The Status of Outtakes and
Unpublished Material
A. Among the Texas cases involving
iournalists' privileges is Suede Originals v.
Aema Casualty, 8 MED.L.RPTR. 2565
(Tex. - 193rd Jud.D.Ct. 1982). Suede
Originals is a civil arson case, in which
one of the parties sought to compel the

Evidence: Clarity and Vitality
Testimony of Expert and Lay Witnesses
by Geoffrey A. FitzGeraM
There are different rules for opinion testimony. The chief differencelies between
witnesses classified as lay persons and
those classified as experts. A few practice
suggestions:
(1) A witness can he lay for one purpose
and expert for another. A bousewlfe can
testify to the value of her house or her car
without having to prove she's ever compared prices, consulted a blue hook or
talked to an aooraiser. A bosoital staff nhv.
sician may be an expert on x-rays but may
have no more knowledge of institutional
billing practices and reasonableness of
charges than any other person.
(2) By rule 701, lay opinion testimony
is more easily introduced now than ever
before. Please see the rules given below,
which give you ideas on how to couch testimony to get it in, and how to he on the
lookout for how the other lawyer is couching testimony to get inadmissible teatimany
in. Present sense impression and Rule 803

.

A A

hearsay exceptions may be the best holes
to run otherwise inadmissible lay opinion
testimony through.
(3) It may be easier to qualify a witness
as an expert than you think. All an expert
is, is someone who knows more than the
jury. We can debate elsewhere whether
distinctions should be made between hardware experts, as for autopsies, versus software experts, as for custody fights.
With the codification of both criminal
and civil rules of evidence, the merger of
criminal and civil jurisdiction in intermediate appellate courts occupied by judges
with chiefly civil backgrounds, and the
likelihood that readers of this journal practice both criminal and civil trial law, articles addressed exclusively to criminal
evidence rules will become increasingly infrequent. This column will include civil
rules to the fullest extent possible.
The following are citations which are
helpful in trial preparation.

Mr. FitzGerald's ofice is in Temple. He
practices in Travis, Bell and other central
Texas counties. He is board certified both
in Crintinal Law and in Civil Trial Law.
This fall he teaches the Advanced Criminal Procedure Course at Baylor in Waco.

Lay Witness Opinion
51-4, 273-80
RAY. Evidence (3d ed.) TEXAS PRACTICE, 51394
Whartonk Criminal Evidence $5581-6

admissibility
TEX. R. Ev. 701
TEX.R. CRIM. Ev. 701
FED. R. Ev. 701
FED. R. Cw.P. 81(a) compelling giving of testimony
DORSANEO.
Texas Litigation Guide §120B.05[31
Giller Industries, Inc. v. Consolidated Casting Corp., 590
S.W.2d 818 (Tex. App.-Dallas 1979, no writ) (lay witnesses
permated to blend opinion into their fact statements to present
an understandable story)

handwriting
TEx. R. Ev. 901@)(2)
TEX. R. C m . Ev. 901@)(2)
TEX CODECRIM PROC.38.27
FED R. EV. 901@)(2)
TEAGUE,T a m Criminal Practice Guide 561.02(2)(d)
RAY, Evidence (3d ed.) TEXAS PRACTICE, $1433

character
TEX. R. EV. 405(a)
TEX.R. CRIM.Ev. 405(a)

history and rationale
WEINSTEINAND BERGER,Weinstein3 Evidence, UNITED
STATES RULES, 701111

distinction between lay witness and expert witness blurred
WEINSTEINAND BERGER, Weinstein's Evidence, UNITED
STATESRULES,701[2]

inadmissible
Fitzgerald v. CafepillarTractor Co., 683 S.W.2d 162 (Tex.
App.-Fort Worth 1983, writ refd n.r.e.) (lay testimony of
plaintiff could not raise a fact issue as to the design, material
or manufacture of a complicated piece of machinery)
Lehman V . Corpus Giristi Nai'f Bunk, 668 S.W.2d 687 flex.

generally
LARKIN,Civil Trial Maimalsfor Texar Lawyers, pp. 171-2,
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1984) (attorney who prepared a will nM permitted to give
his opinion as to the testator's intent, because a layman
cannot know the state of mind of another person)
physical condition
RAY, Evidence (3d ed.) TEXAS PRACTICE$1427
scope and application
WEINSTEIN AND BERGER,Weinstein's Evidence, UNITED
STATESRULES, 701[2]
Expert Witness Opinion

Physician Witness
expert opinion testimony
TEX.R. CRJM. Ev. 702, 703, 705
TEX. R. Ev. 702, 703, 705
FED R. Ev. 702, 703, 705, 706
RAY, Evidence (3d ed.), TEXAS PRACTICE$53, 839, 1402,
1404, 1421, 1427
Texas Digest 2d, Keynotes:
Phys 18.80 (1-9)
Crim. Law 479, 480 (competency)
Evid. 528 (1-2) (injuries to the person)
A

fidmissibility
TEX. R. EV. 702, 703, 705
TEX. R. CRIM. EV. 702, 703, 705
FED.R. Ev. 702.703.705.706
[Fed. Rule 706 is for court
,
,
,
appointed experts; no comparable Texas civil or criminal
rule]
DORSANEO,
T a u s Litigation Guide $120B.05[2]
court appointed investigator
Green v. Sfate, 682 S.W.3d 271 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984)
(when defendant presents no evidence more than unsupported
allegations of indigency, and does not allege or show any
investigative expenses, no error for court to fail to appoint
investigator)
demonstration
Har@ordFirelns. Co. v Christiar~son,395 S.W.2d 53 (Tex.
Civ. App. -Corpus Christi 1965, n.r.e.1 (Expert superimposed radar film on map to show hurricane's path)
handwriting
FED. R. Ev. 901@)(3)
TEX. R. Ev. 901 (b)(3)
mental health expert privilege
TEX. R. EV. 510
physician testimony
SEE: PHYSICIAN
WITNESS,below
police officer expert testimony
TEX. PENALCODEANN.6943.04, 43.04(a)
Texas Digest 2d, Keynote: Crim Law 478(1)
Holding v. State, 460 S.W.2d 133 (Tex. Crim. App. 1970)
(after qualifications are shown, police officer may give his
opinion as to physical facts within his personal knowledge)
Wood v. State, 573 S.W.2d 207 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971)
(expert re: prostitutes's client list)
Robertson v. Sfate, 463 S.W.2d 18 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971)
(fingerprint comparison testimony admissible)
Jefferson I,. State, 364S.W.2d227 (Tex. Crim. App. 1962)
(testimony re: gambling)
Ex Parte Droppleman, 362 S.W.2d 853 (Tex. Crim. App.
1962) (admissible to support defendant's guilty plea)
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-TEX. R.*EV. 50'9

-

TEX. R. Ev. 509 [no privilege, in criminal cases; but see
TEX.R. Ev. 503(a)(4), which defines "representative of the
lawyer'']
FEDR. Ev. 501 [common law or state law applies]
TEX. CODEC w . PROC.art. 46.02(3)(g) (court appointed
re: mental competency)
TEX.REV. CN. STATS.art. 556111 [mental health information disclosure]
TEx. REV. CN. STATS art. 45903 [medical confidentiality
and malpractice]
Texas Digest 2d, Keynote: Physicians & Surgeons 18.70,
18.80 (evidence in medical malpractice actions)
RAY, Evidence (3d ed.) TEXAS PRACTICE $431
admissible
Kollmorgan v. Scott, 447 S.W.2d 236, 238 (Tex. Civ.
App.-Houston [14th Dist.] 1969, no writ) (medical opinion based on x-rays admissible though x-rays not produced
in court)
Veevem v. State, 354 S.W.2d 161 (Tex. Crim. App. 1961)
(admissible if predicate supplied before doctor testifies or
by later testimony)
Pickett v. Smte, 189 S.W.2d 741 (Tex. Crim. App. 1945)
(hypothetical questions)
inadmissible
FED. R. C m . p. 12.2 [notice of intent to use expert testimony re: insanity or mental condition]
Avih v. United States Fidelity & Guaraniy Co., 551 S.W.2d
453 (Tex. Civ. App.-San Antonio 1977, n.r.e.) (when xray not admitted, physician testimony on x-ray is improper)
Maynard v. State, 229 S.W.2d 65 (Tex. Crim. App. 195)
(improper to allow doctor to advise jury that suicides don't
normally shoot selves in neck)
Hill v. State, 114S.W.2d 1180 (Tex. Crim. App. 1938) (testifying doctor invaded the province of the jury)
Lopez v. State, 628 S.W.2d 77 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982) (testifying expert must have supervised the test about which be
testifies)
RAY, Evidence (3d ed.) TEXASPRACTICE 5843
toxicologist opinion
RAY, Evidence (3d ed.), TEXASPRACTICE$1403

Ethics Notes
Attorney Conflict of Interest: Former Government Service
by Jack B. Zimrnennann

Part II
A criminal defense Iawyer is faced with
ethical issues daily. A common problem
is posed to the practitioner when he is
asked to handle a matter that he had previously dealt with while in government service either as a prosecutor or as a judge. A
related problem is posed when a defense
attorney later works as a government attorney or judge.

Applicable Ethical Provisions
Canon 9 of the Texas Code of Professional Responsibilit~states in its title that
"A ~ a w y e shouldi
void Even the Appearance of Professional Impropriety."
Supreme Court of Texas, Rules Governine the State Bar of Texas art. X., 69
" (Code
oflProfessional Responsibility) Canon 9
(1984) mereinafter Texas Code of Professional Responsibility]. Disciplinary rule
9-101 reads, in part, as follows:

.

DR 9-101. Avoiding Even the A&pearance of Impropriety.
(A) A lawyer shall not accept
private employment in a matter upon
the merits of which he has acted in
a judicial capacity.
(B) A lawyer shall not accept
private employment in a matter in
which he had substantial responsibility while he was a public employee.
Texas Code of ProfessionalResponsibility,
supra, DR 9-101(A)-(B).
Other relevant provisions of the Texas
Code of Professional Responsibility are
those of Canons 4 (Confidences and
Secrets) and 5 (Independent Professional
Judgment). Thedisciplinary rules of Canon 4 generally prohibit a lawyer from using or revealing a confidence or secret of
a client. See Texas Code of Professional
Responsibility, supra, DR 4-101p). The
disciplinary rules of Canon 5 generally require a Iawyer to refuse employment or
withdraw from employment when his ex-

science regarding their professional
responsibility, but "it is not relevant when
a grievance committee or court is determining whether a violation of the standard
of DR 9-101(B) has in fact occurred." Op.
342, supra. See also C. Wolfram, Modem
Legal Ethics $7.1 4 (prac. ed. 1986). The
courts have nevertheless applied the appearance of impropriety policy consideration to conflict of interest cases. See, e.g.,
Bradshaw v. McCotter, 785 F.2d 1327,
modij2don rehearing, 796 F.2d 100 (5th
Cir. 1986) (applied to a prosecutor who
later became a judge); Dilhrd v. Berrynun, 683 S.W.2d 13 (Tex. App.-Fort
Worth 1984, no writ) (applied to a prosecutor who later went into private practice).
While avoidine the aowuance of impropriety is one p&cy &'sideration of DR
ercise of professional judgment on behalf 9-101p), it is only one of many and is
of a client may be affected. See Texas probably not the most important. Op. 342,
Code of Professional Responsibility, slcpra. The general policy considerations
supra, DR 5-105. See also State Bar of of DR 9-101p) include the following: (1)
Texas. Ethical Considerationson Code of the distaste for switching sides in a case;
Professional Responsibility EC 5-14-5-15
(2) the protection of confidential govern(1982) [hereinafter State Bar of Texas ment information so that it is not later used
Ethical Considerations].
against the government; (3) the need to
prevent government lawyers from handling
Policy ConsiderationsUnderlying a case in such a manner so as to enhance
their employability or financial rewards in
the DiseipIinary Rule
later private practice; and (4) the profesDespite the maxim of Canon 9, "[ilt is sional benefit derived from avoiding the
obvious, however, that the 'appearance of appearance of professional impropriety.
professional impropriety' is not a standard, Id.
At the same time, however, there are
test or element embodied in DR 9-101@)."
ABA Comm. on Ethics and Professional other policy considerations in support of
Responsibility, Formal Op. 342 (1975) the view that a disciplinary rule relating
(footnote omitted) [hereinafter Op. 3421. only to former government lawyers should
Instead, the appearance of impropriety is not be too broad a limit on the lawyer's
only apolicy considerationsupporting the later private employment. Some of the
existence of the rule. Id. The appearance considerations favoring a more liberal inof impropriety is also discussed in the ethi- terpretation of the rule are the following:
cal considerations of Canon 9. See State (1) the ability of the government to attract
Bar of Texas Ethical Considerations EC young, competent lawyers should not be
unduly restricted by the imposition of
9-2-9-3.
The appearance of impropriety policy harsh restraints on later private practice,
consideration should be used as gujdance and the government should not have to defor lawyers when making decisions of con- mand too great a sacrifice from those lawApril 1987 / VOICEfor the Defense 25

yers who are willing to enter government
practice; (2) the rule will serve no worthwhile public interest if it is allowed to become a mere tool that enables a litigant to
improve his prospects by depriving his opponent of competent counsel; and (3) the
rule should not be permitted to needlessly
interfere with the right of a litigant to obtain comptent counsel of his or her chowing. Id. m s last consideration is especially
i m p o m t in the criminal defense situation.
See also C. Wolfram. supra,
§$S.IO.l-S.10.2.
As aresult of these competing interests,
DRY-101(B) should beinterpreted andapplied in such a manner that the policy interests of the government, former
government lawyers, the Bar in general,
private litigants, and the general public are
all accommodated.

The Disciplinary Rule
9-101i.B) Test
The issue to be determined in a disciplinary proceeding brought under rule
9-101(B) is whether thelawyer has accepted "private employment" in a "matter" in
which he had "snbstantial responsibility"
while he was a "public employee." Each
of the quotedphrases needs further explanation and should be interpreted in a manner consistent with the previously
discussed policy considerations.
"Private employment" should be interpreted to refer only to employment as aprivate attorney. Since one consideration is
to prevent government lawyers from handling assignments in such a manner as to
encourage larger fees in later private practice, the policy will not be furthered by a
broader application. There is no perceived
danger in a lawyer moving from one sah i e d government position to another.
The term ''matter" as used in DR
9-101(B) is more difficult to precisely define. Sometimes a "same facts" or "same
transaction" test is used. Generally, "matter" seems to encompass a specific transaction or transactions between particular
parties. The same "matter would not be
involved where thereis lacking the discrete
transaction involving a particular situation
and specific parties.
"Substantial responsibility" involves a
fairly close and direct relationship, thus requiring more than a mere ministerial ap26 VOICE for the Defetse / April 1987

proval or disapproval of a matter. This
term does not require that the government
lawyer shall have personally investigated
and passed on a particular matter, however; it is enough that he had such a
responsibiliry for the matter that it is onlikely that he did not become substantially
involved.
It should also be noted that the phrase
"public employee" was used instead of the
word 'lawyer." Thus, it is clear that the
intent was for DR 9-101(B) to also he applicable to the lawyer whose former
governmental employment was as a nonlawyer. See Op. 342, supra; C. Wolfram,
supra, $8.10.3. See alro Kaufman, ihe
Former Government Attorney cutdthe Canons of ProJ2ssional Ethics, 70 HARV. L.
REV. 657 (1957) (discussion of test under
former ABA Canon 36, predecessor to
Canon 9).

Case Law Resolution
in Conflict Situations
Defense Lawyer Who is

Contemporaneously a Prosecutor
Many criminal defense lawyers also
work as part-time prosecutors for small
municipalities. In Kelly v. State, 640
S.W.2d 605 (Tex.Crim. App. 1982),
Kelly's court-appointed defense counsel
was a prosecutor in the city where Kelly
was arrested. The court held that the trial
eourt abused its discretion in not holding
a hearing on defense counsel's motion to
withdraw and reversed the conviction. Id.
at 61 1-12.
Deferzse Lawyer WIO
Becontes a Prosecutor

Problems can also arise where defense
counsel later become prosecutors and have
dealings with former clients. For example,
in Munguia v. State, 603 S.W.2d 876
(Tex.Crim.App. 1980), thedefendant was
charged with aggravated rape. The county
attorney, who had previously represented
Munguia as defense counsel on aprior rape
charge, which was dismissed, assisted in
the prosecution. The court held that the
county attorney was not disqualified since,
in the prior representation, there had been
absolutely no discussion of the facts of the
present pmsecution. ld. at 878 (citing Reed
v. State, 503 S.W.2d 775 (Tex.Crim.App.

1974); K i m e v. State, 312 S.W.2d 661
(Tex.Crim.App. 1958). This will not atways be the outcome, however. In Ex
parte Spain, 589 S.W.2d 132 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1979), the prosecutor who filed the
State's motion to revoke probation and
represented the State at the revocation
hearing had orignally represented Spain on
the underlying offense. The court, relying
on Article 2.01 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure and constitutional provisions,
held that the prosecutor should not have
participated in the revocation proceedings.
Id. at 134.
The writer considers the Munguia case
to be wrongly decided. The prosecutor had
established an attorney-client relationship
with the defendant during the prior case,
and therefore had knowledge of the defendant's every background detail. He then,
as prosecutor, was in a position to use that
special knowledge to cross-examine his
former client, or prevent his taking the
stand to avoid that. Finally, he could call
witnesses to impeach the defendant that he
could have discovered as defense co~msel.
Prosecutor Who Becomes

a Judge

Sometimes the problem will arise in a
situation where the prosecutor later becomes a judge. In Ex parte Miller, 696
S.W.2d 908 (Tex.Crim.App. 1985), the
problem again arose over probation revocation pi-oceedings. In this case, the judge
who presided over the revocation proceedings was the assistant district attorney
representing the State at the hearing where
Miller was originally put on probation.
The court found violations of Article Y,
Section 11 of the Texas Constitution as
well as Article 30.01 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and held that the order
revoking probation was null and void. Id.
at 910.
Lee v. State, 555 S.W.2d 121 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1977), presents a slightly
different situation. In this case the former
assistant district attorney, who later became the trial judge in Lee's case, had not
actually been the prosecutor assigned to
Lee's case. Instead, the former assistant
district attorney had apparently only looked
at the case file one time, and this was so
that he could prepare a letter to Lee's attorney. At the hearing where the trial judge
overruled the motion to disqualify, he said

that he had "no independent recollection of
what did occur." Id. at 123. The Court of
Criminal Appeals considered the issue of
disqualification of the judge as unassigned
error. Id. at 122. The court concluded that
the former assistant district attorney had
investigated the State's file and participated in decisions made relative to Lee's case.
Id. at 125. The court accordingly reversed
the conviction. But see Donald v. State,
453 S.W.2d 825, 826 (Tex.Crim.App.
1969) (dictum) rwhere a judge had been
an assistant district attorney 'at the time of
the offense, but had no recollection of
working on the case,' he was not disqualified") (citing MIWOv. State, 387 S.W.2d
674 (Tex.Crim.App. 1965)).
In Bmdshaw v. McCotter, 785 F.2d
1327, modified on rehearing, 796 F.2d 100
(5th Cir. 1986), a former Texas State
Prosecuting Attorney before the Court of
Criminal Appeals had been appointed to
the Court of Criminal Appeals as a judge
after Bradshaw had filed his appeal with
that court. The former State's Attorney sat
on the panel that heard the appeal even
though his name appeared on the State's
brief as State's Attorney in Bradshaw's
case. The United States Court of Appeals
nuted that thc ~iewjudgc lhsd recuwd~hiniself from all cases in which IIC had assumcd
any role as state prosecutor and that his
name was placed on the prosecuting attorney's brief in Bradshaw's case only as a
matter of courtesy. 785 F.2d at 1329. Disregarding this, however, the court granted Bradshaw a new appeal, without a
showing of prejudice, because of the appearance of impropriety created by the situation. Id. On rehearing the court modified its opinion only by requiring a show.ing of prejudice to obtain relief. 796 F.2d
at 101. The court reiterated, however, that
this was not a modification of the conclusion in the original opinion that the judge
should have disqualified himself in all
cases in which his name appeared on the
brief as a prosecutor. Id.

Prosecutor Who Becomes a Civil Lawyer
Dillard v. Berryman, 683 S.W.2d 13
(Tex. A p p . F o r t Worth 1984, no writ),
involved a former district attorney, now in
private practice, who, as the district attorney, had received the complaint and had
interviewed the con~plainingwitness in an
assault case. Another lawyer at the form-

er district attorney's firm was now
representing the former criminal defendant
as a civil defendant in the civil case that
arose from the same assault. The plaintiff
sought to disqualify the former district attorney's firm. The court said that there was
no question that the former district attorney himself could not represent the civil
defendant, and that the only issue was
whether the whole firm was disqualified.
Id. at 15. The court held that the whole
firni was disqualified, stating that "[tlhe
purpose of Canon 9 is to avoid even the
appearance of impropriety." Id.
The writer considers the essence of this
case to be a problem of "switching sides."
It is just inherently wrong to permit a lawyer to represent one side of a civil dispute
between two individuals, when that same
lawyer had access to private communications and information from the now adverse party from prior prosecutorid duties.
If he represented the prosecution, and
thereby the complaining witness, it just
does not set well that the same lawyer can
then oppose that complaining witness, now
plaintiff, in the civil case arising out of the
same exact facts. The situation would be
different, it is submitted, if the former
prosecutor had not been in a position to
learn information which could be used
against the former complaining witness at
the civil trial.

Prosecutor Who Becomes a
Criminal Defense Lawyer
Much the same situation would exist
where a former prosecutor joins a private
firni, which is sought out to represent a
defendant in a criminal case, where the
prosecution was handled by the former
prosecutor's office. If he had access to the
witnesses for the State in preparation for
trial-as prosecutor and could use information he actually learned in that role
against those witnesses at the criminal trial, then judgment should be exercised in
favor of nonrepresentation. However, if
only preliminary matters, or no matters,
were personally handled by the former
prosecutor, his new firm should not be disqualified. The writer again submits that
discretion should be exercised so that the
former prosecutor personally should not
have any role at all in the defense of the
criminal case. He should be insulated, or
screened, as to that case. He should not

give or receive any information about the
case, and should have no participation at
all, see e.g. Artstrong v. McAlpin. 625
F.2d 433 (2d Cir. en banc) vacated on
other grounds 449 U.S. 1106 (1981).
An extremely important factor, recognized in Op. 342, supra, is the preexisting relationship between the client and the
firm at the time the former prosecutor is
hired. If a real hardship to the client would
result from firm disqualification, either because substantial work on the client's case
already may have been completed regarding specific litigation, or because the client
may have relied in the past on representation by the firm, then an inflexible extension of firm disqualification should not occur. So long as the former prosecutor is
properly screened, to apply disqualification to the whole firm would elevate form
over substance. See Op. 342, supra.
This approach accommodates the need
to permit former prosecutors to associate
with a law firm doing criminal defense
work, without disqualifying the whole firm
in every criminal case on its docket.
Moreover, this protects the public's interest
that the prosecution not be disadvantaged
by a former prosecutor using "inside information" against it. Obviously, every
case will turn on its own facts, and there
will be degrees, depending on the involvement of the former prosecutor. The only
%right line" rule the writer recommends
is that the former prosecutor be disqualified personally. As to the whole firm, all
the foregoing factors must be analyzed on
a case-by-case basis to determine if the
firm can ethically accept or maintain employment.
Because this situation is so rare, no
Texas cases were discovered on this
subject.

Out-of-State Provisions
The lawyer who comes to Texas after
practiciug in another state, or the Texas
lawyer who goes to another state; should
also be aware that the Texas Code's
imputed-disqualification rule differs from
the one of the American Bar Association's
Model Code of Professional Responsibility. The Texas imputed-disqualification
rule states that if a lawyer in Texas is disqualified under the provision of Canon 5
because his judgment on behalf of a present
client is likely to be adversely affected,
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then the disqualification is imputed to the
other lawyers in his firm. Compare Texas
Code of Professional Responsibility,
supra, DR 5-105(D) ("If a lawyer is required to decline employment or to withdraw from employment under DR 5-105,
no partner or associate of his or his firm
may accept or continue such employment.") with Model Code of Professional
Responsibility DR 5-lOS(D) (1980) ("If a
lawyer is required to decline employment
or to withdraw from employment under a
Disc&linary Rule, no partner, or associate, . . .[ofl hi[s] or his firm, may accept
or continue such emulovment.") (emohasis added). The empiasked
&the
American Bar Association rule, which
previously read similarly to the Texas rule,
was added in February 1974. Thus, by its
plain wording, the imputed-disqualification
provision of the Texas Code would not be
applicable to a former government lawyer
disqualification that arose under DR
9-101@
sinceI
the
),
Texas provision applies
only to disqualificationsarising under DR
5-105.
In the case of former government lawyers, in addition to the restriction regarding his own personal involment as private
counsel, the American Bar Association has
provided a guideline that presents an additional consideration as follows:
It is unprofessional conduct for a
lawyer to defend a criminal case in
which the lawyer's partner or other
professional associate is or has been
the prosecutor.

with which that lawyer is associated
may knowinxly undertake or continue representation in such a matter unless:
(1) the disqualified lawyer is
screened from any participation in
the matter and is apportioned no part
of the fee therefrom; and
(2) written notice is promptly
given to the appropriategovernment
agency to enable it to ascertain compiiance with the provisions of this
rule.
Model Rules of Professional Conduct Rule
l.ll(a) @iscussion Draft 1983).

Conclusion
The private lawyer who also serves as
a public prosecutor, and the other lawyers
in his firm, should not accept employment
or appointment as a trial defense lawyer
in the jurisdiction in which he prosecutes.
A prosecutor should not accept assignment to try a case in which the defendant
is a former client of his fromprior private
practice.
A judge should recnse himself or herself from any case where the defendant is
either a former client from prior private
practice, or the judge, as a former prosecutor, had anything to do with a prior
prosecution of that defendant.
A former prosecutor, and the other lawyers in his firm, should not accept private
employment as a trial lawyer in defense of

1 American Bar Association, StandardFf o ~ Defense Considerations
page I4
Criminal Justice Standard 4-3,5(d) (2d ed. cmainuedfro~?~
1980). Pertinent to this subject is mle 1.11
of the American Bar Association's Model sonal objection he may have to the producRules of Professional Conduct, which tion of the docunlents, produce those
states that:
documents to which there are no objections, and describe those documents which
RULE 1.11 Successive Government
are called Eor in the summons and not
and Private Employment
produced
(a) Except as law may otherwise
8. Any objection to questions
expressly permit, a lawyer shall not
asked must be done so to each question.
represent a private client in connecA general "blanket" objection is not aetion with a matter in which the lawcepted.
yer participated personally and
substantially as a public officer or
XIV. Conclusion
employee, unless the appropriate
Since the government has the burden of
government agency consents after
proof in establishing '%beyond a reasonable
consultation. No lawyer in a firm
doubt" that a taxpayer has violated a crimi28 VOIGEfor the Defense / April 1987

a civil client whom he had previously
prosecuted as a criminal defendant.
A former prosecutor should not accept
private employment as a trial lawyer in
defense of a criminal defendant whom he
had prosecuted in a criminal case. If the
former prosecutor had substantial responsibility in the prosecution of the criminal
defendant, and there is no preexisting relationship between the fwm and the client,
the other lawyers in the firmshould not accept employment to represent the defendant in a criminal case. Where there has
been a substantial prior relationship between the firm and the client, and the fomer proseoutor is carefully and properly
screened and does not personally participate in any way in the defense of the criminal defendant, the other lawyers in the firm
should not he disqualified.
The writer grare&lly acknowledges the
assistance of law clefk Warren W. Harris,
a second-year student at the Universityof
Houston Law Center. However, responsibility for all opinio~isand conclrcsions remains solely with the wrirer.
Note: Readers are encouraged to submit pitestiorls aboiit ethical practice for discussion in firlure columns by forwarding
to Professor Walter W. Steele, Jr.,
Southern Methodist School of l a w , Dallas, Texas 75275. This colunin will be witten monthly by a panel of authors
consisting ofMs. Jan Hemphill, Professor
Walter W. Stale, JI: and Mr. Jack Zimmermann.
H

nal tax statute, the best technique to pmtect your client's interests is to instruct the
person from the beginning not to discuss
the matter with anyone other than his tax
attorney and to avoid assembling infarmation that will assist the IRS in making its
criminal or civil fraud case. Whether information should be assembled will depend
upon whether the IRS has ready access to
such information as through bank deposits
record, and non-privileged records subject
to discovery through summons enforcement proceedings.

1. All Scctionteferences herein are tothe Internal
RcvcnueCodeof 1954, asamended, 26 U.S.C.,unless othcrwisc referenced.
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Jerry Don BLUNT,
No. 367-86 Probation Revocation Aff irmed
On State's PDR -- Opinion by Judge Onion, 2/11/87

--

PRIVILEGE -- PHYSICIAN-PATIENT PRIVILEGE DOES NOT BAR TESTIMONY
AT PROBATION REVOCATION HEARING BY LAB TECHNICIAN CONCERNING
COMMUNICATION BETWEEN DR. AND D AS WELL AS MEDICAL RECORDS
INCLUDING RESULTS OF BLOOD ALCOHOL TEST:
CtApp reversal reported at 703 S.W.2d

429.

FACTS: Pursuant to plea, D placed on 3 years probation for
forgery. St alleged D violated conditions by not avoiding use of
alcoholic beverages and not deporting himself so as not to injure
his own health.
At MRP hearing t/c allows lab technician to
testify to communication between attending doctor and D:
A. Dr. Smith stated to Mr. Blunt that he evidently was
allergic to alcohol and that if he kept on it wou 1 d
probably kill him some day.

Q.
Mr.
happen.

Blunt

A.

sir.

Yes,

responded that he rea i zed that would

Through same technician St introduced medical records which
contained results of blood test ordered by attending physic
HELD:
Both testimony as to communication and medical
reports were adrnfssible under Article 4495b. V.A.C.S.
which
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provided in Section 5.08(9)(8) that the Dr-Patient privilege did
not apply when patient is victim, witness or defendant in any
criminal prosecution.
NOTE:
Eff. 9/1/86 Section 5.08 of Article 4495b is
deemed repealed as it relates to criminal cases and
criminal law matters. See Tex.R.Crim.Evid. Rule 509.

State ex rel. CURRY v. GRAY, J., No. 69.658 Mandamus Denied -On Respondent's
Motion for Rehearing
-- Opinion by Judge
Miller; Judges McCorrnlck and White concur in results, 2/11/87
MANDAMUS -- NOT AVAILABLE TO REVIEW HOW T/J RULED ON MOTION
DISMISS BASED ON CLAIM OF COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL:

TO

FACTS:
T/j granted D's "Plea of Former Jeopardy by Way of
Collateral Estppeln which sprang from capital murder prosecution
in two related cases. One case was reversed by 5th Circuit [on
Estelle v. Smith grounds1 and D had entered plea bargain to
reduced charges on 2nd case.
D argued that dismissal of the
capital murder aspect constituted a finding in his favor on
either the capital punishment issue or the aggravating element.
T / j agreed that D could only be retried for "straight murder".
HELD:
TCA originally held that collateral estoppel was not
applicable; on Rehearing TCA held that extraordinary relief is
not available under the facts of this case.
Although St had no other remedy at law available to correct
what it perceived as erroneous ruling by t/c, the act of the t/j
here was not ministerial.
Mandamus is only available to
ministerial
acts
-- acts which are accomplished
without
A ministerial act is not
exercise of discretion or judgment.
implicated if the t/J must weigh conflicting claims or collateral
matters which require legal resolution.
"The law confers the authroty to decide upon the judge, and
the correctness of his or her decision may not be supervised at
every step by appellate courts."
There was no mandamus relief available because the t/J had
the authority to rule in any way he believed proper.
While the
St could mandamus t/j who refused €0 rule at all, it couldn't use
mandamus to revlew the "correctness" of the ruling once made.

No. 69,658 -State ex re1 THOMAS v. BANNER, P. J.,
Rel i ef Granted -- Opinion by Jude Miller, 2/11/87
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Mandamus

MANDAMUS
-- AVAILABLE TO REVIEW CLAIM OF LACK OF
TO ENTER ORDER GRANTING SHOCK PROBATION:

JURISDICTION

SHOCK PROBATION -- T/C HAD NO AUTHORITY TO GRANT SHOCK PROBATION
AFTER HE HAD ORDERED 4 CASES CUMULATED BECAUSE HE HAD NOT YET
ACQUIRED JURISDICTION OVER THE SECOND, THlRD AND FOURTH CASES:

D was c o n v i c t e d o f t h r e e d r u g o f f e n s e s and one
FACTS:
10
weapons o f f e n s e upon h i s p l e a o f g u i l t y .
T / J sentenced D t o
y e a r s and cumulated t h e sentences.
t / j g r a n t e d D's a p p l i c a t i o n f o r shock
W i t h i n t h e 180 days,
p r o b a t i o n on a l l 4 o f f e n s e s .
S t c h a l l e n g e d t / c ' s power t o do so
o n a l l b u t f i r - s t case.
HELD:
Key t o d e c i d i n g i f t / c had p r o p e r a u t h o r i t y t o g r a n t
shock p r o b a t i o n i n a l l 4 sentences i s d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f when each
sentence was o r would have been executed.
This date i s d i f f e r e n t
depending on whether t h e sentences a r e c u m u l a t i v e o r c o n c u r r e n t
42.08
C.C.P.
Cumulative sentences a r e served one
cinder A r t .
a f t e r the other;
thus,
d a t e o f e x e c u t i o n o f such sentences w i l l
a l s o f o l l o w i n series,
i.e.,
" e x e c u t i o n o f t h e second sentence
will
n o t b e g i n u n t i l t h e p r e v i o u s judgment and sentence has
'ceased t o operate'."
Under t h e f a c t s , judgment e n t e r e d i n 1 s t case w i l l n o t cease
t o o p e r a t e u n t i l D has served o u t 10 years p r o b a t i o n ,
o r has h i s
p r o b a t i o n revoked and serves t h e sentence imposed.
NOTE:

TCA was n o t moved b y f a c t t h a t D may o r may n o t
be e l i g i b l e f o r
shock p r o b a t i o n a t t i m e 2nd
sentence i s executed -- t h a t i s i m m a t e r i a l t o
issue o f j u r i s d i c t i o n .

CAUTION:

Cumulation o r d e r e n t e r e d b y t / j d i d n o t use
terms
"judgment"
or
"ceased t o operate".
Instead,
used
terms
"compl e t i o n "
of
"Sentence".
TCA expressed no o p i n i o n as t o
v a l i d i t y o f c u m u l a t i o n o r d e r s s i n c e i s s u e was
n o t b e f o r e Court.
Be aware t h a t t h e terms
a r e n o t interchangeable:
"sentence" i n 1 s t
case ceased t o o p e r a t e on d a t e o r d e r g r a n t i n g
shock p r o b a t i o n was entered;
i n contrast,
n o t cease t o
"judgment"
i n 1 s t case w i l l
o p e r a t e u n t i l D has d i s c h a r g e d h i s p r o b a t i o n
o r had it revoked and done time.

69,732
-- W r i t R e l i e f
No.
Ex p a r t e Mathis C a r l WILLIAMS
Granted: O p i n i o n b y Judge Campbell; Judge Onion d i s s e n t s ; 2/11/87
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PAROLE
-- ARTICLE 42.12, SECTION 12 C.C.P.
UNCONSTITUTIONAL
BECAUSE IT IMPROPERLY ALLOWS FOR PAROLE REVOCATION WITHOUT
HEARING WHEN PAROLEE IS CONVICTED OF SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE:
FACTS:
D was convicted of robbery and sentenced to 7 years
TDC.
Subsequently he was paroled.
While on parole D was
convicted of unauthorized use of motor vehicle upon his plea of
no contest.
T/c sentenced D to 3 years confinement on new case.
Four months later D received letter from Board of Pardons and
Paroles telling him that the unauthorized use conviction was
sufficient proof of a vlolation of one of the rules of his
conditional release and was grounds for revocation. Letter said
is served as NOTICE that parole was being revoked and that there
would not be a formal hearing.
Two months later D's parole was
revoked.
ISSUE:
Does the automatic revocation
federal due process protections?

rule

violate

HELD: While the trial for subsequent felony provided D
with opportunity to litigate the facts which eventually formed
the basis of his parole violation, D has not had opportunity to
litigate the appropriateness of revoking his parole -- i.e., D
still has right to appear at revocation hearing and present
mitigating evidence showing why his violation should not result
in revocation. This is true even if D has been sentenced to term
of years on new case and could not be continued on parole even if
given opportunity to present mitigating circumstances. To extent
and Section 145.41 of
that Article 42.12, Section 12 V.A.C.C.P.
the Rules, Bd. of Pardons and Paroles, 37 Tex. Admin. Code
authorize
Board
to
deny revocation
hearing,
they
are
Unconstitutional as violative of 14th Amendment due process.
NOTE:

Issue of D's right to a preliminary hearing was
not raised.

Ex parte MENDEZ No. 69, 747 Writ Relief Granted
Opinion, 2/1//87
AFFIRMATIVE FINDINGS

--

--

Per Curiam

INSUFFICIENT RECITATION IN JUDGMENT:

Once again TCA finds recitation in judgment insufficient as
an affirmative finding.
Recitation in this case was that D was
convicted of "MURDER (KNIFE USED)."

-- HOW DID D MEET BURDEN OF PROOF? D
PROCEDURAL NOTE
attached copies of records from TDC showing the time calculations
concerning his parole eligibility date.
That record indicated
that the date was being calculated as if judgment reflected the
entry of affirmative finding, i.e., "flat only."
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Ramon MONTOYA

No. 69,186

--

Capital -Murder Conviction Affirmed

-- Opinion by Judge White; Judges Clinton and Teague dissent;
Judges Duncan and Miller not participating; 2/18/87

-- SPECIAL ISSUES -- WAIVER OF CLAIM THAT
CAPITAL MURDER
CODE OF CONSTRUCTION ACT REQUIRED DEFINITION OF WELIBERATE":
TCA utilized "waiver by failing to object'' to reject D's
claim
that "deliberately" as used in Article 37.071 (B)(l).
V.A.C.C.P.
[capital murder sentencing statute] had acquired a
technical or particular meaning, thus bringing it under the Code
Construction Act, Sec. 311.011(b).
That section would require
t.hat the term be defined to the jury panel if the term had
acquired more than an everyday meaning, such as by limitations
placed on term by caselaw.
T/c had told jury panel that they
should give "deliberately" its common meaning and usage.
SEARCH
SCOPE :
scope

-- CONSENT -- ORAL DIFFERS FROM WRITTEN CONSENT IN ITS

IS'sUE:
of

D challenged search of his apartment as
in
his
written
search authorized

exceeding
consent.

FACTS:
D did not speak English.
He was interrogated by
bilingual officer prior to signing written consent to search.
During this interrogation D confessed to shooting police officer,
telling cop that he shot officer and that, "I got up and ran. I
threw away the pistol.
I ran to my apartment and I changed my
trousers." After D confessed, officer asked D if he would sign a
consent to search and allow officers to search an apartment for
any evidence used in the offense. D told officer he would.
D's written consent stated onlyt
search completely my domicile, buildings outside
I
of my domicle or vehicles found at 1514 McKee #6.
authorize the search to take any property from my
residence that is stolen or other property that which
is in violation of the laws of the State of Texas or
the United States."

.

HELD: Oral consent to search permitted police of search for
murder weapon. [It was found hidden in bookcase next to D's bed,
even though in his confession D had said he threw it away.]
Consent to search may be oral and still be valid.
The extent Of
the search is limited by the consent obtained in a particular
instance. Here t/att.y had opportunity to develop inconsistencies
between written and oral consents.
T/c's finding that D had
orally consented to allow officer to search for evidence of
cop's murder was amply supported by record and not abuse of
discretion. TCA declined to distrub that ruling.
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CONFESS ION
-- REQUEST FOR COUNSEL -- NO INVOCATION OF RIGHT
TO COUNSEL FOUND WHERE D ANSWERED NEGATIVELY WHEN ASKED IF HAD
ATTORNEY AND JUDGE SAID WOULD APPOINT D ONE:
FACTS:
Magistrate did not understand Spanish and used
interpretator.
Magistrate's
"best recollation" was that D did
ask for attorney; however, magistrate didn't recall exactly
because he knew he was going to appoint attorney because case
involved capital murder charge.
Interpretator testified that D
only responded in the negative to question about whether he had
an attorney.
After D received his warnings he was taken to
interview room in Dallas police department.
There he was
Officer read D his Miranda
interviewed by bilingual officer.
Officer
rights and gave additional explanation of rights.
t.estified that D did not say he wanted lawyer or that he wanted
to stop interview.
D testified at trial that he did not ask for
1 awyer

.

HELD:
TCA would not interpret D's negative response to
magistrate's inquiry as a request for counsel. Written statement
was admissible.
SELF INCRIMINATION -- IMPEACHMENT WITH D'S POST ARREST' SILENCE
-- STATE PROPERLY USED WHAT HAD BEEN OMITTED FROM D 'S PRIOR
STATEMENT TO IMPEACH HIM AT TRIAL:
D did not remain silent after receving
his
FACTS :
magistrate's warnings. He gave a written statement. At trial he
testified for the 1st time that statement was not entirely true
-- that he did not intentionally shoot the officer.
On cross
examination D.A. asked if. "This is the first time that you have
told the Judge or anyone that that statement is not entirely
true?" T/atty objected and D never answered.

HELD: St properly used what had been omitted from D's prior
statement to impeach him at trial. In its attempt to impeach D's
testimony, St sought to point out through cross-ex that D had not
made a previous attempt to inform authorities that his
written
statement was not entfrely correct.
"Considering the fact that appellant freely
and vo1untaril.y spoke with police officers
after being arrested and given his Miranda
warnings,
he
could reasonably have been
expected to inform the officers before he
signed the confession that the statements he
made to them were not true in some respects."
Majority finds that because St was impeaching D with
inconsistent statement, Doyle v. Ohio is inapplicable.
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CAPITAL MURDER -- MURDER OF POLICE OFFICER -- LAWFULNESS OF
ARREST iS NOT RELEVANT IF OFFICER WAS ACTING WITHIN HIS PEACE
OFFICER CAPACITY:
D
FACTS:
The issue arose in context of jury charges.
argued that t/c erred in failing to charge jury on lesser
included offense of murder on theory that his trial testimony
raised the issue of the lawfulness of his arrest by the slafn
officer.
D pointed out that there was no testimony officer had
warrant for his arrest.
Further, D denied he had pistol in his
possession when cops arrived.
From all this D argued that
evidence showed his arrest was unlawful, and that if arrest were
unlawful, slain officer was not acting in lawful discharge of his
offical duty.

HELD:
Whether slain officer was making a lawful arrest is
not relevant in determining if officer was acting in lawful
discharge of his official duties for purposes of capital murder
statute.
Police officer is still acting within the lawful
discharge of his offical duties when he makes an unlawful
arrest, so long as he is acting within his capacity as a peace
officer.
TCA analogized to cases dealing the offenses of
resisting arrest or search, or with aggravated assault where
victim is peace officer.
JURY ARGUMENT -- INDIRECT COMMENT ON FAILURE TO TESTIFY AT
PUNISHMENT -- CURED BY INSTRUCTION TO DISREGARD:
ment.

FACTS:
D testified at guilt/innocence but not at
During final argument St argued:

punish-

"What do we hear from this man over here that it
couldn't be deliberately, all my prior conduct, all
these past actions, that the man that I am is not such
that I'm going to commit acts of violence in the future
and I did it?"
D's objection was sustained. When D asked for instruction. D.A.
responded that he hadn't finished. He then added statements that
jury knew D had family in Dallas and did not call them or anyone
as reputation witnesses.
T/atty asked to have record reflect
that D.A. was pointing at D when he said the words at issue, and
that D.A. had finished statement when t/atty objected.
T/C
allowed record to reflect that prosecutor gestured toward D. T/C
sustained objection and denied motlon for mistrial.
HELD:
T/atty
failed to secure an adverse ruling on his
request for the instruction i.e., he wskipped" a step.
TCA
reviewed under D's claim of fundamental error.
TCA found that
argument was not of an inflammatory nature and was not a direct
allusion to D's failure to testify.
Thus, its prejudicial
effect could have been alleviated by an instruction to diregard.
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JURY ARGUMENT -- LACK OF
TESTIFY AT PUNISHMENT PHASE?

REMORSE OR COMMENT ON

FAILURE TO

FACTS:
As stated above, D did not testify at punishment.
On
He did give his version of the facts at gullt/innocence.
cross-ex he stated that after the shooting, he left the scene and
went to play some video games.
During closing argument. D.A.
asked jury to recall when D was on stand, and then asked if they
ever heard D say he was sorry for what happened or that he
regreted
that it happened. D's objection was sustained and the
instructed.
HELD:
St's argument was not a direct allusion referring to
D's
faiure to testify at punishment.
Withln context, remarks
referred to substance of D's testimony at guilt-innocence.
At
best, argument could be construed as implied or indirect allusion
to D's failure to testify. Instruction cured.

Justin

Lee MAY

No.

69,453 Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed

-- Opinion by Judge Campbell; Judge Miller concurs in part;
Judge Teague dissents in part; Judge Clinton dissents, Judge
Duncan not participating; 2/18/87
JURY
WHEEL :

--

CROSS SECTION --

CLAIM OF PREMATURE CLOSING OF

JURY

FACTS:
D sought to have jury panel struck on grounds that
jury wheel method of selection violated 6th Amendment's
fair
cross section requirement.
Wheel was closed June 30, 1984.
Between then and time D's panel was selected, an additional
10,000 voters had been added to Brazoria County voter registration list -- they were not included in selection pool.
STATUTE:
V.T.C.A..
Government Code Section 62.001(a)
setting date for composition of jury wheel between Ausust 1 and
August 15.
HELD:
Reversible error not shown if record merely reflects
that jury pool is not as large as it might have been if there was
strict compliance with the statute.
D did not show any
intentional omission.
At most he showed diminution in number of
-- i.e., no
eligible potential jurors.
D has not shown harm
systematic exclusion of any group.
DEPOSITIONS

-- NO HARM SHOWN IN T/C'S REFUSAL TO ORDER:

STATUTE:
Article 39.02, V.A.C.C.P.
deposition upon a showing of "good cause".
FACTS:

provides D may take a

T/C denied motion to depose accomplice witness and 2
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other st's witnesses.
All 3 wftnesses testlfled at trlal and
all were cross-examlned.
One wltness also testlfled and was
Tic
cross-examlned
at ths epre-trial suppression hearing.
permitted t/atty to conduct ectensive voir dire of accomplice apd
2nd witness to determine admlsslbillty of their crlminal recqrds.
D was provlded wlth wrltten statements of the 3 wltnesses 10 days
prior to commencement of trlal.
HELD; T/c has wtde discretion In decidlng whether to order
a deposition. No harm shown; therfore, no abuse.
DISCOVERY

--

LETTER WRITTEN BY D:

FACTS:
T/c order St to furnlsh D "any and all written
statements of letters, alleged to have been made by D and whfch
have a connection with or bearlng on the events involved in the
indictment" which St intended to offer as evidence in its case in
chief.
After St rested at trial. D called witness was stated he
learned of a -308 rifle taken in the robbery and had disposed of
it. He denied knowfng of any involvement by D in that robbery.
In rebuttal St called D's mother. It offered letter written
D
by D to her, directing her to dlspose of a .308 rifle.
objected on ground that St had failed to comply with court's
discovery order. T/C overruled and letter was admitted.
HELD:
D does not have general right to discovery of
evldence in possession of St, even if evidence is D's
own
statement.
Here St's duty was based on t/c's
discovery order
--- that order was directed only to St's case in chief. After D
offered evidence that X had dfsposed of rifle, St entitled to
rebut with D's letter to mother.
TCA did not find violation of
t/c's discovery order.
PRACTICE NOTE:

This case illustrates how Important a
carefully drafted request and order can
be.
In addltion to asking for all
such statements by D to be tendered if
intended for case in chief use, counsel
should consider asking if there are
additional written statements by
D
which St does not intend to offer.
Here D may have been limited in what he
learned due to wording of request.

Archie JOHNSON
No. 1218-85 Unauthorized Use of Motor Vehicle
Conviction Affirmed -- On St's PDR -- Opinion by Judge W.C.
Davis; Concurring and Dissenting Opinion by Judge Teague; 2/25/87
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CtApp reversal reported at 697 S.W.2d 507.
ENHANCEMENTS
-PRIOR CONVICTION
D I STR I CT COURT:

BURDEN OF PROOF -- D WAS JUVENILE AT TIME OF
AND PEN PACK CONTAINS NO TRANSFER ORDER TO

ISSUE:
Whether St had burden of proof to show a valid
transfer order in order to prove a prior convictlon, or whether D
had
burden when he collaterally attacked prior conviction
obtained when he was juvenile.
FACTS:
At trial D objected that prior conviction was void
because he was minor at tlme he committed, offense and proper
order transferrlng case from juvenile court to adult felony court
was not included in pen packet.
Enhancement paragraph alleged and pen packet showed that D
They also showed D's
was convicted of burglary in August, 1983.
date of birth as 2-23-67.
No question that D was juvenile at
time of conviction.
HELD: St establishes a prima facie case of proof of a prior
conviction by introducing copies of judgment and sentence in each
case used for enhancement and connecting them with D.
Once St
properly introduces a judgment and sentence and identifies D with
them, reviewing courts presume regularity in the judgments.
D must make an affirmative showing of
Burden then shifts to D.
any defect in the judgment -- whether that defect be no waiver
of indictment or no transfer order.
NOTE:

The burden of proof on the party challenging the
prior conviction does not change whether claim
of voidness is voiced at gullt-innocence phase
or at punishment.

NOTE:

Same rules applies whether challenge is made to
use of prior for enhancement or for some other
purpose, such as IMPEACHMENT.

Lonnie HURD

No.

264-86

Aggravated Robbery Conviction Reversed

-- On D's PDR -- Opinion by Judge White; Dissenting Opinion by
Judge Onion; 2/25/87
CONFRONTATION
-- IMPROPER LIMITATION ON CROSS-EXAMINATION
COMPLAINING WITNESS:

OF

ISSUE:
Was it error for t/c to require D to affirmatively
show prejudice of complaining witness through testimony of other
witnesses, and not through cross-examination of complainant?
FACTS:

D

was
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black male.

Complainant was

white

store

manager. Complainant CCWl testiffed that D used gun to place CW
in fear of life and then rob him. Before D could take control
of money, employee entered. CW testified that D then left; D was
wearing shirt with both his name and company name on it, parked
his own car in front of stroe, and initially left his car keys on
counter.
Employee only testlfied that he saw gun in D's
waistband
as he left.
D testified that he did not attempt
robbery, that he dld not pull gun on CW, and that the 2 men
merely argued.
CW's
testimony was vltally important to St's case because
there were no other witnesses to the facts whfch constituted
elements of aggravated robbery.
T/atty attempted to impeach reliability of CW's testimony by
showing, on cross-examination, that CW was prejudiced against
blacks and that his prejudtce motivated him to testify as he did.
Only questions t/atty were a1 lwed to ask in front of Jury
were whether CW had anything against blacks people, if he ever
stated or had feelings or oppositions to blacks, and if there was
anything in his past that would reflect that he would do
CW
something adverse to someone Just because they were black.
answered all questions negatively.
T/atty then attempted to ask CW about problems in Florida
when CW had worked as police officer, whether CW knew "Bert
Straleyw and whether there was anyting in CW's past about blacks.
Each time St objected and t/c sustained.
Outside jury's presence, t/atty explained he wanted to show
jury that CW had been terminated from his employment on several
occasions for violence against blacks,
had fired every black
employee he ever had, etc.
T/C told t/atty that if "you have any witnesses that could
impeach him on these things, I will let you put these things on."

HELD:
Effect of t/c's ruling was to permit D to present
evidence of CW's prejudice ONLY through direct examination of
other- witnesses

.

Right to confront witnesses does not prevent a t/j from
imposing some limits on cross-examination.
However, t/c's
discretion has limits. Examples:
1.
T/c may not restrict D to any one mthod in showing
any fact which would tend to establish bias.
2.
T/c may not prohibit D from engaging in "otherwise
approrpiate cross-examination designed to show
a
prototypical form of bias on the part of the witness".
Here t/c acknowledged that alleged bigotry of CW was
relevant to issues on trial when he told D he would permit him to
introduce some evidence of that bigotry. It was error for t/c to
-- direct
then
restrict D to only one method of proof
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examination of other witnesses.

Aggravated Robbery Conviction
Nathaniel GREEN
No. 62,002
Reversed
-- Panel Opinion on Direct Appeal -- Opinlon by
Judge Teague; 2/25/87
SEARCH AND SEIZURE
TO ESCAPE:

-- WARRANTLESS ARREST --- NO SHOWING D ABOUT

ISSUE:
D complained of admission of set of keys and blue
bandana seized incidental to his unlawful arrest.
St countered
that because it established D was "about to escape" when
arrested, arrest was legal and keys and bandana were obtained
incidental to that lawful arrest.
FACTS: Identification testimony of complafning witness CCWI
established D was 1 of 4 persons who robbed him at gunpoint at
2:00
a.m. when he was working as motel manager.
Among items
taken were set of keys that belonged to motel.
CW was 75 years
old.
He said each robber wore bandana over bottom half of face,
and he was unable to watch all 4 for entire 3 or 4 minuites they
were in office.
D was arrested five days later at 5:OO a.m. in motel room of
On day of arrest
another motel where he had lived for 2 weeks.
another robbery had occurred at grocery store.
One person was
shot. Investigating officers were told by woman at hospital that
another participant of robbery CWJoe"l was staying at motel.
"Joe" was arrested.
After his arrest he directed police to room
D had rented. That is where D was arrested.
Record does not expressly reflect either woman or Joe ever
implicating D as being one of the participants in grocery store
robbery, nor does it relflect that either Joe or woman were shown
to have participated with D in robbery of CW.
Police got room key from manager and forcibly opened door.
They found D with woman and her young child.
Both adults were
arrested.
Set of keys seized from room were later shown to be
CW's; officers also took blue bandana.
HELD:
St presented no evidence to establish that prior to
time
police
arrested D it was not possible
under
the
circumstances for them to have obtained an arrest warrant. There
was nothing to reflect or indicate that at time police went to
D's
room he was preparing to "move out" -- rather, because he
had already been there for 2 weeks, there was nothing to fndicate
that he did not plan to stay there indefinitely.
Error

in admission of sezied evidence was
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NOT

harmless.

Although CW's identification testimony standing alone would have
been sufficfent to sustain conviction, it was not sufficient to
render
"harm1 ess beyond a reasonable doubt" the
improper
admission of evidence illegally seized.
D's possession of the
keys, together with the bandana, 'would surely have erased any
doubt
that jury might have had of reliability of
CW'S
identification.

Malcom PRIMROSE No. 69. 736 Appeal from Pre-Trial Denial
Per Curlam Opinion, 2/25/87
Bail Dismissed --

of

WHO HAS APPELLATE JURISDICTION FOLLOWING ORDER DENYING BAIL
CAPITAL MURDER CASE PURSUANT TO ART. I. SECTION l l ?

IN

TCA answers that Courts of Appeal do.
TCA has exclusive
jurisdiction for cases dealing with appeals from orders denying
I. Section lla, but not Sec. 11.
bail pursuant to Art.
Therefore, appellate jurisdiction lies in CtApp under the general
jurisdictional provisions of Art. V, Sections 5 and 6 of Texas
Constitution.
It is imaterial that the pretrial bail denial is
ancillary to a capital murder prosecution.

Gerald Wayne PRINCE

No.

763-82

On St's

Motion for Rehearing

-- Per Curiam Opinion; Judges Onion, McCormick, Campbell and
White concur in results; 3/4/87
CtApp opinion reported at 638 S.W.2d

550.

APPEALS -- PETITION FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW -- CONSTITUTIONAL
CLAIM SHOULD NOT BE RAISED FOR TIME TIME BEFORE TCA:
TCA had reversed for violation of Speedy Trial Act [failure
to exercise due diligence to obtain D's presence for trial].
Although not stated as ground for rehearing, D.A. argued Act was
unconstitutional because of caption defect.
State Prosecuting
Attorney presented ground for rehearing asserting 3 reasons for
finding act unconstitutional, one of which was caption defect.
TCA noted that none of those contentions or assertions were
advanced in CtApp as reasons to deny D's
grounds of error.
Because CtApp was never asked to consider constitutionality of
Act, that court did not render a decision for TCA to review on
those questions -- either on original submission or via Motion
for Rehearing.
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Phillip EMERSON 'No. 033-84 Offlcial Oppression Conviction UP-- On D's PDR -- Opinion by Judge Onlon; Dissenting
held
Opinlon by Judge Clinton, joined by Judges McCormick and Miller;
3/4/87
CtApp opinion reported at 662 S.W.Zd 92
OFFICIAL OPPRESSION
OFFENSE?
TCA answer:

-- WHO HAS JURISDICTION OF THIS MISDEMEANOR

District Court.

FACTS:
D was convicted in felony District Court of the
misdemeanor offense of "official oppression" under V.T.C.A.,
Penal Code, Sectlon 39.02. Jury convicted under Indictment that
alleged that while D was acting as a City of Houston police
officer, he unlawfully detained female complainant "in order to
Pressure and persuade her to engage in sexual intercourse with
him.r'
HELD: TCA relies on Gallasher [690 S.W.2d 5871 -- by virtue
of Article V, Section 8 of Texas Constitution and Article 4.05,
V.A.C.C.P.,
district court has exclusive jurisdiction over all
misdemeanors involving "official misconductn, and the offense
here of official oppression is "official misconduct" as that
phrase or term is used in the Texas Constitution.
DISSENTING OPINION:
Agrees that district courts have
been constltutlonally assigned jurisdiction of all
misdemeanors involving "official misconduct" but does
not find "official oppression" in Sec. 39.02 to be
"official misconduct" withln meanlng of Artlcle V,
Section 8. After extensive review of early cases and
constitutional
amendments, dlssent concludes that
language of Article V , Section 8 was never intended to
afford
jurisdiction to a
district
court over
misdemeanor involving official misconduct allegedly
commited by municipal peace officer.
Purpose of
original jurisidction to dlstrict court in official
misconduct cases was not due to seriousness of offense
but rather because of the consequences of conviction
[I.e.. removal from office]. Original purpose of rule
was to protect certain officeholders agalnst arbitrary
removal wlthout cause.

Sherman JOINER
No. 945-85 Murder Conviction Affirmed -- On
-- Opinion by Judge White, Judge Teague dissents,
St's PDR
3/4/87
CtApp reversal reported at 696 S.W.2d
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68.

JURY CHARGES

--

VOLUNTARY CONDUCT:

CtApp had reversed for t/c's refusal to charge on law of
voluntary conduct, finding that statement by D that "It was an
accident" was sufflclent to raise the defense of voluntariness of
the shooting.
FACTS:
This
was barroom killing between
boyfriendgirlfriend.
Eyewitness had been present when couple argued
earller that night.
She was in restroom later when couple
Deceased
entered and D struck woman, demanding his money.
"bucked" D and told him she was not afraid of hlm, at which time
he pulled a gun from his jacket and shot her.
D then said to
witness, "Oh, my God, I done killed her" and "It was an
accident".
HELD:
On the facts of case, charge on absence of voluntary
conduct not required.
D did not testify.
Only evidence that
even remotely raised issue was his bare statement, "It was an
accident".
There was no explanation of what the "it" was: ( 1 . )
statement could have meant D intentionally fired the revolver but
he intended to hit but
.did not intend to hit victlm; or, (2.)
not kill her; or (3.) act of firing revolver was unintentional.
However, even if jury would have Interpreted statement in way
most favorable to D, this case was weaker than Georae C681 S.W.2d
431.

NOTE:
In footnote TCA mentions, "If there is no
requirement to instruct, appellant's attack on voluntariness would be one of sufficiency of evidence to
prove each element of the offense."

Juan GARZA No.
1018-85 Theft Conviction Reversed -- On St's
PDR -- Opinion by Judge Clinton; Judges McCormick, Miller and
Campbell dissent; Judge White concurs in result; 3/4/87
DEFERRED ADJUDICATION -- NO JURISDICTION TO ENTER ADJUDICATION
ORDER AFTER PERIOD OF DEFERRED ADJUDICATION HAD EXPIRED:
APPEALS -- BURDEN ON PARTES AND NOT THE REVIEWING COURTS TO SEE
THAT RECORD IS COMPLETE:
CtApp opinlon reported at 695 S.W.2d 726.
FACTS:
We11 after period of probation had expried, t/c
proceeded to adjudicate guilt. CtApp reversed, holding that t/c
lacked jurisdiction because there was no capias pending when
probation period expired.
On PDR St asserted CtApp erred in
disposing of case on basis on incomplete record, and that full
supplementation would show both motion to proceed to adjudication
and capias were issued prior to expiraation of deferred probation
period
After mailing of notice of comp'1 etion of record to parties,

.
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St failed to file written objections pursuant to Artlcle 40.09,
Section 7 V.A.C.C.P.
Nevertheless. CtApp did attempt to secure a complete record
by granting St's motion to supplement.
However, t/c never
complied with that order. No reason for that failure appears in
record.
HELD:
In view of St's failure timely and dillgently to act
to secure a full and accurate record, and of t/c's
unexplained
failure promptly to supplement record as ordered, TCA declined to
hold that CtApp had an obllgation to wait before disposing of
case.
On state of record t/c lacked jurisdfctlon to adjudicate.
NOTE:

TCA
warns against importing court-fashioned
procedural
rules
governing
revocat Ion
of
"regular" probation into realm of adjudication
proceedings following violations of conditfons
of "diversionary" probation.

Glenn Robert WILLIAMS No. 043-86
Involuntary Manslaughter
-- Opinion on St's PDR -- Opinion by
Conviction Reversed
Judge Campbell, 3/4/87
CtApp reversal reported at 698 S.W.2d 266.
IS A MOTOR BOAT A "MOTOR VEHICLE" FOR PURPOSES OF
UNDER V.T.C.A.. Penal Code, Section 19-05?
TCA answer:

PROSECUTION

No.

FACTS:
D, when operating motorboat on Lake Lewisville,
collided with capsized sailboat, causing death of David Gagner.
Breath alcohol test given some time after collision read 0.14
percent alcohol.
St charged D under Section 19.05(a)(l):
"did then and there
intentionally
and
knowingly
operate
a
motorboat
while
intoxicated, and did by reason of such intoxicatfon cause the
through accident and mistake, namely:
death of an individualy
by driving said motorboat into

...

...

I,

CtApp reversed, relying
dictionary definitions.

heavily on

civil

statutes and

HELD:
TCA applied Code Construction Act and found term
"motor vehicle" as it is used in Section 19.05 is ambiguous since
statute does not define it and since common usage of the term
leaves it open t.o more than one interpretation.
TCA reviewed
testimony from legisltaive hearings dealing with involuntary
manslaughter and found nothing in that record to indicate that
the authors of the statute intended the term "motor vehicle" to
have any technical or particular meaniing -- instead it would
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simply replace older statutes.
This view was confirmed by fact
that there are separate statutes under the Parks and Wildlife
Code that prohibit operat ions of "vessesl s" and "motor vehf cl es"
while intoxicated.
TCA then traced predecessor DWI statutes and
found they were all intented to apply to vehicles which travel
"upon public roads or highways".

Gary William GREEN
No: 089-86 Aggravated Kidnapping Conviction
-- On
St's
PDR
-- Opinion by Judge Duncan;
Reversed
Concurring Opinion by Judge Clinton; Dissenting Opinion by Judge
McCormick, Joined by Judges Onion, Davis and White: 3/4/87
CtApp reversal reported at 700 S.W.2d 760.
APPEAL
-- PRESERVATION OF ERROR
PRESERVE T/C's ADVERSE RULING:

--

D USED INFORMAL

BILL

TO

FACTS: D's employer and coworker testified that he had good
reputation for being a peaceful and law-abiding citizen in
community.
These 2 witnesses testified the second day of trial.
Several bench conferences were held off record during their
tetimony, one of which occurred at conclusion of that day's
testimony.
Trial resumed with defense attorney making informal
bill of exceptions which contained introductory statement that:
would show that if he were allowed to call John Morgan and
Rebecca Berry, they would testify as follows

..."

'I...

After
t/atty concluded his "bill of
exception",
"gratuitously and without any reservation" stipulated to it.

St

On appeal St claimed record did not reflect that t/c
specifically denied a request to call the witnesses, and that D
preserved no error for review.
HELD:
St's
stipulation not only stipulated to content of
proferred witness's testimony.
it also concurred wlth the
I,
introductory prohibitive phrase: "
if he were allowed
Also,
because of t/attyTs remarks prior to detailing the
specifics of the proposed testimony, the t/c's
ruling thereon
reasonably appears from the informal bill. Error was preserved.

...

...

Willie Burke GIBSON
No. 62.720 Murder Conviction Reversed -On
St's Third Motion for Rehearing -- Opinion by Judge Davis;
Judge Onion dissents; Concurring and Dissenting Opinion by Judge
Duncan, joined by Judges Clinton and Teague: 3/4/87
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\PPEAL

--

WAIVER

FACTS:
l'ife.
T/c
impermissibly
punishment he
ground. 1

--

NEED FOR CONTEMPORANEOUS OBECTION:

D had originally been convicted and sentenced to
apparently granted MNT.
During retrial D.A.
cross-examined D about his former trial and the
received.
[NOTE: TCA originally reversed on this

0 first mentioned his prior incarceration during direct
examination. Then in non-responsive answer to D.A.'s question, D
St then asked several
referred to his former conviction
kther questions about prior incarceration without objection:

--

[direct]
Q.
Mr. Gibson, directing your attention to April 2nd.
1978, do you remember that day?

A.

I remember.

Q.
As a matter of fact have you been locked up
that date?
A.

Right.

Q.

Now, where are you now?

A.

I am in the Hillsboro Jail.

since

[cross-examination]
Q.
Mr. Gibson, I think you testified that you have
been in the Hill County jail for one year?

A.

No, I have been in the State penltentiary for life.

Q.

What cause was that on?

A.

This one.

Q.

It was tried once before, wasn't

A.

Right.

Q.

The jury gave you life, didn't they?

Q.
Okay.
months?

A.

it?

You have been in the pen now for how many

I left there in
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--

I say five months.

Q.
Okay.
And you have been back since the
granted you a new trial?
A.

Right.

Q.
Okay.
courtroom?

A.

Judge

Came back on the 10th of March.
That trial

took place r ght here in this

Yes. s i r.

4- With a jury that sentenced you to l ife?
A.

Sir?

4.

Was it a jury sitting up here that also
you to life imprisonment?

sentenced

HELD: By failing to object to St's cross-ex, D waived right
to have facts pertaining to his previous trial kept secret from
Jury.
T'CA could find no reason to hold statutorily based errors,
even those arising under Art. 40.08 to any lesser requirements
for preservation of error.
OVERRULES several older cases suggesting it is t/c's duty to
intervene
in cases where Article 40.08 has been violated
regardless of defense objections.
JURY CHARGES -- LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES
BECAUSE OF DIFFERENT PUNISHMENT RANGES.

-- "SOME HARM" SHOWN

FACTS:
D and three friends spent day drinking [at least 5
or 6 beers and several shots of whiskey].
Deceased was one of
the group and autopsy showed blood alcohol content of 0.35%
-an amount sufficient to k i l l one-half of the adult population. D
and deceased had fight; aunt of one of friends said D acted "like
a crazy man".
D was convinced to leave that home but deceased
followed him outside.
Altercation continued and D shoved
deceased down in driveway.
When D got in his car and backed up
for U-turn, he struck and killed deceased.
D waived when asked
if he thought he was intaxiratsd.
D testified he had suffered from memory loss.
He did not
remember running ovcer deceased, and said that if he did kill
deceased with car, he did not intend to do so.
T/c refused
requested instruction of lesser included offense of involuntary
manslaughter.

HELD:
Error to refuse requested charge.
Evidence raised.
Charge on involuntary manslaughter should be given when there is
evidence from any source indicating that D, by accident or
mistake, caused death of individual while operating a motor
vehicle under the influence.
There was some harm under Almanza
-- murder is a 1st degree felony and involuntary manslaughter a
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third.

Wiley Bonner Littles No. 301-83 Aggravated Robbery Conviction
Reversed -- On St's PDR -- Opinion by Judge McCormick; 3/11/87
ENHANCEMENT

-- PROOF OF IDENTITY BY PHOTO:

In Gollin C554 S.W.2d 6831 TCA held there were at least 3
nonexclusive means
of proving identify for
purposes
of
( 1 ) testimony of witness who identifies D as same
enhancement:
(2) by introduction of certified
person previously convicted;
copies of judgment and sentence and record of TDC or county Jail
including fingerprints of D, supported by expert testimony
identifying them as identical with known prints of the defendant;
and (3) by D's stipulation or judicial admission.
The
Here TCA added fourth method.
St had 2 pen packets.
first pack had fingerprints and photo. Expert testified to print
comparison.
The second packet had defective fingerprint card
that referred to another conviction. It was removed. Photograph
was still left. Evidence was sufficient because person convicted
in 1st pen pack was proven to be D through fingerprints and jury
had capability to compare photographs in two pen packets and come
to conclusion that they depicted the same individual.
To extent that cases can be read as holding that there are
exclusive manners of proof of D's identity as to prior felonies
used for enhancment, they are overruled. Each case to be judged
on own merits.

No. 69,724 Habeas Corpus
Ex parte Curtis Ell WHITE
Denied -- Opinion by Judge Onion -- 3/11/87

Relief

JURY CHARGES
-- MAY BE CONFLICT IN CASES AFTER ALMANZA THAT
DISCUSS FUNDAMENTAL ERROR IN INSTRUCTING ON WRONG PUNISHMENT
RANGE :
D claimed fundamental error in t/c's charge which authorized
a more severe range of punishment than that permitted by law.
TCA dismissed writ application because D had not attached copy of
court's
charge or other portions of record
to
support
allegations, and other than citing Uribe [[688 S.W.2d 5341 gave
no reason why error entitled him to relief in light of whole
trial.
TCA cautions that Uribe made no mention of Almanza C686
S.W.2d 1571 When properly presented, TCA may well be faced with
Uribe
v. Almanza situtation and be called on to resolve conflict.
-
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Maurice Samuel CUNNINGHAM No.
929-85
Indecency With Child
-- On St's PDR -- Opinion by Judge
Conviction Affirmed
Clinton;
Judges Onion and Duncan dissent; Judge Miller concurs
in results; 3/18/87
LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES -- INDECENCY WITH A CHILD WAS A LESSER
INCLUDED OFFENSE OF AGGRAVATED SEXUAL ASSUALT OF A CHILD UNDER
THESE FACTS:
14 year old victim testified that during lunch at
FACTS:
school D approached her and through money and a ruse he induced
her into car and to Nhearby area.
Once there he told child to
take off her clothes, slapping her face until she began to do so.
D "took down" his own pants. He "put his finger on [her] crotch"'
and told her to lick his penis.
She complied. Afterward he put
his penis "in [her] crotch."

When witness was asked directly if D put his penis in her
mouth, she answered no. Later D drove her to school where child
immediately told teacher what had happened.
expressly found failure to prove "penetration of the
mouth of the child by the sex organ of [Dl" and so convicted D of
indecency with a child.
T/C

HELD:
TCA reaffirms that Dav [532 S.W.2d 3027 is leading
case on relation of lesser included offenses to allegations in a
charging instrument.
Determinations must be made on case by case basis
under statute [Articles 37.08 and 37.09, V.A.C.C.P.]
included offenses are defined in two ways:
1. in terms of the offense charged;
2. fn terms of the facts of the case.

because
lesser

Because the jurisdiction of the trial court had been
properly invoked to try the offense charged, it was authorized to
proceed to Judgment on any lesser included offense determined
from the offense charged and the facts of the case.
TCA ruled that proof of preliminary conduct amounting to
indecency with a child may not always be made in an effort to
prove penetration of a penis into the mouth of the chlld, but
when proof of the penetration fails and there is a showing that
the child was forced to lick the penis of the actor and he, in
turn, put it in her crotch, a reaonsable inference of intent to
arouse or satisfy his sexual desire is permitted.
That is less
then all the facts needed to prove agg. sex. assault of child
under Section 22.011(a)(2)(B),
but will support conviction for
indecency with child which requires specific intent to arouse or
gratify sexual desire.
*

*

I

*

*
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Comment: EssentiBlly, the majority is rewriting the Act to
include the kind of review found in the Federal Magistrate system
where the magistrates act as masters creating a record which is
then forwarded to the referring judge along with formal findings
of fact, conclusions of law and a recommended course of action.
After giving the parties an opportunity to object to the
magistrate's rulings, the trial judge must review the proceedings
below and
either adopt, modify, correct, reject or reverse
the magistrate's recommended holdings, or recommit the case to
the magistrate for further proceedings. A transcript of the
proceedings before the magistrate,
along with
a
formal
recommendation by the magistrate would appear to be mandatory
before the referring judge could act in any manner.

James A. BAGSBY, No. 02-85-102-CR, TARRANT COUNTY,
THEFT, Affirmed, 12/3/86
TRANSFERRED INTENT: The D wrote a worthless check to an employee.
The employee passed the check to a third party. The C/A held,
without citation to authority, that the intend was transferred
from crime to crime (worthless check to theft) and from person to
person (employee to third party). The C/A held that the doctrine
of transferred intent contained in TEX. PENAL CODE ANN. sec. 6.04
(1974) would permit the D to be convicted of a felony theft
offense committed by a third party when he intended to commit a
class C misdemeanor and had neither knowledge or intent to commit
any greater offense.
Comment: This opinion included additional points of error which
are wholly unremarkable and which are, therefore, not reported
here.
Jacobo Rito GUIA, Nos. 05-85-1335/1336-CR. DALLAS COUNTY,
INDECENCY WITH A CHILD/AGGRAVATED SEXUAL ASSAULT, Reversed
Remanded, 12/18/96

and

SEVERANCE: The D was charged in separate indictments with two
different offenses involving two different complainants. Over his
objections, he was tried on both charges in one trial. The C/A
held that the accused has a right to a severance of non-Title 7
(theft) offenses upon demand.
Lonnie Cleo YORK, No. 02-85-199-CR; DENTON COUNTY,
THEFT, Reverse and Acquit, 12/17/86
SUFFICIENCY: The D was charged with stealing the copper tubing
from partially completed houses. At trial, the State offered
testimony regarding the cost of replacing the tubing in the
houses. the C/A noted that this testimony included the cost of
labor and other incidental costs associated with replacing the
tubing into foundations and did not establish the cost of the
tubing alone. As the D was charged with stealing the tubing, and
not the labor necessary to replace the tubing, the State had
failed to establish value for purposes of a theft prosecution.
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mine). The C/ A then held that as there was sufficient quantity
of raw materials found to make more than 400 grams, the evidence
was sufficient to establish that the D did prepare more than 400
grams.
Comment: This opinion is a masterpiece of obfuscation. If you
cannot answer the question presented, redefine the offense and
find the Defendant guilty of the new and improved offense. The D
was
charged with having done an act.
The evidence
was
insufficient to show that he in fact did the act, but was
adequate to show that he could have done the act, or could do the
act in the future if uninterrupted. Thus, under the C/A's
reasoning, since he could have done it, or might still do it, we
find that he did do it. The C/A apparently has never heard of the
concept of "tense" in the English language.
Lanny Royce OMURA, NO. 05-86-701-CR, DALLAS COUNTY,
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS ON EXTRADITION, Reversed & Remanded,
February 27, 1987 [3/11/87]
DALLAS COUNTY MAGISTRATE'S ACT: CONSTITUTIONALITY: The D sought a
writ of habeas corpus to block his extradition to the State of
Utah. The writ was heard by a Dallas County Magistrate under TEX.
GOV'T. CODE ANN. sec. 54.301, et seq. (1986). AS the C/A notes,
the magistrates have been held to not be judges in their own
right, rather the merely assist the district judges in the
processing of cases. Magistrates have no judicial power and may
only make recommendations which the forwarding district judge
must adopt.
Rather than rule on the D's constitutional challenge to the Act,
the C/A determined to read into the Act a requirement that the
district judge actually review the proceedings before the magistrate (his rulings and findings, the evidence presented, etc.)
and then affirmatively either adopt the magistrates acts or
modify them. Here, while the judge did approve the magistrate's
holdings, there was no transcript of the proceedings extant when
the judge adopted and approved the magistrates rulings. Without a
transcript, the trial judge couldn't review the proceedings
below. Further, there were no findings of fact, conclusions of
law, or recommendations to the trial judge. The C/A held that the
record was devoid of any indication that the trial judge did
in fact review the actions taken by the magistrate, thus the
mandatory provisions of the Act were deemed to have not been
complied with.
The
dissenting
judge
would have held the Act
to
be
unconstitutional since the Act does not require the type of
review that the majority of the panel was judicially reading into
the Act.
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Eric James BUCEK, No. 02-86-124-CR, TARRANT COUNTY,
D.W.I., Affirmed, January 28, 1987 12/11/87]
CORPUS DELECTI: The D was found near the scene of an accident in
an intoxicated condition. He admitted to the arresting officer he
was the driver of the wrecked car. On appeal, he challenged the
use of his confession to establish that he was driving the
wrecked vehicle. The C/A held that the corpus &?leeti of the
offense was established without regard to his extrajudicial
confession since 1) his admission was made near the time of the
accident, 2) he was present at the scene, 3) he approached the
victim of the accident almost immediately disclaiming fault, 4)
he was the only other person present when the officer azrived at
the accident scene, 5) he told the doctor that he had hit his
head in a motor vehicle accident, and 6) he was intoxicated
within minutes of the accident.
This, the C/A held, was
sufficient to corroborate his extrajudicial confession that he
had operated the motor vehicle while intoxicated.
LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES: The C/A held that the provisions of
TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 67011-1 (f) (1987) (causing
serious bodily injury while driving intoxicated) does not define
a separate offense from Driving while intoxicated, rather it is
merely an enhancement provision making what would otherwise be a
misdemeanor offense into a felony offense upon proof of the
enhancement facts. [The opinion recognized that it was in
conflict with the opinion of the Dallas Court of Appeals in
Rivera v. State, 716 S.W.2d 68, 71 (Tex. App. - Dallas, 1986, PDR
granted), but holds that the Dallas opinion was "dicta and was
made on an unbriefed and unassigned point of error. As a result,
we do not feel bound by that decision."]
Willie GOIF, NO. 06-86-052-CR, GREGG COUNTY,
MANUFACTURE OF MORE THAN 400 GMS OF METHAMPHETAMINE,
Affirmed, February 10. 1987 [2/18/87]
SUFFICIENCY: The D challenged the sufficiency of the evidence to
of
show
that
he
manufactured in excess of 400 grams
methamphetamine as alleged in the indictment. The C/A recognized
that there was no evidence that he had in fact manufactured more
than 400 gms of meth. The Court further held, however, that the
amount
of
meth
manufactured could
be
determined
upon
circumstantial evidence. The C/A noted that "manufacturing" is
compounding,
or
defined as "the production, preparation,
processing of a controlled substance..." (emphasis in opinion).
They then held that "it is not necessary to prove the existence
of a specific amount of the finished product if there is
sufficient circumstantial evidence that such an amount has been
manufactured or is being prepared for manufacture. (emphasis

...
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DWI Practice Gems
Science, the Intoxilyzer. and Texas Breath-Alcohol Testing
by Dr. Ken Smith
Part II
Driving while intoxicated c~iminalcases
are ripe with numerous legal issuesfor the
innovative practitioner. Accordingly, the
following is offered as food for thonght in
your practice. 61 this regard, the author
also invites your inqui~ies,suggestions and
comments. Die following article was written by Dr. Ken Smith of Rice Universiry.
Houston, Texas. Dr. Smith is afiequent
lecturer on the Into,tilyzer and is a recognized expert witness on its use in DWI
crinzinal proceedings. Dr. Smith's article
can also be found in the textbook Texas
Drunk Driving Law.

Scientific Method and
Breath Testing

cle) at the time of the alleged
offense;
(b) that the measurement technique (lntoxilyzer breath-alcohol analysis) comply with established
principles of physiology and physics;
(c) that the Intoxilyzer's design
enable specific measurement of the
subject's "alcohol concentration";
(d) that the particular Intoxilyzer
used function according to design
and be calibrated correctly;
(e) that the breath-test measurement procedure not compromise the
accuracy of the test result and that
it be followed correctly and consistently; and
(0 that the Intoxilyzer measurement be reproducible and independently verifiable.

Biblical law exhorts, "You shall not pervert justice in measurement of length,
Definition and Relevance
weight, or quantity. You shall have true
of Measured Parameters
scales, true weights, true measures. . . :'"
Since the time of Galileo, scientists have
"Intoxication" is a difficult condition to
conformed the design and evaluation of
physical measurements to criteria some- define. In recent laboratory studies at Ruttimes known collectively as the "scientific gers ~niversity,~"aw enforcement
m e t h ~ d . ~Basic to any scientific inves- officers with DWI arrest experience were
tigation are the following considerations: among a group of individuals who attemptidentification and definition of relevant ed to ascertain the intoxication levels of
parameters to be measured,88 develop- other individuals, based on face-to-face inment of a theoretical framework within terviews with the drinking subjects. The
which the measurements can be n ~ a d e , ~peace officers were able to identify the leapparatus design that permits specific gaUy intoxicated subjects slightly more
reliably than the other interviewers, but
measurement of the desired parameters,"
apparatus calibration^' exercise of ade- their estimates of the subjects' degrees of
quate operator control over the measure- intoxication did not correlate well with the
ment:'
and measurement reproducibi- subjects' measured blood-alcohol levels.
Much attention has been given to intoxlity.'"pplied
to Intoxilyzer breathalcohol measurements, the scientific icated individuals' performances in simple
dexterity testsq5and to the blood-alcohol
method requires:
levels of auto-accident victims.% Yet, it is
surprisingly difficult to find scholarly
(a) that the property measured (the
research examining the correlation besubject's "alcohol concentration") be
tween blood-alcohol concentration and the
unambiguously defined and be releability to operate a motor vehicle ''In the
vant to the subject's degree of intoxdearth of quantitative research on the efication (if not specifically to his
fects of alcohol on driving ability, state
competence to drive a motor vehi-

''

legislatures have, nevertheless, established
explicit (however ambiguous) "alcohol
concentration" standards for ascertaining
DWI guik9'
The language of the new Texas law99
gives two definitions of intoxication: one
stated in terms of the loss of normal use
of one's faculties, and the other set by the
alcohol content of blood, breath, or urine.
There is wide variation in individuals'
response to alcohol, and different people
"lose normal use of their. . .faculties" at
different blood-alcohol concentrations. An
individual with a given blood-alcohol concentration may at one time have lost "normal use," but may subsequently regain
"normal use" even though his blood-alcohol
concentration remains unchanged.lmAs is
clear from the history of the deliberations
of the Medicolegal Committee of the
AMA, the blood-alcohol concentration at
which one loses "normal use" has been at
issue, and there have been several changes
in the Committee's position on this matter
over the years. In short, the two statutory
definitions of intoxication are not
equivalent.
The second definition of intoxication (in
terms of the subject's "alcohol concentration") gives three alternate criteria for intoxication based on the alcohol content of
the suspect's blood, breath, or urine. These
criteria are not necessarily equivalent: a
person with 0.1 grams of alcohol per 100
milliliters of blood would not be expected
also to have 0.1 grams of alcohol per 210
liters of breath,"' and the same amount of
alcohol in sixty-seven milliliters of his
urine.102It is not clear whether the Legislature intended for these specifications to
be equivalent, but their lack of equivalence
further obscures the legal definition of "alcohol concentration."
Restricting the scope of discussion to
breath-alcohol measurements, there remain
serious flaws in the definition of what is
being measured. By statute, an individual's "alcohol concentration" is the "number

-
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of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of
bredth." '" Since a normal individual's total lung volume is four to six liters,lWand
the Intoxilyzer's sample-chamber capacity is 0.45 liters,'" it is impossible to
measure a 2 10-liter hreath sample in a single Intoxilyzer measurement. While the
apparatus analyzes much less than 210
liters of hreath, it is calibrated to print its
breath-alcohol finding in terms of "grams
of alcohol per 210 liters of breath." Texas
Breath Alcohol Testing Regulations require that the test apparatus be capable of
a measurement accuracy of 0.01 grams of
alcohol per 210 liter^.'^ Thus, the Intoxilyzer must (at a minimum) he able to detect 0.000021 grams (twenty-one millionths
of one gram) of alcohol in its sample chamher."' An Intoxilyzer 401 IAS-A reading
of 0.10 percent wlv (i.e., 0.1 grams1210
liters) results from actually assaying about
0.00021 grams of alcohol and therefore
represents a substantial extrapolation of the
measurement taken.
The definition of alcohol concentration
in terms of a weight of alcohol in a volume
of breath is not specific for hreath, because
it compares non-commensurate units of
measure.'" Breath is compressible, and
the amount of alcohol in a fixed volume
of hreath depends on the pressure to which
that breath is subjected.lw For instance,
when one adds air to increase the pressure
of a fully-inflatedautomobile tire from 30
pounds per square inch (PSI) to 40 PSI,
the tire's volume does not change much,
but the amount of air inside the tire increases by 33 percent. This consideration
is germane to Intoxilyzer measurenlents,
since breath in the sample chamber is at
a pressure above atmospheric air when the
breath "alcohol concentration" is
rec~rded."~
The statute does not say whether the
hreath to which it refers should have come
into equilibrium with the blood in the lungs
or if simple "expired air" is meant. For a
suhject with a given blood-alcohol concentration PAC), the amount of alcohol in the
expired air may differ from that in
equilibrated breath by more than 50 percent.'" The recently revised Texas Breath
Alcohol Testing Regulations require that
the sample he "essentially alveolar," '12
but this term is not specific enongh to be
meaningful.
In summary, the present Texas DWI statute lacks specific definitions of several
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relevant concepts and quantities. Neverlheless, these basic ambiguities have not
prevented the admission of breath-alcohol
determinations into the courtroom.
Operating within the shadow of ambiguity cast by the statute's vagueness, issues
of scientific relevance arise. Was the data
taken (the breath-alcohol measurement)
relevant to the question under investigation? In other words, was the suhject intoxicated at the time of the alleged offense?
The most evidentiary measurement in a
DWI prosecution would be an appraisal of
the subject's capability to operate a motor
vehicle. The measurement specified by
law, however, is the subject's "alcohol concentration" at the time of the alleged
offense. Even this less-infomutivequantity
is rarely (if ever) measured in law enforcement practice. The allegationof the defendant's intoxication while driving is
necessarily based on reverse extrapolation
from the time of the in-station breathalcohol measurement to the time of the alleged offense. The theo~yof extrapolation
here is uncertain, depending substantially
OII "standard" values for such highlyindividualized physiological factors as the
subject's rates of alcohol absorption and
elimination."' These factors are also
related to the kind and concentration of alcoholic beverage consumed,"' the nonalcoholic contents of the ~tomach,"~
and
(to some degree) body temperature.116
Among the legislative options of blood,
breath, or urine tests, a hlood test is the
one that best reflects an individual's state
of intoxication. Effects of intoxication arise
primarily from the action of the alcohol in
the brain. Since hlood comes into direct
contact with the brain tissue, and is itself
the vehicle for carlying alcohol to the
brain, the blood-alcohol concentration is
the be%indicator of the alcohol content in
the brain tissue. Scientificstudies comparing intoxication levels to the skill with
which individuals perform simple tasks
usually refer to the blood-alcohol level as
an index of intoxication."' Likewise,
documents produced by the American
Medical Association on the relationship between intoxication and automobile driving
refer almost exclusively to blood-alcohol
levels. Due to the wide variation of partition coefficients among individuals, a
breath measurement provides a less reliable estimate of an individual's state of intoxication than a blood-alcohol

measurement. From a scientific standpoint, the connection between the apparent intent of the statute and the
breath-alcohol measurement used to implement its provisions is so tenuous that the
measurement's relevance is dubious. In
summary, current Texas forensic alcoholtesting practice fails to gather relevant data
because of the delayed acquisition of the
data and the indirect nature of the data
taken.
Relation of Measurement Technique
to Established Principles of
Pltysiology and Physics
If a technical measurement is to be believable, it must be based on a theoretical
framework grounded in established scientific principles, which reflect cautious, systematic, and detailed observation of the
natural phenomena. The Intoxilyzer's design refers to the physiology ofthe human
body and to the physics of infrared spectroscopy and gas behavior.
Because of the uncertainty in an individual's partition coefficient and the inherent difficultyof obtaining a meaningful
hreath sample, breath testing is at best an
approximate indicator of blood-alcohol
concentrationat the time of the breath test.
Variations in the rates of alcohol absorption and elimination make it difficult (if not
impossible) to infer that a breath-alcohol
measurement made at one time is an accurate representation of breath-or bloodalcohol values at some previous time.
The forensic application of breathalcohol measurenlents involves yet another
relatively untested assumption. Virtually
all scientific studies of partition coefficients
and demonstrations of the accuracy of
breath-testing devices have been performed with subjects whose "alcohol concentrations" were near 0.10 w/v."~ A
study of breath-alcohol test records in Dallas, Texas, showed that the average result
of breath tests given to individuals arrested for DWI is an "alcohol concentration"
of about 0.22 percent w I v . " ~There is
almost no data on any of the revelent physiological factors for subjects with BAC's
in the range of 0.22 percent. L~kewise,few
tests have been run on the behavior of
breath-testing machines for subjects with
BAC's above 0.20 percent. It is scientifically questionable to interpret the results
of studies executed at one "alcohol concen-

tration" so as to suggest the validity of
measurements at an "alcohol concentration" twice as high.
The Intoxilyzer employs infrared spectroscopy to determine the breath sample's
alcohol concentration. Infrared spectroscopy is the science of examining materials by measuring their absorption of
infrared light. It is most often used to iderrti@ compounds in a sample (qualitarive
analysis). Quantitative analysis (determination of the amount of a particular compound) by infrared spectroscopy is less
common. Alpert, Keiser, and Szymanski,
in their benchmark text on infrared $pettroscopy, state that, 'lnfrared spectroscopy can he used for quantitative as well as
qualitative analysis, although it does not
have the quantitative accuracy of some
other analytical techniques-e.g., gas
chromatography."lM The text cautions
that the Beer-Lambert formula (Equation
2) is not predictive of the results of quantitative measurements, especially when the
measurements are to be made over a wide
range of sample con~entrations.'~'
A test of the accuracy of quantitative
spectmswpic measurements made with
laboratory-grade infrared spectrometers
showed instrument-to-instrument variations of up to 20 percent of the measurement result.'2z In this test, conducted by
a spectrometer manufacturer, fifty new
machines were tested as they came off the
production fine. One can expect variations
i n quantitative accuracy to become more
significant as instruments age and deteriorate from normal usage.
"Before starting on a quantitative analysis of any type, it is necessary to have the
qualitative results," according to Alpert,
Keiser, and Szyman~ki."~Qualitative
analysis is often performed by measuring
the sample's infrared absorption spectnnn,
which is obtained by recording the sample's light absorption as a function of light
wavelength over a broad range of wavelengths. In Intoxilyzer breath-alcohol testing, no quanlitative analysis is made: the
breath's chemical composition is simply assumed and the light absorption is measured
a t only two wavelengths.
Quantitativemeasurement procedure using infrared spectroscopy entails the preparation of standard samples of the chemicals
to he assayed. The reference samples
should have a range of concentrations that
encompass the expected concentration

ranges of the unknown concentration
specimen to be mea~ured.'~'In breathalcohol testing in Texas, only one standard
sample is used with each subject's test. The
alcohol concentration in that sample is
often quite different from that of the subject's breath specimen.

Specific Measurement of S~~bject's
'%Alcohol Concentration"
The Department of Public Safety's Regulations state that, "The specificity of the
[breath-testing] procedure shall he adequate and appropriatefor [the] analyses of
breath specimens for the determination of
alcohol concentration in traffic law enforcement.""' At a minimum, the result
of a scientifically valid breath-alcohol
measurement reflects the alwbol concentration of air that bas wme into equilibrium with the blood in the alveoli; only an
equilibrated lung-air sample's alcohol concentration could possibly he expected to
bear a quantitative relationshipto blood alcohol. Breath tests can fail to measure
equilibrated lung air if (a) alcohol vapor
in the breath measured did not come into
equilibrium with blood alcohol in the
lungs; @) the sample is contaminated by
alcohol from the month or stomach; (c) the
specimen is polluted by other compounds
that absorb infrared light in the same
wavelength range that alcohol does; or (d)
radio-frequency interference occurs.
Since research suggests that it is not possible to obtain an equilibrated sample of
alveolar air from a single breath,'" the
"essentially alveolar" breath samples required by DPS Regulations are not expected to be equilibrated samples. Alveolar air
is merely air that is in the alveoli (equilibrated or otherwise), though the quantitative meaning of "essentially" is not clear.
Since the regulations' requirement is sufficiently vague, it can arguably be satisfied
by the breath-testing procedure. However,
a sample thus satisfying the regulations
would not meet the requirements of wund
scientific practice.
An intoxicated person's breath contains
so little alcohol that the Intoxilyzer must
be an extremely sensitive alcohol detector.
It must respond to a quantity of alcohol in
the breath chamber equal to the amount in
111000 of a drop of 100-proof whiskey.
The device's high sensitivity increases the
danger of breath-sample contamination by

alcohol from the mouth or stomach. In an
attempt to guard against contamination, the
regulations in the Texas Breath Alcohol
Testing Program's Operator Manual specify that the subjeet is to he observed for a
15-minute period prior to the administration of the breath test to be sure that he
does not eat, drink, smoke, regurgitate, or
vomit immediately before the test is administered.'"
Evidence presented in a recent Michigan case showed that dentures can hold alcohol for times sufficient to invalidate the
breath-test results.'28 Bridgework, orthodontic appliances, and faulty fillings
could trap the fraction of a drop of alcohol sufficient to alter the results of a breath
test. Any foreign materials in the subjecfs
mouthat the timeof the test, such aschewing tobacco or candy, can also retain alcohol, thus affecting the test result. While
a thorough breath-test operator might examine the subject's mouth for dental work
and foreignmaterialat the beginning of the
15-minute observation period, this check
is neither required by the Texas Breath
Testing regulations, nor is it suggested in
the Texas Breath Alcohol Testing Program's Operator Manual.
Alcohol from the stomach can be an alternate source of sample contamination.
The most observant operator would IikeIy
miss a small burp or minor regurgitation,
which could introduce alcohol-laden air,
fluids, or solid material into the mouth
from the stomach.'" Any such sample
contamination negates the assumption that
the machine is measuring the alcohol concentration of an alveolar air sample and
would distort breath-test results.
The human breath normally contains
acetone and over 100 other compounds.
The relative proportions of these compounds may depend on the state of the subject's health.lm Chemicals that absorb
3.48-micronlight are present in the breath
and will increase the indicated "alcohol
concentration." The Intoxilyzer purports to
specifically determine the qnality.of alcohol in the subject's breath via its "interference detector'' circuit. This measures the
difference of absorption of 3.39- and
3.48-micron light as beams of these two
wavelengths pass through the ample.'^'
If the interference detector senses an ahsorption difference that is not similar to alcohol's, the breath test is aborted.
Several of the compounds normally
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present in the breath, as well as chemicals
that may be introduced to the breath (from
candy, medications, chewing tobacco,
mouthwash, etc.) absorb infrared light of
both 3.39 and 3.48 micmns. In any case,
measurement of the amount of light absorbed at 3.48 micmns, and themeasurement of the relative absorption at 3.48 and
3.39 microns cannot specijically identify
any of the compounds present in the
breath-sample chamber.
Under some eircumstances, the result
printed may baveno relationship to the absorption of infrared light measured by the
Intoxilyzer. External iduences, such as
fluctuations in the power-line voltage supplied to the machine and radio-frequency
interference, may result in the printing of
incorrect results.
Radio-frequency interference (RFI) occurs when the presence of electromagnetic waves disturbs the operation of
electronic equipment. Virtually all electronic devices are subject to RFI, and
breath-testing machines are no exception.'" Radio transmitters and walkietalkies produce electromagnetic waves, as
do computers, computer terminah, fluorecent lighting, copying machines, electric
motors, a host of other electrical equipment, and natural phenomena such as
lightning. Intoxilyzer circuits likely to be
affected by RFI include those for signal detection and amplification, light-level maintenance, an automatic "zero" setting, and
an analog-to-digital conversion.
In 1983, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) checked several evidentiary
breath-testing machines for their vulnerability to RFI. TheBureau reported that the
Intoxilyzer 4011AS-A tested showed an
out-of-tolerancebreath-test wult when exposed to electromagnetic radiation at one
of the four radio-wave frequencies
A subsequent Department of
Transportation (DOT) memo suggested
that the NBS test result for theIntoxilyzer
401IAS-A might have been in error and
that the machine was perhaps not susceptible to RPI.'" The NBS test was cursary,
performed with only oneunit of each type
of equipment tested. Conducted with
breath simulators, instead of human subjects' breath, the NBS investigation took
place in a specially-designedenclosure, in
which the equipment could be exposed to
a uniform field of electromagnetic radiation. The NBS work was not a test of the
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Intoxilyzer's $usceptibility to RFI under
normal breath-test operating conditions.
Thus, it is questionable whether or not
these tests shouId affect law enforcement
practices. Other investigations of the Intoxilyzer 4011AS-A by Guth Laboratories
suggest that the unit they examined was
subject to
Furthermore, Intoxilyzer tests run by the Ohio State Patrol indicated RPI susceptibility in some
models.'"
Tests carried out by Smith & Wesson
(the Breathalyzer's manufacturer) showed
substantial unit-to-unit variations in the
Breathalyzer model 900A's susceptibility
to RFI.'37 Smith and Wesson's results
raise the issue of whether a test of any
breath testing instrument for RFI susceptibility would be applicableto any other individual unit of the same type. In part,
these unit-to-unit variations are expected
because a particular electronic device's
response to RPI is likely to depend critically on the frequency of radio waves interacting with the device. The NBS study
acknowledged these problems and their
relationship to the limited nature of its
breath-testing machine study, stating:
In reviewing the summary data and
observations, as well as the data
presented later in this report, it is important to recognize the limited
scope of the testing program. As a
result, EBTJs revidential" breath
testers] in this study should be
viewed as a class of instruments
rather than as individual instruments
to be used for comparison purposes.
In particular, these data cannot be
extrapolated with validity to cover
other frequencies, to other field
strengths, to multiple frequency
fields, or to other units of the same
EBT i n s t ~ m e n t s . ' ~ ~
There are commerically available
breath-testing equipment accessories to detect potential electromagneticradiation interference.Ie9 In addition, a model of the
CMI Intoxilyzer produced more recently
than the 4011AS-A contains an internal detector for electromagnetic radiation.laIn
the absence of a functioning electromagnetic radiation detector that has been tested
wirh the machine to which it is attached,
an operator cannot know whether RFI influenced a specific breath test.

Infoxilyz~rFunctioning and Calibration

Thk Intoxilyzer is a complex apparatus
comprised of hundreds of individual parts
arranged in over a dozen sections, each of
which performs a separate function. Accomplishmentof a breath-alcohol measurement according to the instrument's
specifications requires that the Intoxilyzer sections act together and that the instrument be accurately calibrated. In the
context of thehtoxilyzer, calibmtion is the
act of setting controls and component
values in the machine's circuitry so that
printed test results of all values bear a
known relationship to the alcohol content
of the sample in the breath chamber. The
following paragraphs outline the design,
operation, and calibration of each section
of the Intoxilyzer circuit.
Light Source
An incandesent lamp similar to a dideprojector bulb produces the infrared light
used by the Intoxilyzer. (Even an ordinary
light bulb with a heated filament will
produce infrared light of a wide range of
wavelengths.) The intensity of light output depends on the temperature and physical characteristics (size, shape, material,
and surface condition) of the filament and
on the amount of light transmitted by the
bulb walls. Since the Intoxilyzer measures
the amount of alcohol in the sample by
measuring the amount of light energy lost
as the light passes through the breath sample, it is essential that its light source have
a known and constant light output throughout each test. If the light source illumination were to dip suddenly during the breath
measurement, the subject's breath-test
result would be artificially high. Test-totest consistency of results requires that the
light intensity be the same for all tests perFormed.
Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
The AGC regulates the light source's
output by controlling the electrical current
to the lamp's filament. When more current
is forced through the filament, its temperature increases and it emits more light.
Several factors influence the amount of
light passing through the Intoxilyzer's
breath chamber. As the incandesent lamp
ages, the filament's characteristics change,
the transparency of the bulb walls dimin-

ishes, and other optical components in the
Intoxilyzer deteriorate. The AGC is apparently designed to compensate for these
relatively long-term component changes.
During the fnst air-blank and auto-zero
measurement steps when there is presumably no light-absorbing material in the
breath-sample chamber, the AGC compares a fixed reference voltage to the electronic signal produced by detection of
3.4hnicron light passing through the
breath chamber. The AGC then adjusts the
fdment current until the light signal equals
the reference voltage. The AGC cannot
check the source illumination during the
actual breath measurement (when the light
intensity may he attenuated by alcohol in
the breath chamber). Therefore, the AGC
check and sets the light intensity during
the initial "airblank" measurement, though
it pmvides no active control of the iilament
current during either the simulator or
breath measurements. This process is
faulty from a scientific standpoint because
the light-source intensity is not monitored
or actively controlled at precisely those
times when its accuracy is most needed.
There is a limit to the AGC circuit's ability to correct for component deterioration.
The optical components and light source
could degrade to the point that the AGC
circuit could not supply enough filament
current to incerase the lamp's brightness
sufficientlyto compensate therefor. Under
this circumstance, the Intoxilyzer would
become more sensitive to dips and surges
in the 115-volt a.c. power supplied to the
machine. When the AGC cannot supply
enough current, the minus sign on the
blood-alcohol concentration display illumin:ctes as Y warning to the operitor. Yet
the DPS Brcatli Alcohol Twtine Proernm's
Operator Manual"' says nothing about
the significance of the minus sign. When
the AGC is malfunctioning, the "ermr"
light does not come on, and the machiue
does, nevertheless, print a breath-test
result.
The reference voltage that the AGC
compares to the light signal is adjustable
by a variable resistor inside thehtoxllyzer.
"runing" this reference voltage changes the
light source's brightness. If thelight is too
dim, the breath-alcohol measurement will
be more affected by electronic "noise."
If the light is too bright, the electronic signals in critical parts ofthe circuit could hew m e large enough to make the circuits

-

-

produce unreliable results. The htoxilyzer
Breath-Sample Chamber
operator has no means of knowing if the
When a test subject blows into the InAGC referencevoltage is adjusted correctly. Except for the lack of illumination of toxilyzer, his breath first travels through
the display's unexplained minus sign, he the breath tube, then through the breathhas no indication that the AGC is function- sample chamber, and finally out into the
room through an exhaust tube that tering at all.
minates near the rear of the machine. Even
though the sample chamber's volume is
Filter Wheel
about 0.45 liter (about the same as a 16-02.
Light of 3.39- and 3.48-micron soft-drink container), several liters of
wavelengths is selected before the light breath pass through the chamber during the
enters the breath-sample chamber by the test. The chmnber volume is fixed, but the
rotating filter wheel placed between the breath volume varies from individual to iulight source and the entrance to the sam- dividual, depending on his lung capacity
ple chamber. The fiter wheel is a solid and the duration of his breath delivexy.'"
Infrared-transmitting windows permit
disk attached at its hub to a motor. Near
the disk's perimeter there are three holes light passing through the filter wheel to
positioned to pass between the light source enter the breath chamber, which contains
and a window into the sample cell when a series of mirrors that reflect the light
the wheel rotates. One hole is covered with back and forth, causing the total light-path
a fdter that passes only 3.39-micron light, length to be about 9 feet.14' while the
another with a filter that passes only chamber's volume itself is precisely
3.48-micronlight, and the third hole is left known, the volume of gas actually in the
open. Most of the time, the solid wheel ob- light beam is determined by the positionstructs any light that enters the sampIe ing of the mirrors in the cell. However,
chamber. Yet as the wheel rotates, a pulse the manufacturer fails to provide informaof white light appears. It is followed by tion on the volume of sample gas illumipulses of 3.48- and 3.39-micron light, nated. While the unknown measurement
which are respectively transmitted into the volume is not problematic from a scientific
cell as the open hole and filters align suc- standpoint (ifone can assume that the alcessively with the light source and the cohol vapor is uniformly distributed
throughout that volume), it does cause the
sample-chamber entrance window.
For the Intoxilyzer to operate as Intoxilyzer's design to run afoul of the 1985
designed, the filters must pass their desig- DPS Breath-Testing Regulations which renated light wavelengths (3.39 and 3.38 quire collection and analysis of a fixed
microns) and no others. In addition, the breath ~ o l u m e . ' ~
If the mirrors and windows of the breath
light pulses must be transmitted in the sequence of 3.48-micron, 3.39-micron, and chamber are cooler than the breath samwhite. The light pulses must occur at pre- ple, water vapor (contained in the breath)
cise, known intervals. If the 3.39-micron can condense on their surfaces, reducing
filter is dirty or scratched so that it trausmits light of other wavelengths, the chemical interference detector can he rendered
inoperative. If the 3.48-micron filter transmits light of other wavelengths, the operation of the interference detector will be
faulty and the machine will give incorrect
alcohol concentration readings. The
The U.S. GovernmentPrinting
machine uses the white-light pulse as a synOffice has nut toeether a new
chronizing signal to tell the circuitry when
catalog ofthe ~&ernment's
to "look" for the two fdtered-light pulhcstsellingboks. Findout what
ses.'" Incorrect positioning of the hole or
Guvernnlcnt books are all about.
filters can cause the machine to "looli' for
%nd for your frec catalog.
the light pulses when they are partially
blocked, causing erratic operation and inNew Catalog
correct alcohol concentration measPost Office Box 37000
urements.
Washington, D.C.20013
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light transmission through thecell. Toprevent such fogging, thehtoxilyzer contains
a thernmtat to hold thechamher at a temperature near 52°C (12S°F). The "ready"
light on the Intoxilyzw panel illuminates
when the cell temperatureexceeds 48.S°C.
The "ready" light circuit is also designed
to prevent printing of the evidence card
when the chamber temperature is below
48.S°C.
The breath-sample chamber is a sealed
unit, and the operator cannot Inspect or
adjust it; he can only assume that it is
working correctly. One such untested assumption is that the mirrors are in goo1
alignment, ensuring that the light path remains about 9 feet long. If the light-path
length were significantly changed by improper mirror alignment, incorrect readings would result. Other such blind
assumptions are that the thermostat and
"ready" light circuitry are functioning as
designed. If they are improperly maintained, the breath-alcohol "result' may dwive fmm the fogging of the optics, not
relating at all to the breath sample%alcohol content.
In some jurisdictions, Intoxilyzer
machines are left running continnously, in
order to prevent delays incurred by waiting for them to "warm up" at test time. The
repeated introduction of water vapor from
each subject's hreath and from the siinulator, coupled with constant maintenance of
the sample chamber at an elevated temperature, can he expected to increase the rate
of mirror-coating deterioration. Furthermore, the warm, wet chamber interior creates a natural environment for the growth
of mold, bacteria, and vermin that could
soil the optics or otherwise debilitate the
machine. Since there are no means for inspection of the chamber, its condition is
necessarily suspect.
The infrared Iight path does not fill the
entire volume of the sample cell. Thus the
premise that the gas illuminated by the light
beam is itself a representative sample of
the gas in thechamber goes untested. The
uniformity of the alcohol-vapor distrihution in the chamber cannot be measured
easily, hut would be expected to change
during the subjectk hreath delivery. Even
if the gas mixture in the sample chamber
is uniform, it is unlikely that the act of
blowing into the hreath tube for a few seconds completely replaces all the room air
in the sample chamber with breath. The
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sample actually measured, therefore, is a
mixture of mom air and the defendant's
hreath, the proportions of which are determined by how long and hard the subject has blown before he stops breath
delivery. While this mixing effect would
tend to reduce the "alcohol concentration"
measured, the machine does not measure
what it purports to measure: the alcohol
concentration of the subject's alveolar
hreath alone,
Assumine, that the breath-samolechamher were fuktioning precisely aidesign&,
and that the gas contained were uniformly
mixed, other pertinent questions arise from
a principle of physics known as the ideal
gas equatio~~,
which relates the density,
tempera-,
and pressure of a gas."'
-

* = -PV

(Eq. 3)

RT

where, n is the gas density, P is the gas
pressure, Vis the volume of the gas, R is
a conslant (thegas constant-not to be confused with Widmark's r), and Tis the ahsolute temperature'" of the gas. For any
contained gas (as in the Intoxilyzer's
breath-sample chamber), the ideal gas law
predicts that the gas density is proportional
to the gas pressure divided by the gas's absolute temperature.
Accordingly, at a given pressure, the
density of a gas is inversely proportional
to its absolute temperature. The breath-test
subject delivers breath at a temperature of
approximately 34°C (93"F),'j9 while the
sample chamber is maintained at more than
54.SoC (13OoP)."" This temperature
difference acts to decrease the breath density in !he chamber relative to the density
of breath normally exhaled into a roomtemperature environment. An accurate
breath-test measurement should compensate for this reduction in breath density.
The calibration of the breath-test instrument using a hreath simulator that delivers
its sample near the average human breath
temperature tends m compensate for the effect of the elevated sample-chamber temperature. Some forensic scientists have
suggested that automatic breath-testing instruments should measure each subject's
breath temperature in order to account for
individual variations therein Is' Unfortunately, the Intoxilyzer has no such capability. Other factors being equal, persons
with high hreath temperatures should be

expected to show slightly higher breathalcohol readings than subjects with low
breath temperatures.'"
The idea gas equation predicts that the
density of a gas is directly proportional to
its pressure. An individual normally exhales at atmospheric pressure, but the
breath sample in the Intoxilyzer is at a
pressure higher than atmospheric throughout the measurement process.'" The increase in pressure at which the sample is
measured causes an increase in the sample's density, which (in the absence of a
corrective calculation) produces a higher
indicated hreath "alcohol concentration"
than would he obtained if the sample were
measured at atmospheric pressure.
Lixht
- Detector and Associated Circuitry
Upon exiting the sample chamber, the
light beam strikes a photodetector that converts light energy into an electrical signal.
A pre-amplifier enlarges this signal by a
factor between 25 and 150, a number individually set by themanufacturer during
the machine's factory calibration. The enlarged electrical signals resulting from the
pulses of white, 3.48-, and 3.39-micron
light then pass through circuitry having
outputs proportional to the differences hetween the "no-light" signal level (measured
at times between the pulses) and the signal level due to the each light pulse.
Another amplification circuit increases the
signal voltage due to 3.48-micmn light by
a constant factor. An adjustable resistor
permits manual adjustment of the 3.39micron amplification as required for the
chemical-interferencedetector (discussed
below). At this point, an electronic switch
separates the signals due to 3.39- and
3.48-micron light, sending the latter to the
"linearizer" for further processing.
Automatic Zero-Setting Circuit
Immediately after the first "air blank"
measurement, the Intoxilyzer stores the
value of the 3.48-micron signal for use as
a "zero light absorption" signal. (This signal voltage is approximately equal to the
AGC reference voltage). Circuitry subtracts the stored "zero Iight absorption" signal from the signals measured during the
"subject test," second and third "air blank,"
tests and the "reference sample" (3imulator) measurements. The alcohol concentra-

tone.15' The infrared spectra of the
acetone and ethanol shown in Figure 9
demonstrate that alcohol and acetone ahsorb in an overlapping region of infrared
light wavelengths. Thus, it is impossible
Chemical-InterferenceDetector
to distinguish between these two chemicals
on the basis of an absorption measurement
The chemical-interference detector's at one wavelength near 3.4 microns. The
stated purpose is to prevent the Intoxilyzer Intoxilyzer 401 lAS-A'58used in Texas infrom printing a breath-test result if the test cludes a designmodification to permit aceis affected by the presence of acetone on tone detection. In the vocabulary of
the subject's
Early models of breath-testing, acetone is called an "interthe Intoxilyzer (models 4011 and 4011A) ferant," and the Intoxilyzer's acetone deused only a single wavelength of infrared tector is consequently known as an
light, one near 3.4 m~crons.'~~
Acetone, a "interference detector." 15'
compound present in everyone's breath1%
The interference detector measures the
absorbs infrared light in this wavelength difference in the amounts of 3.48- and
range; and these early Intoxilyzer models 3.39-micron light absorbed by the sample.
could reputedly indicate an "alcohol" read- If the light-absorption difference measured
ing that was due to the presence of ace- during the subject's test differs by more
tion ultimately reported is based on the
difference between the measured signals
and the stored "zero light absorption" signal voltage.

,
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Figure 9. Infrared spectra of ethanol (solid line) and acetone (dashed line) in the wavelength range between 3.2and 3.6microns. The lntoxliyzer performs its measurement of
breath alcohol by measuring the light absorption at 3.48microns. The chemical interference detector circuit uses the relative absorption at 3.39and 3.48microns to sense the
presence of acetone.

than a preset amount (the thresl~old)from
the difference measured during the
preceding "air blank" measurement, the
"interference" light and the "error" light on
the Intoxilyzer front panel should glow.
The instrument should be prevented from
printing the test results.
Two adjustments determine the sensitivity of the interference detector; the
threshold setting mentioned above and the
amplification factor for the 3.39-micron
light signal. The 3.39-micron amplification
is adjusted so that the difference between
the 3.39- and 3.48-micron signals is within the linear operation range of the Iutoxilyzer circuit. The gain setting
compensates for differences both in the
transmission characteristics of the 3.39'
and 3.48-micron filters and in the light ahsorption of alcohol and acetone at 3.39
microns. Both of these adjustments are initally set at the factory. However, they can
he reset by local technicians measuring Intoxilyzer circuit voltages during a simulator test, wherein the simulator sample
contains a known mixture of alcohol and
acetone.
Neither the CMI manual nor the Texas
Breath Alcohol Testing Program's Operator Manual give procedures for testing the
interference-detector. Supervisors in some
areas check the interference detection feature on a regular hasis,lMothers do not.16L
Extensive testing of the interference detector with standard samples of different alcohol (and acetone) concentrations are
rarely, if ever, performed. Short of performing such tests, the breath-test operator cannot know whether a specific hreath
test was influenced by acetone on the suhject's breath.16'
The Texas DPS Breath-Testing Regulations require that "the specificity of the
[breath-testing] procedure shall be adequate and appropriate for the analyses of
hreath specimens for the determination of
alcohol concent~ationin traffic law en; forcement." In this context. "specificity" means that the breath-test machine's
output should result only from the ethylalcohol content of the hreath and should
not be influenced by the presence of any
other con~pounds.In one place, the CMI
Intoxilyzer Manual states that the interference detector is designed to detect acet o n e , ~Yet,
~ elsewhere it suggests that the
interference detector will detect any "endogenous substances suspected in the
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breath of living persons that would cause
apparent ethanol concentrations greater
than 0.01 percent WIV."it goes on to say
that "it is neither normal nor reasonable to
expect anything other than ethanol in the
breath of a drunk driving suspect." The
claim that the interference detector makes
the breath measurement adequately specific appears to be based on the assumption
that ethyl alcohol and acetone are the only
infrared-light-absorbing compounds likely
to be present in the subject's breath. To
base the testing procedure on such an assumption is to ignore the facts that many
other infrared-light-absorbing compounds
are known to be present in each person's
breath.'= Furthermore, other infraredlight-absorbing chemicals may be introduced in the mouth.'67
Breath-Sampling System
The Intoxilyzer contains circuitry purported to insure that the breath sampletested is "essentially alveolar."'" This
"breath-sampling system" consists of a
pressure switch, a timer, and a "slope detector" which together determine the moment at which the machine records its
result.
The psessure switch closes when the
breath pressure in the sample chamber
pressure exceeds about 0.25 pounds per
square inch (psi).lw This in turn starts a
four-second timer and causes the "breath"
light on the Intoxilyzer front panel to illuminate. The switch remains closed until
the chamber pressure drops below about
0.25 psi as the subject stops exhaling.
Based on an electronic circuit called a
differentiator, the slope detector produces
an output voltage proportional to the rate
of change (slope) of 3.48-micron light absorption. Behind the slope detector's design is the idea that the alcohol content of
the subject's breath is constant (or changing slowly) when he is delivering an "essentially alveolar" breath sample. The
same premise suggests that if the
3.48-micron light absorption is changing
rapidly, the sample is not alveolar. Thus,
to guard against printing a result from a
nonalveolar breath sample, the diffentiator's output voltage is compared with a
reference voltage. If the comparison indicates that the 3.48-micron light absorption
is changing too rapidly, the breath-test
result is not printed. (Printing is also
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prevented if the light absorption is decreasing significantly.)
If the slope is sufficiently small and the
pressure switch has been closed continuously for at least four seconds (as determined by the timer), the Intoxilyzer prints
the breath-test result on the evidence card
when the pressure switch opens. The
breath-sampling system initiates the result
printing only during the subject's test. Because other circuits in the Intoxilyzer activate the printer for recording the "air
blank" and test standard" results, the measurement of the simulator sample does not
test the breath-sampling system.
The only adjustment to the breathsampling system is the reference voltage
used in the slope detector. Setting this voltage determines the slope magnitude that
the slope detector will deem acceptable.
The CMI fntoxilyzer manual gives neither
procedures for setting the slope reference
voltage nor tests that can indicate whether
the slope detector is operating properly. It
is therefore difficult for the operator to
know whether this portion of the machine
is functioning.
The most serious scientific problem with
the breath-sampling system is that it purports to identify a sample tbat is "essentially alveolar," even in the face of
evidence tbat it is not possible to obtain a
truly alveolar sample from a subject's exhaled breath.'" In this context, essentially
is not defined. One cannot ascertain from
the DPS Regulations if essentially alveolar air has 51 percent or 99 percent of the
alcohol content of the true alveolar air. In
fact the "alveolarily" of the subject's breath
sample measured may depend more on
when and how he stops breathing, than on
any operation of the breath-sampling
system.
The breath-sampling system's use of a
pressure switch introduces a measurement
error. As implemented, the switch insures
that the breath sample measured is at greater than atmospheric pressure. The number
of alcohol molecules in a fixed volume of
breath is directly proportional to thepressure to which the breath is subjected. Smce
the measurement is made at an elevated
pressure, the number of alcohol molecules
in the sampie chamber is larger than the
number of alcohol molecules that would be
in the same volume at atmospheric pressure."' This increase in density causes
breath-test readings made by the Intoxilyz-

er to be higher than those that would be
obtained from the measurement of breath
at atmospheric pressure.'"
Linearizer
The Intoxilyzer engages the linearizer to
compensate for nnn-linearities in the lightabsorption measurement. According to the
Beer-Lambert Law,if the density of alcohol in the breath chamber doubles, the
amount of light absorption increases by
less than a factor of two. The lightdetection pmess is also non-linear: if light
input to the detector diminishes by onehalf, the electrical signal tbat the detector
produces may not attenuate by one-half.
Designed to compensate for these nonlinear processes, the linearizer divides the
Intoxilyzer's full measurement range into
five separate ranges. Five corresponding
adjustments to the linearizer are required
to calibrate (i.e. to "tune") the instrument
so that the printed result corresponds to the
alcohol concentration in the sample measured. The Intoxilyzer needs to be adjusted in the "alcohol concentration" ranges of
0 to 0.08 percent, 0.08 percent to 0.16 percent, 0.16 percent to 0.24 percent, 0.24
percent to 0.32 percent, and 0.32 percent
to 0.48 percent. For a given value of light
absorption by the sample, these five adjustments determine the "alcohol concentration" printed. Tney are the principal means
by which a technician can adjust the instrument. The linearizer settings must be adjustable to permit compensation both for
machine-to-machine variations in
electronic-component behavior and for
changes in the components in individual
machines as they age. As with any sensitive electronic measuring device, one expects periodic recalibration of each
machine in order to compensate for component aging. Testing and adjustment of
the linearizer requires at least one alcoholvapor sample of a known concentration
falling within each of the five ranges. Because the linearizer setting on one range
may affect the settings on other rangesen3
the changing of one setting requires that
the other four be checked and reset if
necessary.
The specific operation of the linearizer
circuit is as follows: the linearizer generates a timevarying voltage that changes
over time in the same way that the
3.48-micron light signal varies with breath-

chamber alcohol density. The linearizet
voltage output begins at the now-familiar
reference voltage corresponding to the
magnitude of the 3.48-micron signal associated with "zero light absorption," and
decreases therafter. The subject's "alcohol
concentration" is then computed by measuring the time required for the linearizer
voltage to fall enough to equal the 3.48micron signal present when the subject's
breath is in the chamber. If thebreath sample contains no alcohol, the elapsed time
is zero since the linearizer voltage begins
at thevoltage correspondingto "zero light
absorption." If the sample absorbs a large
amount of light (presumably because a significant concentration of alcohol is
present), it takes longer for the linearizer
voltage to decrease to equal the 3.48micron signal.
Analog-to-Digital Converter
The analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
uses an electronic counter to record the
number of pulses produced by a stable
pulse generator'74during the elapsed time
developed in the linearizer. The number
of pulses counted correspond to an "alcohol concentration."" This numerical
value is temporarily stored before the
measurement process starts over again.
Each determination of an "alcohol concentration" requires less than 0.035 seconds.
This speed permits about 30 such measurements per second. These results appear (to
three decimal places) on the Intoxilyzer's
front-panel LED display. The last number
produced before the machiie prints is truncated to two decimal places and becomes
the "alcohol concentration" result printed.
During each breath test, the subject's
breath-alcohol concentration is measured
hundreds of times, yet the result printed
arises from only one of these measurements. Reliance on one measurement,
rather than a median or average, makes the
breath-test result more suspect because a
single measurement is more susceptible to
error due to electronic noise in the circuits
o r to spurious, transient signals arising
from sources outside the ma~hine."~
Error Detector
An "error" light on the Intoxilyzer front
panel illuminates when (a) the breathchamber temperaturedmps below 48.5OC,

(b) the interference detector indicates the
presence of acetone, or (c) a significant
light absorption is registered during an airblank measurement. When the "error" light
is on, the machine will not print a result.
The malfnnctions listed above are the only
"errors" that the error detector can detect.
It cannot notify the operator of any of the
other possible failures inmachine functioning or operating procedures.

Power Supply and Mechanical Parts
The Intoxilyzer contains an internal
power supply that converts 115-volt a.c.
from the power mains to 15- and 24-volt
d.c. required by the electronics. Regulationcircuitry stabilizes the 15-volt supply,
which, in turn, powers the infrared light
source and most of the electronics. The
15-volt supply is not adjustable and there
is no warning given to the operator if the
voltage is different from 15 volts.
Radio-frequency interference often occurs in electronic instruments when radio
waves are '@picked up" by the power cord,
which may act as an antenna. The Intoxilyzer power supply circuit contains no
special precautions to guard against theentry of radio-frequency energy via the power cord.
The Intoxilyzer's electronic components
are mounted on circuit boards enclosed by
a metal cabinet. The cabinet provides
mounting surfaces for the breath-sample
chamber, theair pump, and the motor that
spins the filter wheel. A cooling fan
mounted near the rear panel circulates air
through the enclosure. There are no air
filters associated with the fan. Furthermore, in the unit examined by theauthor,
the area around the fan contained an accumulation of dust. The metal housing also
serves to shield the internal components
from light and radio waves. While the
cabinet pieces fit together well, it appears
that no special efforts have been made to
make the enclosure light-tight, or
RFI-proof.
Printer
The printer is a self-contained unit not
manufactured by CMI and receives signals
form the Intoxilyzer circuit indicating the
number to he printed. The printing
mechanism itself is similar to that found
on mechanical a d d i g machines. It con-

tains small wheels with raised numerals
embossed on their periphery. Just before
printing, themechanismrotates the wheels
so that the desired set of numerals align,
and printing is accomplished by forcing the
aligned numerals against apn'nting ribbon
and the evidence card. Needless to say, a
valid result requires that the printer
respond correctly to the signals sent to it.
In one instance, the author has examined
copies of evidence cards that revealed a
faulty printer operation.

Procedures and Opsration
Referring to "any physical equipment or
supplies which are used in breath alcohol
analysis. . .includ[ing] but. ..not limited
to the. ..facility for security and storage,"
DPS regulations specify, "Once certified,
no changes, deletions, or modifications can
be made without the written consent of the
Scientific Director obtained through the
Technical Supervisor.""' The author has
nevertheless observed that "muffin" fans
had been installed in the rear waU of the
wooden storage cabinets for some of the
Intoxilyzers he has inspected. While an addition such as the cabinet fan probably has
only a negligible effect on the instruments
results if it has been properly installed,
other makeshift modifications could harm
the machine or compromise its performance. One must consider the possibility
that when such alterations are made, they
may have been necessitated by a machine
malfunction. For example, amuffin fan is
often added because the practice of leaving the machine on inside the closed wooden cabinet probably causes the machine
to overheat. Thus, in the absence of additional ventilation, the machine may fail to
operate properly."* Any such modification compromises the integrity of the Intoxilyzer system and can either solve,
mask, or generate operational problems,
which cast doubt on the accuracy of the
machine's results.
Nine parameters determiningthe Intoxilyzer's output are adjustable by technicians
in the field. These include five adjustments
to the linearizer, two to the interference detector, and one each to the light-level setting and the slope-detector threshold.
Many other electronic components influence the Intoxilyzer's performance as
well. After the machine is put into service, however, it may rarely receive afull
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calibration check (i.e,. a verification that the machine printed the same result it disall circuits are functioning and all nine ad- played on the front-panel LED readout. In
justments have been made ~orrectly)."~ addition, the operator could be required to
Since aging is expected to alter the charac- check for illumination of the LED display's
teristics of some Intoxilyzer components, minus sign (which signifies that the inthe interests of sound evidence-gathering frared light intensity is insufficient andlor
and science demand that the instrument be unstable). A measurement of the subject's
body temperature would permit a correcre-calibrated on a regular basis.
The Department of Public Safety's Texas tion in the test results for an increased
concentration resulting
Breath Alcohol Testing r e g ~ l a t i o n s ' ~breath-alcohol
~
have a number of shortcomings. Primarily, from a higher than normal body temperathe regulations contain no requirement that ture. These procedural modifications are
the breath-test apparatus be an accurate or simple and would guard against a few of
reliable device for measurement of the al- the possible sources of error in breathcohol content of human breath. Beyond in- alcohol tests.
An acceptance of results produced by a
itial certification of each machine, there is
no requirement that the machines' accura- scientific instrument rests on the tacit ascies ever be tested over the entire meas- sumption that the operator is competent to
urement range of 0 to 0.48 percent wlv. use that apparatus. In this context, cornThere is no suggestion that the machines peterrce means not only knowing which
be tested i11 situ to determine if they will buttons to push and when to push them,
operate according to specifications in the but also understanding the principles unenviroment where they will be used to der which the equipment operates and the
gcncrxtc cvidrncc. Thc regulations du not means by which these principles are imscl bt;~nd;~rds
fur the certitici~tior.ol'anv of plemented. This depth of understanding is
the "allied equipment" used in conjunciion necessary if the operator is to discern when
with the Intoxilyzer. This equipment in- the apparatus is malfunctioning. In Texas,
cludes the breath simulator, any appara- In\oxilyzer operators are usually full-time
tus used to prepare the simulator solution, law enforcement officers, who spend litthe wooden cabinet housine the Intoxilvz- tle time performing breath tests. It is
er and simulator, containers for keeping doubtful that personnel with little or no
extra simulator solution, the disposable technical background acquire complete
mouthpiece inserted in the breath tube be- competence in the forty-hour"' training
fore eacb subject gives a breath sample, course given under the Texas Breath Aland extension cords and plug strips used cohol Testing Program administered by the
to power the machine. It is particularly DPS.
Since the procedures actually followed
noteworthy that the regulations specify an
accuracy for the breath-test machine in in any specific breath-test are almost imterms of its ability to measure a simulator possible to determine after the fact, a
sample, but they fail to require the simu- defense attorney has little recourse in the
lator itself to produce san~ples of case of ignorant, negligent, or malfeasant
accurately-known alcohol concentrations. operation of the breath-test equipment. As
This omission is critical, since local tecb- stated in the DPS operator manual, "From
nicians may use the simnlator samples as the operator's standpoint, the new equipstandards by which to calibrate the ment [the Intoxilyzer 4011AS-A] will require less manual manipulation [than the
machine.
The present breath-test procedures could previously-used Breathalyzers] and therebe improved by a few minor changes. For fore, provide more error-free operaexample, the operator should be required ti~n."'~'While this objective might be
to check the subject's mouth for foreign met if the machine were operating and
materials in order to minimize the chances calibrated properly, error-free operation
of contaminating the test sample by alco- does not result when the machine is malhol trapped therein. Another improvement functioning or improperly calibrated. As
would be to require regular tests of the In- the machines become more complex (but
toxilyzer's interference detector's sensitiv- more automated), operator competence beity to acetone. Printer operation could be comes an issue even more critical to the
verified during each breath test simply by evaluation of breath-test evidence. Breathrequiring the operator to observe whether test operators will likely be placed in the

-
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awkward position of affirming the validity of a result produced by a machine whose
workings are far removed from their view
and control. This predicament is not fair
to either law enforcement personnel or
defendants.

Basic to the credibility of any scientific
measurement is that it is reproducible (i.e.,
if the measurement is made again under the
same conditions, the resnlts will be the
same). While repeating a measurement
does not guarantee accuracy of the fmding, it guards against the possibility that
results were influenced by random or
otherwise unmntrolled factors (e.g., RFI,
a power surge, or a subject's burp during
breath-sample delivery). In scientific
research, measurements are almost always
performed more than once, simply to ensure that they are reproducible. Texas
breath-test procedure does not require
more than one measurement of eacb subject's "alcohol concentratron." Second
measurements are rarely taken. Therefore,
most breath-test evidence presented in
Texas courts does not meet the test of
reproducibility.
In scholarly research, scientists often
replicate each other's measurements.
Claims of a result's validity are greatly
strengthened if one or more different investigators, using different equipment and
techniques, can confirm the result. In
Texas law enforcement practice, samples
of the defendant's breath and of the simulator solution used are not preserved. The
Trornbetta rnliig'83 made a similar failure
to preserve breath-test evidence permissible. This has served to impair a defendant's
request for an independent analysis of his
breath-alcohol sample, in keeping with
basic scientific principles.
Complete and open reporting regarding
measurement equipment, procedures, and
techniques is essential if new scientific
work is to be reviewed by a community of
experienced researchers. These individnals can verify the results, identify defects
in the research, or effect improvement in
the apparatus or its operating techniques.
Such disclosures through sharing new and
useful ideas with the scientific and engineering professions can further advance
the state of the breath-testing art.
However, independent experiments for

testing the Intoxilyzer 401 IAS-A are actively discouraged by the policies of CMI
and the Texas Department of Publicsafety. To this author's knowledge, there have
been few testings of themachine. Neither
the State nor CMI has released results of
any extensive tests that show the Intoxilyze r 401lAS-A to be an accurate or reliable
device for measuring breath-alcohol concentrations. Restricting access to information about breath-testing equipment and
techniques goes against hundreds of years
of scientific practice.

Conclusions
Texas's DWI statute attempts to quantify
a complex notion when it defines intoxicatimt. It demonstrably fails to do so, establishing a standard of questionable
relevance to a person's capacity to control
a motor vehicle. Disregarding basic priuciples ofphysiology and physics, thematter has been handed over to a machine that
is not required to producea specific, reliable, or accurate measurement of breathalcohol concentration. The breath-testing
procedure is not very thorough. Furthermore, the instrumentation is not tested
comprehensively or frequently, and the
operators do not receive extensive training. There is no apparent rationale for concealing information about breath-testing
equipment, and the continuation of this
policy only holsters the position that
breath-testing is now suitable for forensic
use. These insufficiencies of the law and
law enforcement practices henifit no one.
As a result, law enforement is not simplifed, DWI litigation is promoted and
prolonged, and conviction of the innocent
and acquittal of the guilty are much more
likely.
If DWI prosecution under a per se law
continues to he based on a physiological
test. More clinical research into the relationship between an individual's alcoholic
beverage consumption and his driving
capabilities is desirable. The number and
variety of individual physiological variables and the lengthy chain of extrapolation
from a subjecl's allegedly illegal operation
of a motor vehicle at one time to a breathalcohol measurement at a later time make
breath-test evidence. suspect. Restriction of
the evidentiary test to a hlwd-alcohol
measurement of a specimen taken at the
time of arrest would remove some inequity

in the law's application.
Breath-test evidence presented in Texas
courts can be improved by additional
research on breath-testing techniques, particularly by studies that can determine the
reliability and accuracy of the Intoxilyzer
401 1AS-A as a device for measaring the
alcohol content of human breath. Some
other improvements in the breath-testing
program can he made by dealing with the
test procedure problems mentioned in this
article, and by videotaping the breath test
to document the execution of the nrooer
procedures. preservation of the breath and
s,ulator.so~ution samPtes would give the
defense and the state more equal access to
theevidence. Test-hg the subjectmore than
once would meet the criterion of reproducibilifv and would assist in evaluation of
the reverse extrapolation of the breathalcohol measurement back to the time of
the arrest. Installing radio-wave detectors
in the breath-test apparatus would mitigate
against the passihle influence of RFI. The
use of a less complicated machine requiring fewer adjustments and more comprehensible to operators and jurots would
make courtroom presentation and evaluation of the evidence easier. It is important
to make extensive checks of the calihration and operation of every breath-test
machine on a regular basis. Furthermore,
the machines and information about them
must he made more accessible to the public, and particularly to DWI defendants.
These changes are mandated by normal
scientific practices.
Widespread use of breath-testing equipment in conjunction with the recent adoption of ver se DWIlaws bas initiated a new
era inLcriminal justice. ~h~ increasing
forensic application of complex scientific
is
if
intefigentl~.
These tools might also aid in the enforcement of a varietv of criminal laws. Nevertheless, a fuGamental notion in this
country's jurisprudence is that a defendant
has a right to face his accusers in an open
trial of the charge against him. Oneaccuser
is now a machine that lies outside the conrtroom and is inaccessible to the defendant.
Since the scientific particulars of the
breath-testing process are often poorly understood by attorneys and witnesses (sometimes including the operators themselves),
a jury (or judge) has little hope of rendering a rational verdict based on theevidence
presented.

Unique issues arise when the law depends in part on medical and physical
seienees for enforcement. Both law and
science had have stmng professional standards for methods andprocedures. Yet, the
dubious union of law and science reviewed
in this article has disregarded established
practice in both disciplines, thereby failing to require proof beyond a reasonable
doubt.
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of the case did not tend to exculpate the
criminal defendant and thus denied the
defendant's Motion to Compel Production,
subject to the possible need for such tapes
for impeachment purposes during the trial.
The Court did recognize a Constitutional
interest in the outtakes and held that the
burden was on the Defendant who sought
to seek cnforcenlcnl of the subpoena to
show thc threc tradirionul clctnents in overcoming those rights.
C. In United States v. Cuthbertson, 630
F.2d 139 (3rd Cir. 1980), cert. den., 449
U.S. 1126 (12981), the Court held that
outtakes from CBS "60 Minutes" program
were covered by the Constitutional
privilege, even though they did not relate
to a confidential source.
D. U.S. v. Burke, (700 F.2d 70, (2d Cir.
1983), cert. den., 464 U S . 816 (1983)
held that the journalists' qualifted privilege
extends to both criminal and civil cases and
that a criminal defendant who seeks to subpoena unpublished documents prepared by
a news reporter in connection with a news
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Dallas l h e s Heraldto produce published
and unpublished photographs of a fire.
There was no claim of any confidential
souree, but the Court nevertheless recognized the application of a Constitutional
privilege. The Court concluded that under
that privilege, the burden shifts to the party
seeking the informationto establish the e l e
ments of the three-part test which has bew m e the traditional standard in source and
news subpoena eases. The Court ruled that
defendant Aetna failed to show (I) that the
information was highly relevant to a claim
or defense; 2
(') a compelling need for disclosure, sufficient to override the First
Amendment privilege; and (3) that it had
unsuccessfully attempted to obtain the information from other somes less intrusive
of the First Amendment.
The Court rejected Aetna's argument
that it had to see the photographs before
it could make a showing of relevancy and
it further pointed out that there were a
number of photographs taken by official
investigators and others, so that the exhaustion of other sources requirement, was
not met. Io language which ought to be
helpful to the press in future cases, the
Court rejected "mak[ing] the press, in effect, the investigative arm of every civil
litigant throughout the State of Texas.

. ."

nan a t thc linc-varyin* valtagc pnrlucul in thc
lincarizct and h e instant when lhat voltage equals the
signal voltage.
175. The hnearizer adjustments aredesrgned lo he
set so lhat the number of counts registered is numericallveoual to lhe 'almhol mneentrat~on"multivlied
by lk6.If the munter registns eighty pulses,then
the subiecZs test result is 0.08 Dercmt wlv. Since the
p u l s a w u r 25.000 times per ~ocond.it taka aboul
0.003 sccondr to eounl 80 pulrcs.
176. Such transient si-nrls may arirc f r v radio~
frequency interference, as well a8 fmm voltage s p h

.~~~~ .
~~

~

~~

~

and dips on lhe 115-volt AC power to themachine.
177. DPS Regulatious. supra note 106, PL9.6(h).
178. If overheating occurs, the mstrument could
suffer d~magefrompmlooged exposure in hlgh tempefalurea.
179. Private communic~tionswilh R. Warkentin,
sapm note 160, and w l h l . Blalock, supra nde 161
(indicating that before being placed into serving each
Iotarilyzer receives a certification test that includes
sunulator-samplemeasurements on all five ranges.
Individual machines are r d y subpled to cenificanon tests subsequent to thew installation in fhe
field ).
180. DPS Regulations, s u p note 106.
181. Private communication withP. Louie, technical supervisor with Houston Poliee Department
breath-testing program Wov. 27, 1984) (indicating
that DPS breath-alcoholleafingoperator training mnsists of a one-wek, forty-hour course of instruclion).
182. TBATP Manual, s u p nate 47 at 1-3. (This
passage seems to assoeiatearrors with manual operatcoo, and mayindlcatethe DPSs concern over operator competence.)
183. Otlifirnia v. Trombella, 104 S. Ct. 2528
(1984).

story, must show that the subpoenaed
documents are "highly material and relevant, necessary or critical to the maintenance of the claim, and not obtainable
from other available sources." Seealso, In
re: Petroleum Products Antitrust Litigation,680 F.2d 5 (2d Cir. 1982) (per curiam), cart. den., Arizona v. McGraw-Hill,
459 U S . 909 (1982).

The Search Warrant
in the Newsroom
A. Since 1979, Texas has had a statute
which protects the press against the issuance of criminal search warrants for police
to obtain property or items which constitute evidence of an offense or evidence
tending to show that a particular person
committed an offense. Article 1801(e),
Vernons Annotated Code of Criminal
Procedure, provides that a search warrant
may not he issued to search for such
property or items "located in an office of
a newspaper, news magazine, television
station or radio station" and that such items
may not be legally seized in any search so
committed. The statute would appearto allay the fears shared by a number of people in the media that search warrants might
be used on a wide-scale basis, in place of
subpoenas, to obtain information from the
press, thus making it much more difficult
to obtain adequate court protection.

.
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From the Inside Out
The Federal Concurrent Sentence Doctrine
and Federal Parole Guidelines
by Wm. T. Habern
In a nut shell, the Federal Concurrent
Sentence Doctrine is an appellate means
for the Federal Circuit Courts to avoid
reversing a count upon which an offender
has been convicted, the offender has more
than one count whereby he or she has been
convicted, and the sentence resulted in
concurrent sentences being imposed on
those counts. Before most appeals courts
will review a case under the above circunlstances, one must show the Court that there
are adverse collateral conseqrret~cesthat
will attach if the defective count of conviction which is the subject of a concurrent sentence is not reviewed (and
hopefully reversed) by that appeals
court.'
Recently I was called by my friend Joe
Conners of McAllen, Texas who had been
working with another member of the Association, Matias Morin, Jr. of Edinburg,
and asked to assist them in the writing of
a brief attacking this doctrine after they had
obtained the granting of certiorari from the
U S . Supreme Court in the case of Ray v.
U.S., (U.S. Supreme Court number
86-281; 107 S.Ct.454 (1987)). All credit
of getting this case to the Supreme Court
goes to Conners and Morin. However, my
involvement in preparing my part of the
brief dealing with the parole aspects of the
case affords this writer the opportunity to
again call to the attention of the membership as well as readers of this publication
the importance of being knowledgeable
about the rules and implications of the Federal Parole Guidelines (at least until 11-87
when the new Sentencing Commission
may replace them).

Facts of Ray v. U.S.
Mr. Ray was indicted in the Southern
District of Texas in a three count indictment claiming the following:
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(1) Conspiracy with intent to distribute cocaine.
(2) Possession with intent to
deliver one gram of cocaine (92%
pure).
3) Possession with intent to deliver
six ounces of cocaine, (92% pure).
A >iurv
, trial followed. and the defendant
was convicted on all three counts. On appeal to the Fifth Circuit, Conners and Morin raised the issue of sufficency of the
evidence as to count three (the six ounces).
The offender was sentenced to three concurrent seven year sentences on each count

with concurrent five year terms of special
parole. The Fifth Circuit, citing the concurrent sentence doctrine, refused to enter
a not guilty finding on the third count of
the indictment. However, it did "vncate"
the conviction as to the third count in order that no adverse consequences would attach. (As shall be explained, absent a not
guilty, the U S. Parole Commission will
consider such a count when considering
parole for the offender.) Between the
granting of certiorari, and the ruling of the
Fifth Circuit, Mr. Ray was granted a
parole hearing by the U.S. Parole Commission. Even though the Fifth Circuit had
taken steps (by voiding the third count) to
avoid the adverse ramifications of the six
ounce delivery, the Commission (which
has the policy of viewing for purposes of
parole the offender's ov&all criminal behavior) included the third count in computing the total guidelines of Mr. Ray. The
result was that Ray was looking at a possible parole after serving 48 to 60 months
on a seven year sentence.
The balance of this column deals with
how one computes parole guidelines in the
federal system, and we use the Ray case
as the example of this process. A copy of
the U S . Parole Commission Guidelines
has been republished in the Parole section
of the 1986 Advanced Criminal Law
Course sponsored by the State Bar of
Texas, and more recently have again been
published in the Federal Criminal Law
Seminar sponsored by this Association
held in McAlleu, Texas in January of
1987. They may also be found without the
comments of exolanation in 28 C.F.R.
2.2(a).

Additional Considerations to
Know When Dealing With
Federal Parole Guidelines
For the lawyer primarily engaged in the

defense of persons in the State forum, the
following rules of federal parole should be
called pointed out:
(1) Where an offender is indicted on
more than one count, but by plea agreement the offender will only plead to that
one count, and all other counts will hedismissed at the sntencing hearing, it is
pointed out that at the time of parole consideration, all counts (dismissed or not)
will he considered. See Billiteri v. U.S.,
541 F.2d 938 (2nd Cir. (1976)).
(2) When circumstancesnot given in the
opinion but involve a pattern of ongoing
criminal behavior and multiple separate
offenses, the overall criminal considerations may be used (Brown v. Lundgren,
528 F.2d 1050 (5th Cir. 1976)). Other
cases the criminal defense lawyer will not
want to know about are: Bisfram v. U.S.
Parole Commission, 535 F.2d 329 (5th
Cir. 1976); hcpo v. Norton, 371 F.Supp.
156 (D. Conn. 1974).
(3) The guidelines are always subject to
alteration by Court or agency. The guidelines in effect at the time the Ray case was
considered by the Parole Commission and

the Fifth Circuit are subject to change and
the changes will be published about March
of 1987 in the Federal Register.

Dealing with the Problem
Before one can determine an offender's
parole guidelines, onemust fist determine
the statute under which the offender was
sentenced. In this case the offender was
sentenced under 18 U,S.C. 4205 (a). The
regulations for the Federal Parole Commission currently in effect (dated
11-04-85) and in effect at the time this
offender was granted a parole hearing provides at page 1, section 2.2 (a):
"A federal prisoner serving a maximum term or terms of more than
one year imposed pursuant to 18
U.S.C. 4205 (a). . .may be released
on parole in the discretion of the
Commission after completion of
one-third of such term or terms, or
after completion of ten years of a life
sentence or of a sentence of over
thirty years."

The Government has represented in it's
memo (page 4) that Parole Regulation 101
should apply in this case to count three (the
six ounce possession). Regulation 101 indicates that when a conspiracy count is involved, the underlying offense is the basis
by which to dete~minethe offense Categov
of the conspiracy. An offender should not
suffer adverse consequencesbecause of an
reviewed conviction (Benton v. Maryland,
395 U S . 784, 790-792 (1969)), this appears why the Fifth Circuit chose to vacate count three, "to avoid "** potential
adverse collateral consequences."
However, as the Notice of Action from the
Parole Commission indicates, there are adverse collateral consequences from that.
count three crime in spite of the Fifth Circuit decision.
To allow the Parole Commission to use
a vacated count as the basis for making this
offender fall into a category five severity
is exactly what has happened, and the
parole guidelines requires a count review
of Count three, with a finding of not guilty
in order for the adverse consequences of
the current Fifth Circuit ruling to be avoid-
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ed. See ParoleRegulation2.20-04. at page
55.
In this case the offender has been convicted and sentenced on three counts. Each
count resulted in a seven year concurrent
sentence, plus special parole terms of five
years on counts two and three. The
offender would qualify for serving onethird ofhis time in 28 months (12 months
per year X 7 years = 84 months, and
113rd of 84 = 28 months), but Parole
Guidelines in this case exceed 28 mouths.
One would thus proceed to compute this
offender's paroleeligibility under current
guidelines in the following manner.

(g) If small (e.g., involving 5-99 grams
of 100% purity, or equivalent amount),
grade as Category four.
Q If very small scale (e.g,, involving
1.0-4.9 grams of 100%purity, or eqoivalent amount), grade as category three.
(i) If extremely small scale (e.g., involving less than 1 gram of 100% purity, or
equivalent amount), grade as Category
two.
The Parole Commission Regulations
provide (at p. 32 of the Regulations) a furmula for conversions in calculating 100%
pure equivalency of cocaine as follows:
Quantity Involved X Actual purity
On grams)
(expressed as
How Parole Eligibilify is Determined
decimal)
Thus, in this case where the purity of
The Federal Parole Commission bas de- both the amounts in count two (one gram)
veloped a specific framework for deter- and count three (six ounces or 170.1
mining parole eligibility. This is grams) was determined to be 92% pure,
accomplished by first determining the the conversion to "equivalent amounts" of
offender3 Salient Factor Score, then by ap- 100% pure cocaine would he as follows:
plying that score on scale knownas Severi- Count 2 = 1 gram of 92% pure cocaine
ty ofoffense Behavior (a copy of the form Count 3 = 6 ounces of 92% pure cocaine
used to determinethe Salient Factor Score (one ounce = 28.35 grams thus 6 ounces
the form for which is found at page 45 of x 28.35 = 170.1 total grams of 92%
the parole regulations).
cocaine).
The Severity of Offense Behavior scale
171.1 grams (total of counts two alld
determines the general period of time three) x .92 = 156.49 grams of 100% cowithin which the normal guidelines for caine. (As evidenced by the regulations
parole will be established for a particular above stated this would be considered a
offender.
category five offense).
One must first total the points earned by
However, if count three (involving the
an offender in his or her response to the six ounces of 92% pure) were reversed and
questions proposed by the Salient Factor anot guilty were entered, it is possible the
Score (in this case the total is five (S)), and offender would be subject to a category
then apply that number to the scale listed hvo offense (less than one gram of 100%
at the top of Guidelines. A score of 5-4 is purity), and parole guidelines would be
considered fair.
substantially lower (from category five 48
Next one must determine the Commis- to 60 months to category two 12 to 16
sion's level of severity for the particular months).
offender's criminal behavior. In this case
What has happened in this case though
one would turn to the following specified is that once it was determined that this
area of the Parole Commission Regu- offender was a category five offender unlations:
der the Guidelines for Decision-Making,
it can be observed that this offender falls
Chapter Nine Offenses
into a guideline range from 48 to 60
months. The notice of action and indicates
Involving Illicit Drugs
that the above described method appears
Subchapter (: Scction 921 1)istrihution to be the one followed by the Parole Comor P~~ssasiun
with lntcttt to Distrihutc Suh- mission.
section (f) through (i) (at p. 77 of the However, in the event count three of this
case is reversed on grounds of insufficienParole regulations) indicates:
(f) If medium scale (e.g., involving 100 cy of the evidence, and a finding of not
grams to 1 kilogram of 100% purity, or guilty was entered, then only one gram of
equivalent amount), grade as category 92% wcaine could be argued before the
Five.
Parole Commission. This would place the
44 VOICEfor the Defense / April 1987

offender at a severity level of category two
with a salient factor score of five, and if
the offender were successful before the
Commission, guidelines would drop from
48 to 60 months down to 12 to 16 months,
however, since one third of a seven year
sentence equals 28 months, the guidelines
would not apply hut the offender could, in
theory, be subject to a parole date of 28
months.
This does not mean that he would ahsolutely be paroledin 28 months. The Parole
Commission has retained in their regulations the ability to place an offender above
or below guidelines, (See for example the
discussion beginnimg at page 56 of the
regulations section 2.20-05 through Section 2.20-09 at page 62) or the Parole
Commission could make a subjective decision such as those cited in the regulations
beginning at the bottom of page 55 and the
top of page 56 of the Parole Commission
Regulations (11-04-85).
Further, not all offenders are granted
parole. Some are subject to mandatory
release after serving two-thirds of their
sentence (in this case seven years equals
eighty-four months, and two thuds of
eighty-four equals fifty-six months). See
Parole Commission Regulations Section
2.35 at page 71.
The point of concern, however, is the
fact that currently this offender is bound
to guidelines of 48 to 60 months because
of the fact that the concurrent sentencing
do~trinehas prevented his being given a
parole hearing without the consideration of
a guilty finding on count three which,
without doubt, places him in a category
five severity level. Otherwise he may be
considered by the Parole Commission as
a category two offender if a finding of not
guilty on count three is continued to remain
as a vacated count.
In summaiy the options discussed above
are not available under the current status
of this ease absent a finding of not guilty
on count three, there is remaining adverse
collaterial consequences.

I . See U.S. v. Litrmll, 574 F 2d 828,830 (5th Cir.
1978); U.S v. Ashlq, 569 F Zd. 975,984(5th Cir.
1978); also see The G,o,lorrrewtSer~fewceDocld~teAfrerBenrm v. Moryln,md 7 U.C.L A.-Alaska L.Rev.
282,301-03 (1978); nre Lbllareml Co,~seqzeftcesErcepliorr ro tlre Canctrrrenf Sentence Doctrine, 44
Temp. L.Q. 385 (I971).

The Investigator
by Jack Murray
first case, involving a charge of negligent
homicide, we were able to convince the
Grand Jury that the accident involved
would have more than likely happened had
the driver been drunk or sober and was
more the fault of poor engineering on the
part of the city and defective brakes on the
vehicle than anything else. The result was
that the charge was reduced to a misdemeanor, DWI with bodily injury.
There's an interesting footnote to this
case. The Dallas Police Officer who testified to all the details of the accident, the
condition of the driver, etc. was not only
not the officer who investigated the accident, it was his day off. His explanation
to me was, 'The guy who worked this had
today off and so I cam instead. AU we do is
read from the report!" I'll bet the Grand
Jury did not know this!
The second case was a credit card abuse
where our client had been arrested while
trying to use a stolen credit card. My son
Jimmy went to the people who owned the
credit card and got them to sign an affidavit
of non-prosecution When he went before
the Grand Jury he was able to read the affidavit to them and explain the circumstances involved. It was interesting to note
Jack Murray is the owner of Southwest that the state did not offer the owner of the
Recovery Services, Dallas, Texas. He has card, a representative of the store where
a BSfronl the Universiryof Harfford, MBA the arrest took place or a representative of
from the Universiry of Connecticut and has the credit card company, only the police
had specialized accident investigation officer who made the arrest.
Our next case was a case of aperson betraining at the Traffic Institute of Northwestern University and Accident Recolt- ing charged with theft over $750. By
stmction School of Texas A&M Universiry. producing two written, notarized, apA member of the Nonh Texas Private 61- praisals of the goods involved by certified
vestigators Association, The National A- gemologists, we got the chargereduced to
sociation of Investigative Specialists and a misdemeanor, and eventually it was pled
the National Association of h g a l Investi- out to unadjudicated probation.
The last case was another sterling examgators, he has been a licensedprivate investigator in the State of Texas since 1976. ple of the ambush mentality sometimes
He has worked numerous civil and crimi- found in Dallas police and prosecutors.
nal cases in Texas, Louisiana and New Our client was involved in an automobile
York. He has attended civil and criminal accident with a bicyclist. In a very, very
investigation seminars in Chicago, short time a nasty crowd gathered and the
Washington, D. C., San Antonio, and re- client locked herself in her car. When the
cently was a speaker at the Region ISemi- first Dallas officers arrived on the scene
nar of the National Association of Legal she got out of her car and started over to
Investigators in Philadelphia, Penn- where the cyclist was laying in the street.
A Dallas officer used the PA system in his
sylvania.
One of the situations that never ceases
to amaze me is the reluctance of attorneys
to involve their investigator in examining
trials and Grand Jury proceedings.
Obviously, there are situations where the
attorney is not retained until it is in fact
too late to do anything about the Grand
July, or to schedule an examining trial, hut
anytime you can you should consider using
your investigator to help you with these situations.
Having your investigator present at the
examining trial gives hi,or her, an opportunity to look at any and all police
reports involved. The biggest advantage of
this is that you now know they exist and
can take the proper steps to obtain them.
An additional benefit is that you get to see
just who the state's supporting cast of witnesses are. Hopefully, your investigator's
input prior to the examining trial will help
you in preparing your questions for the
state's witnesses.
In the past 12 months my son and I have
been called upon four times to testify before a Grand Jury in Dallas County. In the

car to tell her to "get back in your car and
get out of the way." Our client did exactly
what she was told and started to drive to
her office about 2% blocks away. As she
drove away another Dallas car got into
pursuit and arrested her for felony failure
to stop and render aid.
We were able to find three witnesses
who saw the whole thing and heard the
police officer on his loudspeaker. By
presenting the Grand Jury with the notarized statements of the witnesses, the client
was no-billed.
Does this mean we are miracle workers?
No, far from it. But the attorneys involved
had the foresight and ingenuity to accept
our suggestions, knowing full well they
had nothing to lose by trying it and a great
deal to gain. Once you've had a witness'
notarized statement it is certainly going to
be difficult for that witness to change their
statement.
Obviously, these tactics do not fit every
case, hw it is certainly worth exploring the
possibility. The most common objection to
this approach is that "Dallas Grand Juries
are a rubber stamp." That's not true, but
if you don't do your part in protecting your
client's interests, it will be a rubber stamp.
Again, a large part of the secret of success of this approach is the close team concept between the investigator and the
attorney, careful planning of the questions
to be asked at the examining trial,
meticulous attention to detail in deciding
what is important to tell the Grand Jury,
in language they can understand.
It also presents the necessity for the attorney making an honest appraisal of what
kind of impression your investigator will
make as a witness. Is he or she articulate,
well prepared, qualified, organized, etc.
If not, forget it; you are just wasting time
and you clients' money.
I want to thank those people who have
taken the time and effort to pass their reactions to this column along to me. If you
have any ideas for future columns please
pass them along to me or to the editor.
Next month we will look into some
aspects of the Forensic Science Laboratories in Dallas.
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Jury Select ion The Voice List ens
by Cafhy Bennett
None of us likes to have words put in
our mouths. By suggesting the appropriate
responses within your questions to jurors,
you may get the answers you are looking
for but seldom will you change their true
beliefs. If what they are doing is telling you
what you want to hear, they don't believe
it; they aren't committed to it; they may
throw it out when they're in the jury room.
Furthermore, some jurors resent this,
others feel manipulated by it, and many
jurors often comment they feelpatronized.
Patronized? How can a juror feel patronized by a lawyer or the court? Well, take
a look at how much information about the
law and case issues are "preached" to the
jury panel by the judges and attorneys in
the voir dire alone. When you read the following examples of "educating questions,"
think about how you feel when someone
asks you a series of leading questions that
have the answers built into them and then
acts like shelhe sincerely wants your
response.
Let's play anairplane magazine game for
lawyers. Here are a list of questions. What
is the "correct" answer to these questions?
1. Can you listen to the evidence with
an open mind?

the prosecution?
-

4. Will you require my client to testify?

5. You realize that thedefense does not
have to present any evidence, don't you?
6. The law states that my client is innocent until proven guilty. Will you presume
my client to be innocent?
-

7. Do you have anyjixed opinions about
this case?
8. Do you have any strong negative feelings towards Hispanic people?
9. Have you ever voiced a strong opinion about guns?

10. Do you talk with your police officer
daughter about her work?
-

11. As a result of serving on a jury, do
you have any negative feelings about the
judicial system?

12. You say your friend was injured by
2. Can you follow the court's instruc- a drunk driver. Can you put that aside and
judge this case on its merits?
tions?

3. Can you put the burden of proof on
-

Cathy E. Bennett, Houston, Texas, is
one ofthe founders of the field ofjury and
trial consultation. She is the president of
her company, Cathy E. Bennett & Associates, Znc., which has a ~tntionalreputation.
She has worked on over 400 cases and 1m
been featured on '60 Minutes" and "Phil
Donahue." She has assisted in such
noteworthy cases as U S . v. John
DeLorean, Wounded Knee, the Howard
Hughes Will Case (Mormon Will) and the
trial of the Zrish Republican Army. The
trials she has participated in have run the
spectntm fiom misdemeflnors to highly
publicized cases. She Im lectured in
hundreds of legal forums.
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"correct" answers to the panel and leave
very little room for disagreement. Keeping
in mind that we know about jurors' desires
to please the court and remembering the
fact that most people will say as little as
possible in a group to avoid embarrassment, theinformation you need to develop
cause challenges and to intelligently exercise peremptory challenges is lost when
you engage in such restrictive questioning.
By starting off with a goal of educating the
prospective jurors, you sacrifice the goal
of information gathering!
Now go back to the previous sample
questions and, on the lines provided below,
rewrite each question in a way which
evokes an informative personal response
and which presemes your record should
the court attempt to limit your voir dire.
Below is an example of a suggested
open-ended question that opens up each of
the above questions. There are hundreds
of ways to ask these content areas so that
the juror tells us about himself.

13. You say your car was stolen. My
client is charged with auto theft. Will that
prejudice you in this case?
14. Have you or a family member ever
been raped?
15. You say you attend church regularly,
Ms. Smith. My client is accused of prostitution. Might your religion influence your
verdict?

16. Has anyone had a negative experience with drugs?
AND BEST OF ALL:
17. Can you be fair?
These questions suggest the obvious

Questions
1. Given what we have told you about
the nature of this case, how do you think
your life experiences may affect you if you
are chosen to he a juror in this case?
2. What do you believe a juror's role
should be in following the law that the
court has given you in this case?
3. What do you think putting the burden
of proof on the prosecutor really means?
4. If my client testifies in this case, who
thinks that there might he somejurors who
believe that he would say anything to save
his skin? If he doesn't testify, who believes
there might he some people that say he has
something to hide? Given these two
problems, what do you think I should tell
my client to do in this situation?
5. Why do you think that the laws of the
Uluted States and of the State of Texas say
that when someone is accused of a crime
that they do not have to present any evidence in their own behalf?
6.What does the presumption of innocence mean to you?
7. You know yourself better than auyone else does. Given what you know about

yourself, what in your background or in you in this case? Please be honest.
14. I need to now talk to you about a
your life experiences do you believe may
affect you should you be chosen as a juror very sensitive issue. If anyone would like
to approach the bench or go into the judge's
in this case?
8. What have your experiences been chambers to discuss this, I am sure the
with Hispanic people? What does racism court will allow us to do this. Does anyone know anyone who bas ever beeu raped
really mean?
9. What are your feelings about guns? or molested? What are your feelings about
What bave your experiences beeu with people who are charged with this kind of
situation?
guns?
15. Ms. Smith, you bave told us that you
10. It is normal for us to discuss with
our children and with people that we know attend church regularly. Ms. Jones is acwhat they do for a living. You told us that cused of pmstilutiou. How do you think
your daughter is a police officer. What has your religion may affect you should you
she told you about her job as a law enforce- be a juror in this case?
16. Everyone in America today knows
ment officer?
11. You told us that you have served on someone who bas had some kind of bad
a jury before. What did you like best about experience with some kind of drug.
that experience and what did you likeleast? Whether that be alcohol, marijuana, co12. You have told us that your friend caine or some kind of prescription drug,
was injured by a drunk driver. I am afraid without telling me who that person was,
that your thoughts about that situation what kind of negative or bad experiences
could affect you in this case. What do you ,has someone you know had with some kind
of drug? (We can approach the bench, if
think about my fear?
13. You told us that your car was stolen. you would like to discuss these matters so
My client is charged with auto theft. How that you do not have to talk about these in
do you think your experience might affect open court.)

17. Given all that you know about this
case, why do you believe that you would
be a good juror in this case?
Dear Readers,
We are sure that some of you have a case
that is approaching that you would like
some ideas about how to get jurors to be
more open about complicated issues.
Please write us about your pending cases
so that we can give some suggested voir
dire questions or ideas about how to more
intelligently select a jury in that kind of
case. Also, we are sure that there are some
of you that have recently tried a case and
wonder what went wrong. If you would
write us about the facts of the case and the
problems that you felt happened in that jury
selection, we will give some suggested
ideas about how to improve on what you
did. We are here to help you and we need
you to write your questions and concerns
to us in care of:
THE VOICE
Jury Selection
600 W. 13th St.
Austin, Texas 78701
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A View from the Bench
From Ivory Tower to the Front Line
by Justice Shirley Butts, 4th Court of Appeals

Only in this eentury and indeed after the
First World War members of the bar began
to read cases not only for principles or doctrines of law but for the narrow decision
of a particular case. The judgment of the
case, while important because of the disposition, did not tell the lawyers and other
judges what the reasons for the disposition
were. Now opinion writing has become a
noticed ability.
Opinions reflect the viability of appellate
judicial work. They are expected to demonstrate a high degree of workmanship.
Texas has 14 intermediate appellate courts
with a total of 80 justices. Appeals of
criminal cases, excepting capital cases, go
to those courts first. Few of the decisions
of the courts of appeals are overturned by
the Court of Criminal Aooeals. The eranting of a petition for discretionary review
is just that: discretionary. In that regard it
is similar to the granting of a writ of error
by the Supreme Court. The interesting conclusion is that more decisions of the intermediate courts of appeals become final
ones than not.
Recognizing the commanding position of
the intermediate appellate courts of Texas
in the appeal of criminal cases, thepractitioner of criminal law should know something about the operation of his or her own
court of appeals.
In these courts the lawyers should expect to findunderstandable writing as well
as recognizable ways of communicating
and certain patterns in the flow of their
judicial deciding. Lawyers should not discern a tangible unease or lack of inner
sureness of operation in the court either in
the judges themselves or in the support
staff, including the attorneys who assist the
judges.
Characteristic of the written opinions
should be reckonability of result. The
products of the court must be expected to
transcend the court personnel's private feelings and beliefs. A steadiness and uprightness of judgment should be apparent. . .
.A

-
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Justice Shirley Buftshas been an Associate Justice of the 4th Court of AppeaLr
since 1981. She was an Associate Professor of Law at Sf. Mary's UniversitySchool
of Law from 1976 to 1981. Prior to that
time, she had extensive trial and appeliate
practice and had authored numerous articles. She is a member of faculty, Texas
College for Judiciary. She obtained her
B.A. Degreej?om Col Stale at LA., her
J.D. fram the Universityof Texas and her
L.M. from the University of Virginia.

neither wild persons nor fools should
dominate the appellate bench. These are
the predominately desired objectives of a
court of appeals, and the bar and general
public will ascertain the presence or nonpresence of these qualities. Of course, the
judges' knowledge of law and work habits
reflecting these desirable appellatejudges'
characteristics are expected.
How do the 14 courts of appeals handle
their criminal dockets? Each court is required to formulate local rules which comport with the edicts of the Court of

Criminal Appeals and the Supreme Court.
The rules also pertain t~ civil m e s and will
spell out the differences where necessary.
The new rules of the Fourth Court of Appeals have been approved by the Supreme
Court and are available in final form. Every lawyer who appeals criminal cases
should obtain a copy of his or her own Iocal appellate rules, as well as study the
Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure,
which became effective September 1,
1986.
Many of the functions formerly performed by the district clerk, the trial judge,
or at the trial level have been moved to the
courts of appeals. See, Rules 41,42, 51,
53, 54 of the Texas Rules of Appellate
Procedure. The previous ways of appealing a case have heenmodified and lawyers
need to be aware of the changes.
Almost all the intermediate appellate
courts conduct presubmission conferences.
This is desirable in that a consensus of the
panel (three justices) may be determined
at that time, or sometimes, the disagreement of the panel will be discovered. In
the Fourth Court the three law clerks of
the judges, called 'Meting attorneys" in
Texas, participate in discussions. While
some courts may circulate a proposed draft
opinion at the time, the Fourth Court does
not follow that practice. The law and the
facts are discussed, and any unusual questions brought forward. Our court knows
before submission which judge will author
the opinion.
The panelmeets again immediately after
oral argument. Do we still agree as to disposition and on the law to be applied? If
after the judge who has been assigned the
task of writing the opinion discovers new
questions upon further study, the panel
may be called into meeting again. At this
time there is usually a draft opinion to be
perused and discussed. What is not discerned by some lawyers is that the final
product (opimon) reflects the agreement of
three judges; it is not the solitary thoughts

of just the author. Thus, the writer who
somtlmes receives the brunt of criticism
reaI1y acts With th8 aceord of the Two
OMS.
YOU will nntioe that all three
justices are named in tbc opininns and have
joined in the reasoning, unless there is s
dissent, or a concurrencc.
Th* value of a dissent w n o t be oversimply do not a@eeeel
looked. Not the 'l
variety, but the well-reasanadone based
on a body af doctrine which may be venerableor even b m d new. Qgr itStifutiOnof
Ultr dissent is aggtgb a @ h t which
or sometimes ~ h o ~ n ~ & n a bdeoisions
&
may he mmwed, It wbe a valuable $001,
not oftenneeded, but .there-foF use. '
,The cou&af qpeals, nallhmgb mindftil
bf tffkpf6tectiOns. guarg~teed@I @hsi$
id a criminal case, tefusa to r e the job
of the lawyersxif it is wanting. The m u m
will not m w h the record to fhd pomible
ear overlooWed by the bwyer, udesS it
ie a requited search for "fundqnentalu
error. The court, opposing counsel, the
client, and even the taxpayem have a right
to-expectthat iaues should be claritied and
dcfaeil; this is a central and vital &U in
crimfnal aspen& advocacy. Pooshabdfng
of brief-wfiting, mar~hdliigof facrs and
law, and argument inereaw the appellate
difftculty in se&g and setting
thoughts straight:by the mord. A justice
Eavelfng the lonely road of the f m e n
record 8pprwiam the "lampB of telIing
points and &levant citations ofauthority.
Itnlbalrtnea of counsel skfils at 'the appellate level i s an added bmdeu on the couxts.
The courts of appeals Of Texas, u r n
SoGe other appellate eouiq, are required
to%otat@thepanels ofjuSt$e. Therefore,
it m y be h a d o u s to attempt .to prediat
whitt a certain court panel will do with a
particular case. .A ]lawyer may be better
prepared to argue by le;irnin_L:
inadvance
who the members of the panel will be.
A recent studv in Texas s u ~ m t that
s a

be, of course, delay* caused by motim
for-exmion of timG to ffleinsmments or
by. remand to the trial court for certainint e r m e d i mattars, but these are the exccption. 1i is clwr lhat the amcndnient of
the Twas Constilution in 1980crcating this
intermediate level of apdlatc review of
criminal case+ to reli& the congested
dodm of the Court of Grimin& Appeals
i&aewmplishing the desired result. TEX.
Cmm. ad.V, @ 5,6. Nearly 60 perWt
of appealam tothe Court df @ p a s are criminnal WS@. This trmslaTes into fewer delays

a&-

m the criminal jwstiee syskm.'
The criminal law pmcdtioner at this ttmtr;
realizafhatth@%ystfguee of theold-time
ap@late domain, sometimes called the
"i&ry tower," is evaporating, as evidenced
by the goal of the new courts of appeals

to makc secure the Texas criminal iusticc
proems by wpeditioa handlit@4 their
many criminal c.-
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The Last Word
The Prosecutor's Right of Reply: The Open Door Doctrine
by Jack Strickland, EY. Worth
.,
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Introduction

statements; incorrect statements of law;
specific excluded evidence; personal attacks on the prosecutor; and the failure of
the defendant to testify. Truly incompetent
defense counsel may be able to combine
all of the foregoing mistakes into a single
improper argument, but that degree of ineptitude is unusual.

A majority of jurisdictions, Texas iucluded, have recognized and adopted variations of what is variously described as
the "doctrine of invited argument," "retaliation," "reply," "provocation," or more
graphically, "opening the door." Simply
put, all of these doctrines, regardless of
label, stand for the proposition that a
Issues Which May Open the Door
defense argument which is in some mauCharacter of The Defendant
ner in~propermay permit an otherwise improper prosecutorial reply. Indeed, when
The state may respond to defense con- appears to have been a permissible
the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals en- tentions that the defendant has a eood resoonse. as well as a sisnificant underdeavored to distill the proper functions of character, particularly when such argu- staiement. But the p~osecutor then
jury argument into four easy-to-remember ment is:
proceeded to leave no doubt in the minds
categories, "answer to opposing counsel,"
of the jurors as to just what that evidence
which includes the opendoor doctrine, was
was, stating:
a. misleading (such as when you
behind Door Number Three. Alejandro v.
argue that your client, who has been
State, 493 S.W.2d 230 (TCA-1973).
In 1952 the Defendant was arrested
to TDC 7 times, has no convictions);
when his wife was shot five times.
b. overly-broad (such as when you
Opening the Door or
argue that your client, a charter
In 1970, he was arrested.. .after
member of the Skull Munchers
leaving the scene of a shooting. . .
Now You've Done It, Stupid
Limitation
Motorcycle Club and Philanthropic
And these are just the things we
Society, has led a good, clean,
know about.
'ouble-free life);
The clearest occasion of opening the
door arises when defense counsel goes outThe Court of Criminal Appeals was not
c. outside the record (such as
side the record. This may in turn permit
when you argue that the State failed
amused.
to show even a single prior arrest,
a prosecutorial response outside the
record. Reynolds v. State, 505 S.W.2d265
when evidence of such arrests would
Misleading Statements
(TCA-1974). There is however an imporhave been inadmissible);
tant limitation on the prosecutor's right of
d. incorrect statement of law (such
Just as the prosecutor may find himself
reply. The State can only take advantage
in hot water by getting carried away with
as wben you argue that the State did
his Alejandro-sanctioned plea for law ennot introduce any bad acts against
of the doctrine to the extent that the door
your client, while knowing full well
has been opened; the doctrine does not alforcement, so too may defense counsel allow rhetoric to get the best of him,
that the rules governing reputation
low the State to use the improper comment
as an excuse to open the door even further
misleading the jury and thereby opening
testimony prohibit such evidence.
and exceed the bounds of the invitation.
In respond& to each of those assertions the door. The Dallas case of Hefey v.
The difficulty is, as always, where to draw however, the State still cannot show specif- State, a 1973 robbery conviction, offers
the line. As the case of Garrison v. State, ic inadmissible acts. And remember that the following exchange:
528 S.W.2d 837 (TCA-1975) pointedout, the State is further bound by the limits of
Defense counsel:
the courts offer little indication of the point the invitation. So, for example, in the case
at which the prosecutorial argument ex- of Smith v. State, 506 S.W.2d 602
What do they do when they send
a man to prison? First, they take
ceeds the invitation of defense counsel's ar- (TCA-1974) when defense counsel in a fit
gument.
of rhetorical zeal argued that his client had
away his name and give him a numThe question of the propriety of a "lived a clean life for twenty-two years,"
ber. They take him away from the
prosecutorial response seems to occur he opened the door for the prosecutor. The
normal environment of friends and
repeatedly in regard to such issues as the attorney for the State responded by statloved ones. They deprive him of fecharacter of the defendant; misleading ing "I have evidence to the contrary." That
male companionship (the hell you

-
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say!) and they put them in steel cages
like animals in a zoo and they herd
them around during the day and they
give them jobs to do and all this, in
the company of hardened crinzinals.
(Counsel failed to add that as terrible as this is, inmates have to endure
these conditions only briefly due to
liberal parole guidelines.)
Prosecutor (in response):
They're not going to put a first
offender with hardened criminals.
Hefey v. State, 489 S.W. 2d 115
(TCA- 1973).
The Court, while noting that the prosecutor's comment constituted unsworn testimony, also noted that it was invited
unsworn testimony, aff~mingthe conviktion.
Interestingly, the often-cited Alejandro
case was handed down only eleven weeks
later. Alejandro also contained unsworn
prosecutorial testimony concerning TDC
policy toward first offenders. Alejandro's
conviction was however reversed, the
Court apparently believing either that the
comment was uninvited or, if invited,
nevertheless exceeded the bounds of that
invitation. The exchange was as follows:
Defense counsel:
. . .this defendant will be best
served by giving h i supervision,
and if that supe&ision doesn't work,
then of course he will be sent off to
the penitentiary.
Prosecutor (in response):
(Speaking of TDC) we've got a
unit down there called the Ferguson
Unit. ..for the first offenders. This
man can get a Junior College education down there.
The jury, in a misguided effort to help
the 19-year-old possessor of marijuana,
gave him 25 semesters to complete his
degree.
Lastly, do not under any circumstances
attempt to mislead a jury by complaining
o f a situation which you have yourself
created. Clean hands and all that. For example, if you have excluded the testimony of a witness, do not argue the State's
failure to caU that witness. That may entitle the State to explain not only why the
witness did nut testify (you), but who he

would have identified had he testified (your
client). Hollonay v. State, 525 S.W.2d 165
(TCA-1975).
Incorrect Statement of Law
Unfortunately the best example of opening the door by an incorrect statement of
law deals with the now-in-limbo prohihition against comments concerning parole.
In the Kincaid case, a 1976case out of Tarrant County, defense counsel asked the
jury not to assess a life sentence or a long
term of years that "might as we11 put (the
defendant) away for life." In light of that
statement, the prosecutor was well within
his rights to address the question of how
long the defendant would have to spend in
the penitentiary.
The prosecutor did not stop there
however, but throwing caution to the wind,
read the parole law to the jury. And to
make matters worse, the prosecutor read
the old, more-lenient law, which had been
revised a merenine years previously. The
Court of Criminal Appeals thought that inappropriate and opined that the comments
did not invite a reading of the right law,
much less the wrong law. (It was Karma
that the Alejandro prosecutor was the Kincnid defense attorney.) Kincaid v. State,
534 S.W.2d 340 (TCA-1976).
What if the defense counsel misstates the
law bv suggesting that the prosecutor
shou~~hav&oug~t
- some evidence which
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Excluded Evidence
Sometimes evidence is excluded after a
determination of inadmissibility by the
court, sometimes the prosecutor does not
have a sponsoring witness, and sometimes
the State simply does not bother to introduce all of the evidence. Whatever the
reason, if defense counsel opens the door
to that evidence locker the jury may hear
about it for the first time in the last two
minutes of the trial. And remember who
gets to close. In the case of Pesch v. State,
524 S.W.2d (TCA-1975) counsel implied
in his argument that there was additional
evidence which the State did not wish to
introduce. The State responded by acknuwledging that indeed empty whiskey bottles
had been found at the crime scene, evidence which did not support the defendantk claim that he was not intoxicated.
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Providing Quality Forensic Analysis
and Expert Testimony in the Following Areas
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he could not legally bring? In an old case,
Pounds v. State, 230 S.W.2d 683
(TCA-1921) the defense attorney chided
the state for failing to bring forth any evidence of extraneous offenses. The
prosecuting attorney did not rise to the bait,
but staying within bounds, merely pointed
out that every lawyer knew that the State
could not introduce evidence of bad reputation until the defendant put his reputation in issue. The attorney then had the
good sense to shut up and not recite specific
(and inadmissible) instances of misconduct.
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The record is unclear as to why the bottles had not been introduced. ~ l l aist clcar
is that the Court of Criminal Aoneills mlud
the argument to be invited and %firmed the
murder conviction. So too may theprosecutor be allowed to explain the absense of
a witness and possibly even suggest what
the phantom witness would say. Houston
v. State, 503 S.W.2d 540 (TCA-1974).
Personal Attacks on the Prosecutor
A long line of Texas cases seems to follow the principle that if there is a personal
attack on the prosecutor's fairness, motive,
bias, or similar qualities, that prosecutor
may depart from the ordinary rules of evidence to defend himself, even going so far
as to offer his personal beliefs. Burns v.
State, an affirmed capital murder conviction from 1977, finds defense wunsel, obviously exhausted from a long trial,
arguing that
1) the State was using a witness to lie;
2) the State wasnot interested in the administration of justice;
3) the prosecutor was lying when he denied knowing of a witness'criminal record.
Taking umbrage at the remarks, the
prosecutor responded that "none of you
pays me enough money to try to convict
an innocent man based upon the evidence
in this case." Bums v. Stare, 556 S.W.2d
270 (TCA-1977). A similar argument had
been advanced in the case of Love v. State,
533 S.W.2d 6 (TCA-l976), wherein the
defense attorney questioned the prosecutor's suppression of evidence, as well as
the fairness of the trial. The record reflects
that the prosecutor argued that neither he
nor his w-counsel were "trophy hunters or
out to do anything that (they did not) feel
was right, under the facts of the case."
Held, invited argument and proper.
Keep in mind however, that in this
category, just as in the other categories we
have examined, the prosecutor must
respond only within the bounds opened to
him. The Boyde case finds the defense attorney apparentlyarguing @si argument is
not in the record) that the District Attorney will someday be out practicing law on
the other side. Whatever the argument, the
prosecutor took some pains to explain to
the jury that they would "never find him
defending criminals in this or any other
county. ..you will never find me standing
up here and trying to get a murder I
'
(Interesting enough, a check of the Texas
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Legal Directory indicates that this prosecutor is no longer with the Dallas District
Attorney.) The Court held, as it did in the
similar case of Bray v. Stare, 478 S.W.2d
89 (TCA-1972), that the comment goes far
beyond any invitation, real or imagined.
Boyde v. State, 513 S.W.2d 588
(TCA-1974).
In summary, when debating whether to
impugn the integrity, if any, of the prosecutor, a simple rule of thumb may prove
helpful: the first liar doesn't stand a chance.
Failure of the Defendant to Testify

sought to justify his client's silence by emphasizing how much smarter the prosecutor was than the defendant. (It should be
noted that there is nothing in the record to
support that conclusion.) Response was
held to be within the scope of the invitation and the case was affirmed. However,
a mere statement by defense counsel that
it is his client's right not to testify if he does
not wish to do so does not an invitation
make. See Franks v. State, 574 S.W.2d
124 (TCA-1978). Also keep in mind that
if the prosecutor merely repeats what you
have already said, you can't he heard to
complain. Sorenson v. State, 709 S.W.2d
321 (Tex.App.-Texarkana 1986).

Inasmuch as a comment on a defendant's
failure to testify is an affront to Federal and
Conclusion
State Constitutional protections (not to
mention the ethics of our profession), even
It is difficult to articulate a universal test
the excuse that such comment was invited
will receive careful scrutiny from the for the propriety of prosecutorial responses
reviewing court. Just as a prosecutor's to the opened door. The arguments must
comment will be error only if manifestly be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, since
intended, or if of such a character that the each depends on the scope of the invitajury would naturally and necessarily take tion, the state of the admitted evidence,
it to be a commGnt, so too must the defense proper objections by defense counsel, and
counsel's invitation be clearly put. Read- rulings by the trial court.
ing between the lines of the defense argument will not justify invoking the open
door doctrine.
This jury argument case has nothimg to
The Harris County District Attorney's
Office attempted such a justification in the do with the OpenDoor Doctrine, but I becase of Johnson v. State, 61 1 S.W.2d 649 lieve it is very significant and worth not(TCA-1981). In that case defense counsel ing. Donald Wayne Good, #773-85,
argued long and hard in behalf of proba- Burglary of Habitation, Reversed: Opintion. ApparentIy the prosecution thought ion on Appellant's PDR-Judge Campbell.
the application and plea for probation 11/26/86. In this case the Court agreed
with the defense contention that to allow
opened the door to the following:
the State to attach probative value to the
defendant's orderly demeanor at the guilt
Prosecuting attorney:
stage is every bit as harmful as a comment
And another important thing. . .is
on his failure to testify. The Texas Court
that you never beard (the defendant)
of Criminal Appeals notes that the defentell Mr. Harris or anybody else that
dant's neutral conduct while the comhe was sorry for what he did. He
plainant was testifying was entirely
never up to now has said 'I am sorry
consistent with his plea of not guilty and
I committed this robbery, I confess
his defense of alibi. This is a holding which
to it, and I want you to give me proacknowledges what often really occurs in
bation,' you never heard him say
the courtroom and refuses to fall back on
that.
a sterile record to excuse this sort of
The conviction was reversed.
prosecutorial misbehavior. A more wmDefense counsel should he aware plete summary can be found in the Decemhowever that it is possible to invite a legiti- ber 1986 Voice for the Defense, page
mate comment on your client's silence by SDR-21. The case had not been reported
overemphasizing the court's instructions in the Advance Sheets as late as February
and attempting to explain away or other- 5, but the Slip Opinion may be ordered
wise minimize the defendant's failure to from the Opinion Service, Post OfficeBox
testify. InBroussard v. State, 505 S.W.2d 1262, Austin, Texas 78767 (512)
282 (TCA-1974) the defense attorney 346-1804.

Federal Corner
Civil Rights Violations by Law Enforcement Officers
Acting a s Private Citizens
by F.R. "Buck* Files
The United States Court of Appeals for
the Eleventh Circuit in an opinion handed
down on February 20, 1987, in a case
styled Belinda Joy Motes, PlaintiffAppellant v. James Ronnie Myers, Ke~steth
Jones, Rockdale County Board of Commissioners, Charles Smith, Cltnimtan, City of
Conyers, Barbara Bramblett, City Manager, Defendants-Appellees (the same
docketed as No. 86.8356) has again
reaffirmed the proposition that law enforcement officers do not have to he on
duty to he involved in civil rights litigation. Whether yon are in the practice of
suing law enforcement officers or defending law enforcement officers, this opinion
is worth reading.
The Court begins its opinion with this
language:
'This case involves a dispute over
title to an air conditioner. On its surface, the lawsuit seems trivial and
lacking in federal jurisdiction. Underneath lurks the question of
whether plaintiff Motes was deprived of her constitutional right of
liberty without due process of law
and whether 42 U.S.C. $1983 affords her relief and federal jurisdiction of her claim."
In Motes, we have a case where a law
enforcement officer acting as a private
citizen becomes a defendant in a civil rights
case.
Motes and Myers, a sergeant with the
Conyers, Florida, PoliceDepartment, had
a disagreement concerning the ownership
of an air conditioning unit which was located in a rental house on Myers' property.
The parties had known each other since
they were in high school, and Motes had
dated Myers' brother. While they were dating, Myers' brother had installed Motes' air
conditioner inMyers' rental house. Motes
claimed that the air conditioner was simply
loaned to Myers' brother; Myers claimed
that it was a gift to his brother. In any
event, there was a dispute over the ownership of the air conditioner for some two
years.
Motes and her husband and an individual

who wanted to purchase the air conditioner
entered Myers' rental house with the permission of the tenant and removed the air
conditioner.
Thereafter, Myers secured a warrant of
arrest from a Justice of the Peace and went
with Rockdale County Deputy Sheriff
Kenneth Jones to Motes' home in an attempt to settle the dispute without the
necessity of arresting Motes.
When they were unsuccessful in their attempt, Myers and Deputy Jones arrested
Motes, searched her home and took her to
jail where she was booked, fingerprinted
and spent approximately two hours before
being released on bond. Charges against
Motes were later dismissed.
Motes brought suit under 42 U.S.C.
$1983 seeking damages from "half the
world" (including Myers, Deputy Jones,
the City of Conyers, Florida, and the
County of Rockdale, Florida). The District
Court found that Myers was acting as a private citizen and granted a Summary Judgment in favor of all the Defendants.
The Court of Appeals found that the action of the District Court was premature
and reversed and remanded as to Defend-

ants Myers and Jones and Rockdale
County.
Citing Lugar v. Edmondson Oil Co., 457
U.S. 922,937, 102 S.Ct. 2744,2753-54,
73 L.Ed.2d 482 (1982), the Court found
that:
"The state action requirement of
$1983 may be satisfied if the constitutional deprivation results from a
private person's use of a state procedural law to effectuate a purpose not
intended by state law and not permitted by the Constitution."
The opinion goes on to reiterate that
"acting under color of law" does not require
that the accused be an officer of the State.
It is enough if he is a willful participant
in a joint activity with the State or its
agents, citing United States v. Price, 383
U S . (787), at 794, 86 S.Ct. (1152), at
1157 (16 L.Ed.Zd 267).
Motes may or may not win; however,
the lesson is clear: law enforcement
officers take a definite risk when they
abuse the system either as an officer or as
a private citizen.

The Attorney Who Cares
PREPARES
Whatever the case. Whatever the Court.
Our NationaI/InternationaI Sentencing
and Parole Memorandums save precious
time. For You. For Your Clients. When a
life is on the line, a second opinion can't
hurt.
Call Now: 1-800-241-0095
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES
Sentencing Alternative Planning
71 0 Lake View Avenue, Atlanta, Ga. 30308
Sentencing and Parole Consultants
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In and Around Texas
by John Boston
Right stuff:
P~r$le Stop: Gary Trichter, Mallett,
Trichter and Brann, Houston, has become
an expert on profile stops, having remade
his image to fit Louisiana State Troopers'
idea of what a drug pu~herand his car look
like. He even went so far as to subject himself to a stop by Louisiana troopers iuorder
to make the point that just maybe an officer
who makes profile stops may not be all that
creditable; however, the Louisiana judge
didn't buy it. It seems that Louisina probable cause for a highway stop consists of
having at least one occupant appear to be
Hispanic, a four-door car with Florida
license plates, and it helps if an edge or
corner of a plastic (glasine?) h;tg is sticking out of the trunk. Nice try, Gary. The
case is on interlocutory appeal.
Advanced Criminal Law: The committee for the 1987 Advanced Criminal Law
Course met in Dallas on February 27 at the
Fairmont Hotel, site of the August criminal
program, to plan the four and one-half day
course sponsored by the Professional Development Program of the State bar. This
course is aimed at those Lawyers who are
planning to take the Board of Legal
Specialization examination, and thus focuses on the law as ounosed to trial oractice skills and "how b:' courses. Riihard
Anderson is the committee chairman and
course director. The course promises to be
outstanding in every respect.
Like all good CLE programs, each Advanced Criminal Law Course relys on
evaluation of participants at previous
course. One particular comment from
earlier Courses was that those programs
had been too defense oriented. The 1986
course (Edward Mallett, Director) was
found to be more objective than earlier
courses, hut objectivity and balance will
still be a goal of the 1987 Course. It's small
wonder that there might appear to he a
slight bias toward the defense since the
committee membership list reads like an
excerpt from the TCDLA membership
directory ( U S Attorney, Marvin Collins
Court of Crimiand Judge Chuck
nal Appeals were the exceptions.);
however, the speakers will he urged to be
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as objective as possible. As far as this
writer is concerned, a prosecution oriented
course would be the most helpful to the
defense bar. It was Abraham Lincoln who
said (paraphrasing) if yon only have time
to prepare one-half of the lawsuit, prepare
the other side's.
Committee members participating in the
course planning were Richard Anderson,
Chairman and course director, Ed Mallett,
Kerry FitzGerald, Ron Goranson, Walter
Prentice, Jack Strickland, Judge Chuck
Miller, Marvin Collins, David Bim, Jack
Rawitscher, Buck Files, JimBobo, and this
writer. Leslie Myers of State Bar Professional Development Program arranged the
meeting, furnished the packets and generany did what had to be done to have a successful planning meeting. While meeting
with the planning committee, she was also
supervising a practice skills course for
several hundred lawyers being conducted
elsewhere in the hotel. Kudos.

Might Stuff:
Constitrifionalrights: In a recent article
copyrighted by the New York Times News
Service, Columnist Anthony Lewis writes
of a twentytwo-year-old woman of Palestinian extraction who was arrested (abduct-

ed?) by agents displaying a badge and
"subpoena." She was not taken to any of%cia1 facility, but to an empty house in a
residential area She was handcuffed and
held for twelve hours, no warrant, no
phone call, no use of bathroom, no outside contact. Her interrogators demanded
that she identify a man photographed with
her and her hnshand. The interrogation
continued until after midnight, then her
captors left her with her left wrist handcuffed above her head to a vertical metal
pole for three hours. When they returned
at 3:30 a.m. they told herher hnshand was
in custody (not true). She was released at
8:30 a.m. about two miles fromher home
and told she would be watched. She will
testify if her lawyers ask her to.
Where did this happen? a) Iran? h) Syria?
C)Libya? d) Soviet Russia? Answer: None
of the above. Try San Diego, California,
United States of America. Who were the
interrogators? You get three guesses, hut
the first two don't count. Answer: Federal
agents according to Lewis's column. Her
arrest was apparently related to the arrest
of eight Palestinians two days before by
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Agents. She was a friend of one of those
arrested. It is hard to believe this hao~ened

raft ro rigkc BillBraIfon,KnreKdyMiiNer, Bob Htnran, Tony W@M.

.

Tw" Gramon, and ChuckMiller.

in the land of the free and the home of the
brave. This vignette points up a condition
inherent in government: individuals have
' rights, governments have power; and if
agents of government abuse that power, it
is the individual citizen that looses.

ments for Tahoe and did a superbjob. The
reaI skiers went to Squaw Valley, Kirkwood, etc., the beginners and intermediates went to Heavenly Valley, and the
non-skiers went to the casino. See President's Report, this issue. Skiing can be addictive too. When is the next winter trip?
Baby: TCDLA Director Stan Bmwn and
spouse, Tammy, have adopteda baby girl.
Congratulations.

and DWI Seminars on March 5 and 6 at
the Embassy Suitag. The Support Staff attendance was approximately twenty-three
paralegals and secretaries. Good stuff for
office personnel. Too bad more didn't turn
out for the talks and course materials. The
DWI Seminar drew sixty-four lawyers
Light sf~rffi
from Travis and surrounding counties.
Seven very effective speakers conducted
Lake Tahoe: Great trip to Lake Tahoe
quality discussions and presented very
and the seminar was well-attended, even
helpful DWI course materials. A few of
though it was scheduled to begin at 6:00
the books are still available at $75.00.
a.m. By 6:15 a.m. onTuesday forty-three Home office report:
TCDLA Board of Directors and Execu- Write the home oftice or call (512)
lawyers were on hand to attend the CLE
course put together by Ron Goranson, tive Committee met in Austin on March 478-2514.
The Board of Directors approved two
who, incidentally, handled the arrange- 7 following the Association's Support Staff
important proposals at the Austin meeting.
The Board approved a budget with the fiscal year now corresponding to the calen;
dar year. The Board also authorized the
executive director to apply for tax exempt
status with the Internal Revenue Service
according to Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code. This will exempt
TCDLA and CDLP, the Association's
funded CLE project, from state sales taxes
but will not preclude TCDLA from hiring
a legislative representative to present
TCDLA's position regarding pending
legislation before the Texas Legislature or
Congress.
The next Board of Directors meeting of
TCDLA is in Fort Worth at the Worthington Hotel on Saturday, May 2 following
the CDLP DWI Seminar on May 1. Members are invited to attend the DWI Seminar and the Board meeting. Bring a new
member. In fact recruit two new members,
Gelling cow on the Tahoe Queen Feny Boat on the way backfront Squaw Valley ore (lepto riglu):Bit1
it'll do all three of you a world of good.
Brutton, Cosey Krebs, Sherry Hill and Rvsty Dunenn.

New Publicat ions
by Don Adams
Criminal Law Bulletin
1987 23 Cr.L.B. 5, Nix v. Whiteside:
The Role of Apples, Omrtges, and the
Great Horrdini in the Constitutional Adjudication, by Brent Appel
1987 23 Cr.L.B. 25, The Aftermath of
Nix v. Whiteside: Slamming the Lid olt
Pandora's Box, by MONO^ H. Freedman
1987 23 C1.L.B. 30, Comn~ent:Resfricrion of State Prisoner Habeas Corpus
Review by Federal Courts, by Richard A.
Powers 111

198723 Cr.L.B. 36, Evidence and Dial
Advocacy Workshop: Hearsay-Prior Inconsistent Statetnenfs, by Michael H .
Graham
198623 Cr.L.B. 49, Social Sciences and
the CriminalLaw: The Fo~aihAmendment,
Probable Cnuse. and Reasonable Susnicion, by James R. Acker
Georgetown Law J umal
1985 74 Geo.L.1. 29, i71e Unreliability
of Expert Te~timorty on the Typical

$

Characteristics of S m l Abuse Victims
1986 74 Ge0.L.J. 499 thm 996 #3,
Project-Fifieenth Annual Review of
Criminal Procedure: United States
Supreme Court and Courts of Appeals
1984-I985
1986 74 Geo.L.1. 1371, Grim as Cornmunicafion:An InIerpretive Theory of the
Insanity Defense and the Mental Elements
of Crime, by Benjamin B. Sendor
W
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